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Foreword

Since the discovery of geomagnetically trapped radiation by Van Allen
in 1958, an impressive amount of experimental information on the earth's
particle and field environment has nourished research work for scores of
scientists and thesis work for their students. This quest has challenged
space-age technology to produce better and more sophisticated instruments and has challenged the international scientific community and
governments to establish more, and more effective, cooperative programs
of research and information exchange. As a result, an orderly picture of
the principal physical mechanisms governing the earth's radiation
environment is beginning to emerge.
The interest in this topic has reached far beyond the domain of geophysics. Indeed, we find trapped radiation elsewhere in the universe:
Jupiter's radiation belts, particle trapping in sunspot magnetic fields,
cosmic rays confined in interstellar fields and, possibly, ultra-high-energy
particles trapped in the magnetic fields of rotating neutron stars.
There is abundant technical and scientific literature available on
Van Allen radiation; comprehensive reviews are published regularly in
journals* or have been collected in book form**, and books have been
written on the subject***. The aim of this monograph is to complement
the existing literature with a concise discussion of the basic dynamical
processes that control the earth's radiation belts. It is mainly intended
to help a graduate student or a researcher new to this field to understand
the underlying physics and to provide him with guidelines for quantitative, numerical applications of the theory. This monograph does not
explain the morphology and phenomenology of radiation belts. The
reader is expected to turn to literature elsewhere to obtain this kind of
information.

* c. f.: Space Science Reviews (D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht,
Holland). Reviews of Geophysics (American Geophysical Union).
** c. f. : Physic of the Magnetosphere (Edt. R. L. Carovillano, J. F. McClay and
H.R. Radoski; D.Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht, Holland, 1968). SolarTerrestrial Physics (edited by J. W. King and W. S. Newman, Academic Press,
London, 1967). Earth's Particles and Fields (edited by B. M. McCormac, Reinhold
Publishing Company, New York, 1968).
*** c. f.: W. N. Hess, The Radiation Belt and Magnetosphere, Blaisdell Publishing Company, Waltham, Massachusetts, 1968.
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Foreword

A major part of this volume is dedicated to Adiabatic Theory and
its application to radiation belt studies. A thorough knowledge of this
theory and-above all-skill in its quantitative use are today necessary
requirements for successfully carrying out either experimental or theoretical research on this topic. The last chapter is dedicated to diffusionregrettably, limitation of space does not allow a complete presentation of
this problem, so much in the limelight at the present time.
The only prerequisite for reading this monograph is a knowledge of
classical Electricity and Magnetism. Hamiltonian Theory is deliberately
not employed (although it could have saved a lot of pages), neither is
Statistical Mechanics. Of course, the reader should be familiar with the
principal features of radiation belt phenomenology. However, the fact
that all applications and practical examples in this book are limited to
the earth's radiation belts should not discourage students of Plasma
Physics and Astrophysics from seeking useful information for their own
work in the following pages.
References are kept to an absolute minimum. The reason is simple:
it would be impossible to do justice to all of the fine work done in the
past. On the other hand, this field already has reached that healthy
degree of maturity in which detailed referencing, especially in regard to
historical development, is no longer so vital.
This monograph was originally conceived during a three-week
course given at a Summer School in Tarbes (France), organized by the
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales, and is based on lecture notes
corresponding to the first half of a two-quarter course on Particles
and Fields in Space at the University of Denver.
The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to the colleagues
who have read parts of the draft text and who have contributed valuable
criticism and suggestions. Drs. R. L. Chasson, C.-G. Fii.lthammar,
T. Northrop, R. Pellat, M. Schulz and D. P. Stern have been particularly
helpful. He is also indebted to his students, in particular to Messrs. F. D.
Barish and R. G. Willis, for carefully checking the manuscript.
February, 1970
Juan G. Roederer
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Introduction

Although, as stated in the Foreword, it is not our intention to present
here a discussion of radiation belt phenomenology, let us at least delineate
the subject in very general qualitative terms before entering into the
details of the physics involved. The "Radiation Belts" are defined as the
region of the magnetosphere permanently populated with energetic,
electrically charged particles. They are mainly composed of protons and
electrons and, in a minor proportion, alpha particles, covering an energy
range from, say, a few tens of KeV up to hundreds of MeV (protons in
the inner belt). These particles are trapped in the magnetic field and
would remain so indefinitely if it were not for diffusion, acceleration
and loss processes.
Fig. 1* gives an idea of where in the magnetosphere the radiation
belts are located. The linear scale is given in earth radii (1 Re = 6371 km).
In addition to energetic particles, the magnetosphere contains thermal
plasma and a particle population of "intermediate" energy, probably in
a transitional stage from the thermal to the radiation belt category. The
plasma is mainly found in two regions: the "plasma sheet" in the geomagnetic tail (Fig. 1), probably of solar wind origin, and the "plasma-
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N. F. Ness, The geomagnetic tail, Review of Geophysics 7,97-125 (1969).
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Introduction

sphere" (not shown in Fig. 1) which corotates with the earth and is an
extension of the earth's ionosphere. The "intermediate" energy particles
can be found in the "cusp" (Fig. I), but also pervade the region of the
radiation belts and occasionally are detected in the tail.
Time variations of the magnetospheric field configuration, caused by
changes in the solar wind plasma flow, have a considerable effect on the
particles contained in this field. Slow variations induce reversible changes
or "adiabatic effects", which in principle do not alter the dynamical
balance. They do, however, lead to important spatial and spectral rearrangements of the particle fluxes which must be taken into account in experimental analyses, especially when outer regions of the radiation belts are
involved. Sudden variations- in particular those associated with magnetic storms-have a profound and irreversible effect on the trapped
particle population. Actually, they are believed to keep the radiation belts
going by providing the main mechanisms of fresh particle injection and
the first stage of their acceleration.
The two main ingredients of the study of radiation belt dynamics are
Adiabatic Theory and Diffusion Theory. The Adiabatic Theory has been
developed to simplify the study of charged particle motion in magnetic
fields. As the name indicates, it is not an exact theory-its predictions
are only approximations which, however, would become exactly true
when certain "smallness parameters" tend towards zero. Fortunately,
this is the situation in most problems dealing with energetic particles
trapped in the geomagnetic field. Quantitative use of Adiabatic Theory
is necessary for the following: (i) to achieve physical understanding and
to obtain a proper, quantitative description of the steady state configuration of geomagnetically trapped particle fluxes; (ii) to find the corrections that have to be applied to experimental observations in order to
eliminate all effects on the particle population caused by spatial asymmetries and slow time variations of the geomagnetic field; (iii) to set up
the proper frame, in terms of geometry, coordinates and parameters,
for the study of trapped particle injection, diffusion, acceleration and loss.
Diffusion Theory is applied to the study of the interactions of trapped
particles with the medium (atmosphere, ionosphere), with random field
fluctuations and with electromagnetic and hydromagnetic waves.
These processes control the dynamics of the radiation belts, i. e. the
balance between injection and loss, their spatial distribution and their
energy spectra.

Chapter I
Particle Drifts and the First Adiabatic Invariant

1.1 The Guiding Center Approximation
The equation which describes the motion of a particle of charge q and
relativistic mass m, in a given magnetic (induction) field B, under the
action of an electric field E (external and induced) and an external nonelectromagnetic force E, is given by
(1.1)

-d (dr)
m- = q (dr
- x B+E) + E.
dt

dt

dt

The solution r = r(t, r 0' vo) represents the position of the particle as a
function of time t, initial position ro and initial velocity Vo. Equation
(1.1) is described from a given inertial frame of reference which we
henceforth call "original frame of reference" (OFR)*.
The solution of (1.1) may look very complicated. For instance, energetic cosmic ray particle trajectories in the geomagnetic field usually are
of such nature. But under certain conditions of field geometry, external
force intensity and particle energy, periodicities appear in the solution
of(1.1) which then allow a simplified description-especially if one is not
interested in the actual instantaneous values of the phases in question,
that is, if only average positions of the particle are required. There
can be as many as three distinct types of periodicities: (i) the cyclotron
motion, a periodicity in the particle's motion perpendicular to the magnetic field; (ii) the bounce motion, a periodic motion up and down a
magnetic field line; and (iii) the drift motion, a periodic motion along a
closed surface made up of field lines. Periodicity (i) is always the first to
appear and has the highest frequency. It may exist even in absence of
(ii) and (iii). For instance, when a not-too-high energy cosmic ray particle
approaches close to the earth, it may have a clear-cut cyclotron motion
but no other periodicity. Bounce frequencies are usually several orders
of magnitude lower than cyclotron frequencies; drift frequencies are
orders of magnitude lower than bounce frequencies. Any magnetic field

* We shall use rationalized MKSQ units throughout this book. q is thus
expressed in Coulombs (elementary charge = 1.6021 x 10- 19 Coulombs), B in
Weber/m2 (= 104 Gauss).
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in which particles have the capability of bounce motion (ii) is called a
trapping field. If, in addition, periodicity (iii) may occur, we say that it
has a configuration of stable trapping.

In Chapters I, II and III of this book we shall study each one of the
three possible periodicities of equation (1.1) and discuss applications
to the study of geomagnetic ally trapped particles. In Chapters IV and V
we shall look into the problem of particle distributions and the effect of
random perturbations.
Cyclotron motion qualitatively represents a helical motion of the
particle around a field line (Fig. 2). In more precise terms, we say that
cyclotron motion exists if at any instant of time we can define a (moving)

+
Fig. 2

frame of reference in which an observer sees the particle in a periodic
orbit perpendicular to the magnetic field (with single periodicity and
during at least one full cycle). There are cases (most examples in this

book) in which the orbit in that special frame of reference is circular.
If such a frame of reference can be found, we say that the guiding center
approximation holds, and we call this particular frame of reference the
guiding center system (GCS). The center of the (almost) circular orbit is
the guiding center; the (average) radius is called Larmor radius, cyclotron
radius or gyroradius, Pc. The period associated with the cyclotron motion
is called the cyclotron period 15,... For all practical purposes in the following

chapters, the GCS orbit may be regarded as circular.
In the OFR we can picture the motion of a charged particle as the
superposition of a displacement of its guiding center, with a cyclotron
rotation of the particle about the guiding center. By definition, the
instantaneous velocity of the guiding center is identical to that of the
GCS. The actual position of the particle can thus be specified by the
position Yc of the guiding center C, and the cyclotron phase angle'
(Fig. 3) (as we shall see in the next Section, the cyclotron radius Pc is
determined by the field at C and the particle's transverse velocity). In
most problems dealing with geomagnetically trapped particles, knowledge of the cyclotron phase is unimportant and the guiding center
description is all that one needs.

The Guiding Center Approximation

3

If no reference system can be found in which the orbit is periodic,
there is no cyclotron motion. This happens for instance with high energy
cosmic rays in the earth's field.
The instantaneous velocity of the GCS (and, hence, that of the particle's guiding center) can be divided into two components with respect
to the direction of the local magnetic field (Fig. 4):
V= V II + V-L.

The parallel velocity "II is equal to the parallel velocity of the particle:
(1.2)

VII = vII·

The perpendicular velocity V-L of the GCS is called the particle's driji
velocity VD :
(1.3)

because it represents the velocity with which we see the particle "drift
away" from the initial field line, in the OFR. In the GCS (starred quantities), the particle's instantaneous velocity parallel and transverse to
the magnetic field are, respectively,
I Roederer, Dynamics
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(1.4a)

vTI=O,

(1.4 b)

v!=V1-- Vn·

For the magnetic and electric fields in the GCS:
(1.5)

B*=B,

(1.6)

E*=E+ VnxB.

Notice that only the transverse part of the GCS velocity appears in the
expression of the induced electric field term in (1.6). We have used nonrelativistic transformations in anticipation of the fact that, for all practical
radiation belt problems V n ~ c (velocity of light).
There are different types of drifts (1.3), which appear under different
well-defined circumstances. They can be classified into various groups
according to the degree of restrictive conditions that have to be imposed
to guarantee their validity. We shall discuss each group independently,
on the basis of particular cases.

1.2 Uniform Magnetic Field
We consider a charged particle in a uniform static magnetic field, in
absence of any external forces. We rewrite equation (1.1) in the form:
(1.7)

dp

-=qvxB.
dt

p is the particle's momentum, v its velocity in the OF R. The right hand
side is called the Lorentz force; it is always perpendicular to the particle's
velocity. Therefore, in absence of non-magnetic forces, the particle's
kinetic energy T remains constant and so do its speed and mass.
We can write (1.7) in the form

(1.8)

ma=qvxB

which also holds relativistically because m = const in this particular
case. Also B is constant in space and time. The angle between v and B
(1.9)

VII
V 1ex = arc cos ~ = arc sin ~
v
v

is called the particle's pitch angle. For the parallel component of (1.8) we
have:
mall =q(v x B)II =0.
Thus
all =0 and VII =const.

Uniform Magnetic Field
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This means that the motion of the particle projected along the magnetic
field is rectilinear uniform. Since v = const, we also conclude that
(1.10)

V 1. =const

and

rx=const.

For the perpendicular component of (1.8) we thus can write:
mal. =qv1. x B.

a 1. is therefore perpendicular to v1. and its magnitude
q
a1. = - V 1. B = const
m

(1.11 )

in view of (1.10). This means that the particle's motion projected on a
plane perpendicular to the magnetic field is circular uniform. a1. is the
centripetal acceleration.
In the case under discussion, the GCS is moving along the magnetic
field with constant velocity
(1.12)
In the GCS, the particle trajectory is a perfect circle with a gyro radius
that can be obtained from (1.11):
(1.13)

P

c

vi

m*vi
qB*

pi
qB*·

=-=--=~

a1.

We have used starred quantities to re-emphasize the fact that Pc is
defined in the GCS. In the particular case under discussion though, all
starred quantities involved in (1.13) are equal to those in the OFR
because of (1.12). Notice that, in view of the factor q in (1.8), positive and
negative particles have mutually opposite senses in their cyclotron
rotations.
Associated with the particle's cyclotron motion, we have the cyclotron
period:
2npc 2nm*
(1.14)
7ii = - - = - c
vi
qB*
and the cyclotron angular frequency
(1.15)

2n
7iic

qB*
m*·

w =-=-c

Expressions (1.13-15) are all valid relativistically, provided one considers m as the relativistic mass m=moy, (y=(1-f3 2 )-t, f3=v*/c).
1*
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In the non-relativistic case, We and 79c are independent of the particle's
energy (or velocity), depending only on the field intensity and the class
of particles.
Using (1.9), it is useful to express (1.13) in the form:
Pc =

moc 1

q

.

Jj{3yslTIa

and (1.14) as
2nmo 1

79c = - - -yo
q

B

The constants have values:
moe
q
(Weber/m)

2nmo
q
(Weber sec/m2)

electrons

1.705 x 10- 3

3.57 X 10- 11

protons

3.13

6.56 x 10- 8

The compounded motion of a charged particle in a uniform magnetic
field is exactly helicoidal. Positive particles spiral clockwise around the
field lines if we look at them in a direction opposite to B; negative
particles spiral counter-clockwise (Fig. 5).

l_-__ I I _-- A
' t:7'~
~
~-~
--- I

~~
+

°

When the pitch angle is 90°, v II = and all the motion is perpendicular
to B : the particle has cyclotron motion only and stays on a circle forever.
In that case, the GCS coincides with the OFR. If a=O, there is no
cyclotron motion at all; the particle moves along a straight field line.
Notice that in general Pc is not the radius of curvature of the particle's
trajectory in the OFR (this is true only if a=n/2). For a helicoid, the
radius of curvature Rc is always greater than the radius of the cylinder
around which the helicoid is wound (Rc=pclsin 2 a=pc(v 2 /vI)). The
centers of curvature of the helicoid also lie on a helicoid (Fig. 6).
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The stronger the magnetic field, the higher will be a particle's cyclotron frequency (1.15) and the smaller its gyroradius (1.13). Hence, for
ultra-high intensity fields, quantum mechanics must be applied in the
description of cyclotron motion. This problem, well-known in solid
state physics, is of importance to the theoretical study of particles
trapped in the magnetic field of a neutron star. It is conceivable that
magnetic field intensities in the environment of such an object may be
as high as 10 10 -10 15 Gauss. The quantum energy levels of a particle
"gyrating" in a magnetic field B are given by
E) =

~(21+1)B,
4nm

1=0,1, ....

This leads to energy levels of the order of hundreds of Ke V to thousands
of MeV, for electrons trapped near a neutron star. Considerations of
spin and relativistic effects complicate considerably the picture.
I. 3 Zero Order Drifts

We now consider the case of a charged particle in a uniform static magnetic
field under the action of an external non-magnetic force F which is constant
in time and space. We divide F into two components FII and F.1> parallel

Particle Drifts and the First Adiabatic Invariant
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and perpendicular to B, respectively. The equation of motion (1.1) can
be split into the following pair:
dP11
-=FI ,
dt

d pJ.
--=FJ.+qvJ. xB .
dt

The first equation tells us that the particle is accelerated along the field
line in a "conventional" way by F I . Let us assume for the time being
that FII = 0 (i. e. F = FJ. This means that the particle will have a constant
velocity vII analog the field line and so will the GCS. Thus we need only
determine the GCS's perpendicular velocity or drift velocity, which we
shall now call VF • This is the instantaneous velocity of a frame of reference in which the particle executes a circular motion. To find VF , we
just have to look for a reference system in which the external force
F1( = FJ.) is balanced out by the induced electric field force q E* =q VFx B
[cf. (1.6)J (thus leaving the particle to the action of the Lorentz force
alone):
qE* +F1=q VF x B+FJ. =0.
Multiplying by e/q B, where e is a unit vector in the direction of B, we
obtain
(1.16)
V F is called the force drift. Since FII does not affect (1.16), this expression
is also valid in the more general case FII ;60.
B

As viewed from the OFR, the particle has a cyclotron motion (that
in the GCS) plus a translation with constant velocity V F given by (1.16),
plus a translation parallel to the field line. If F I = 0 and v I = 0, the resulting motion is a cycloid in a plane perpendicular to B (Fig. 7). Notice that V F

Zero Order Drifts
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is always perpendicular to both Band F. The particle thus "reacts"
perpendicularly to the external force and no net work is done on the
particle during its drift motion under the present condition of a uniform
field. Positive and negative particles drift in mutually opposite directions.
VF is independent of the particles' mass and energy.
In this cycloidal motion, the guiding center path and the trajectory
of centers of curvature again do not coincide (Fig. 8).
®B

+

~

partiCle

Gu id i ng C en te r
Center of Curvature

---j~'r+""H-+--I--\--+-+--

.

Fig. 8

There is a condition attached to (1.16):
F1(1.17)
- <C
(velocity of light) .
qB
This is a very "liberal" condition. This fact, together with the independence of (1.16) of particle energy, justifies the name "zeroth order drift"
for VF • If (1.17) is not satisfied, relativistic transformations (and not
(1.5), (1.6)) have to be used. It then turns out that one is unable to find a
frame of reference in which the total non-magnetic force is "transformed
away" by cancellation with the induced electric field force. Instead, one
does find a system (moving with velocity c2/E2 E x B) in which the
magnetic field, i. e. the Lorentz force has been transformed away (the
non-magnetic force remaining). In other words, if F1- > cq B, the nonmagnetic force is just "too large"; it takes over and compels the particle
to approach the direction of F1- in hyperbolic, non-periodic motion.
Let us again envisage the simpler case FII =0 and vII =0, which
corresponds to a particle drifting in a plane perpendicular to B. The
"pure" cyclotron motion in the GCS depends on the initial conditions of
the particle in the OFR. If v~ is the initial particle velocity vector in the
OFR, the initial velocity vector in the GCS will be given by (lAb):
viO=v~ - V F .

It is the velocity vi o (and not the particle velocity in the OFR, v~) which
determines the particle's cyclotron radius (1.13) and its cyclotron period
(1.14). Remember again that VF is independent of the particle's velocity
and mass (1.16).
For instance, if v~ = VF (which occurs when the initial Lorentz force
(qv~ x B) holds the balance of the external force F 1-)' there will be no
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FLorentz

cyclotron motion at all (Fig. 9) and the particle will move along a straight
line (the external force F -L balances the Lorentz force at all times !). Or
take a particle initially at rest in the OFR; this particle will have a velocity v! = VF in the GCS. Its trajectory will be the limit of an open cycloid
(Fig. 10). Notice that here we have a case where the particle can be instantaneously at rest in the OFR and yet have a cyclotron motion.
B

Fig. 10

One can intuitively understand the physical reasons for the drift of
a charged particle under the action of a constant external force, perpendicular to B (Fig. 11):
Accelerated

Decelerated

Accelerated (:. Pc increases)

F.L

\

Decelerated (:. Pc decreases)

<VB

Fig. 11

The kinetic energy of a particle in the OFR is not exactly constant.
During one cycloid turn, the particle is being alternately accelerated
and decelerated by the external force F -L' However, since it drifts perpen-
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dicularly to F 1-' there will be no average change of kinetic energy (the
only net change of energy would be caused by the parallel component of
the force, F II') Notice that the amplitude of kinetic energy osciIIation
need not be very small as compared to the total kinetic energy (e.g.
consider the limiting case of an open cycJoid (Fig. 10) in which the particle
is at rest in the OFR at given instants of time). In the GCS, the particle's
speed is constant, because in that system the external force has been
balanced out by the induced electric field force.
If the external force is not constant but belongs to a general force
field - V U (U: scalar potential), (1.16) still represents the particle's

drift velocity. Let us again assume that F II = 0 everywhere, which now
means that field lines lie in equipotential surfaces. The drift velocity (1.16)
is then tangent to such an equipotential surface. The guiding center of a

Fig. 12

particle with a 90° pitch angle will thus follow an equipotential line in
a plane perpendicular to the uniform field B (Fig. 12). This, however, is
true only under the assumption that the radius of curvature of the
equipotential line is much larger than the particle's gyroradius. This in
turn is equivalent to the condition that the variation of U over a gyroradius must be small with respect to the particle's kinetic energy:
(1.18)
This condition is more restrictive than (1.17). (Actually, although we are
still assuming B to be uniform, we have lost the uniformity of the force
field-hence a more restrictive condition). Using (1.13) and (1.16) we
conclude that VF ~ v if (1.18) is satisfied. This implies that a particle
must turn many times before drifting sensibly away from the initial
circle (tightly closed cycloid, Fig. 13). Condition (1.18) is usually satis-

Fig. 13
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fied for all forces of interest to radiation belt physics. If it is not satisfied, additional drifts appear (Section 1.5).
A particular type of non-magnetic force is provided by an electrostatic
field E = - V cp in which <p is the electrostatic potential. The drift
velocity (1.16) becomes:

Exe

(1.19)

VE = - - ·
B

The electric charge q has been cancelled out, and both positive and negative particles drift in the same direction, under the action of an electrostatic field (Fig. 14). Notice that VE is now the velocity of a reference frame
in which the induced electric field exactly cancels out the external electrostatic field.
B
E

+--

----

~OOOOO'
QQQQQQQ.

Fig. 14

If the electrostatic field has no parallel component, Ell = 0 (magnetic
field lines lying in electrostatic equipotential surfaces), a 90° pitch angle
particle will drift along equipotential lines in a uniform magnetic field
(Fig. 15), provided q cp varies very little over a cyclotron radius, as
compared to the particle's energy (condition (1.18)). (1.19) represents
the particle drift velocity even if the electric field is not electrostatic, e. g.
induced by a time-dependent magnetic field.

8

Fig. 15

1.4 First Order Drifts
We now drop the assumption of dealing with a uniform magnetic field.
Gradients in the magnetic field cause first order drifts which are energy
dependent and subject to more restrictive conditions than zero order
drifts (1.16) and (1.19).
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A magnetic field is inhomogeneous if some of the components of
the gradient tensor (! BJr X k are non-zero in some region space. There
are different kinds of gradients from the geometrical point of view,
which play quite distinct roles in Adiabatic Theory. In what follows we
shall work mainly with the (vector) gradient of the scalar B, which we
Field
Line

Fig. 16

denote by V B. Its components are of course related to the components
of the tensor gradient. We divide this vector VB into two components,
parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, respectively (Fig. 16):
VB = VII B + V.L B .

(1.20)

Each component has a quite distinct effect on the guiding center motion.
First, we shall examine the effect of the perpendicular gradient V.LB.
We shall show further below that in a current-free region in which
V.L B # 0, all field lines are curved and V II B # O. This is a consequence
of Maxwell's equations V· B = 0 and V x B = O. In spite of this, we shall
ignore field line curvature and the parallel gradient, for the time being.
Let us inject a 90° pitch angle particle into a field with (almost)
straight lines and with a perpendicular gradient V.L B. It is easy to realize
B

P

R

Q

S

Weaker Field

~
[

U

... L","p,

Stronger Field
:. Smaller p

c

Fig. 17
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that there must be a drift (Fig. 17). The field at points P, R, ... is weaker
that at the points Q, S, ... , causing an alternating change of Larmor
radius (1.13) along the particle orbit. We now want to find the general
expression for this gradient drift velocity VG' i.e. the velocity of the GCS.
First, we note that the particle moves with constant speed V.L in the
OFR, since there are no external, non-magnetic forces acting. Thus, the
Lorentz force q V.L Bp at point P (Fig. 17) will be smaller than q v.L BQ
at point Q (Bp<BQ). This means that during one "turn" P~Q~R,
there will be a net average component ofthe Lorentz force in the direction
opposite to V.L B. We may look at this situation in a different way:
imagine the particle circling in a homogeneous field of intensity equal
to the average B=(Bp+BQ)/2 (Fig. 18), with gyroradius Pc=(mv.L)/(qB),
P
®B

--v+G

1

V.L B
Q

Fig. 18

and replace the effect of the field inhomogeneity by the action of a net
force in the direction of - V.L B equal to the above-mentioned non-zero
average of the (real) Lorentz force. This net force will cause a drift
(1.16), and the particle will behave as shown in Fig. 17.
Let us compute this net force. The instantaneous component of the
Lorentzforceparallelto V.LB is fz=fcoscp=qv.L(B+ V.LBpc coscp)coscp
(see Fig. 18). The cyclotron-average of fz is then:

f

2"

1
R=2n

o

1
fzdcp=-qv.LV.LBpc
2

directed oppositely to V.LB.
The associated drift will then be [cf. (1.16)] :
(1.21)
There is an important condition attached to the validity of (1.21),
which was tacitly assumed in our derivation: the magnetic field intensity
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must vary very little along the cyclotron orbit. In other words, VJ. B Pc ~ B,

or
(1.22)
This condition is much more restrictive than (1.17). We shall see later on
(1.25) that B/VJ.B is equal to the radius of curvature of the field line.
Pc increases with the particle's energy; thus for a given class of particles
and a given magnetic field, there will be a range of energy in which the
guiding center approximation begins to break down. There is no such
energy limit in the case of a zero order drift (in a homogeneous field,
for a constant external force). According to (1.21) and (1.22), we shall
always have V G ~ V 1.'
We finally write (1.21) in vector form:
(1.23)

VG

1

= -

mvi

--2

2 qB

exVJ.B.

e again is the unit vector in the direction of B. It can be shown that (1.23)
is true relativistically. Notice that in (1.23) appear OFR-quantities.
However, in view of (1.22), they differ very little from the corresponding
GCS-quantities* .
The gradient drift depends on the particle's energy and electric
charge. It is useful to write
VG

m o c 2 VJ.B

2

= - - --{3J.Y

2q

B

in which

mo c 2
2q

=

{2.56 x 10 5 Weber/sec for electrons,
4.70 x 10 8 Weber/sec for protons.

Notice again that the energy of the particle is strictly constant in the
OFR, but oscillates with cyclotron frequency in the GCS (reverse situation from the force drift case, Section 1.3). The gradient drift VG is perpendicular to both Band VJ. B. A 90° pitch angle particle will therefore
drift along a B=const line in a plane perpendicular to B (Fig. 19).

* It is instructive to analyze in detail what happens in the GCS for a particle
drifting in an inhomogeneous field. First of all, the speed of the particle in the GCS
is not constant during a cyclotron turn. Second, by computing the radii of curvature
corresponding to points P and Q (Fig. 17) in the GCS, one readily finds that the
orbit is not circular, but slightly egg-shaped (Fig. 18 does not represent the GCS
orbit I). Third, the net cyclotron-average of the Lorentz force turns out to be zero
in the GCS (the induced electric field is being "used" to change the speed of the
particle, as it circles the cyclotron orbit non-uniformly).
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B

Fig. 19

So far in this Section, we have only discussed the motion in an
inhomogeneous field of a particle with a 90° pitch angle. We now analyze
the effect of field line curvature on a particle injected with a pitch angle
of less than 90°. We impose the condition that the radius of curvature
Rc of the field line
and that V.l #0 (cx>O).
Let us assume that, in first approximation, the guiding center follows
the curved field line. In that case, even if v II were constant, the GCS
would be a non-inertial system because it would be moving along a

G

Fig. 20

curved path (Fig. 20). In the GCS any mass m would thus experience an
inertial force (centrifugal force):

where n is the unit normal vector directed along the field line's radius
of curvature. Such a force causes a drift (1.16) given by
(1.24)

called the curvature drift. At each point this drift is perpendicular to the
field line's osculating plane. The true GCS thus drifts away from the
initial field line, always in a direction out of the osculating plane of the
field line. The reader should verify for himself that his is an indirect
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...:t1J-t----.1- n

Fig. 21

proof that the particle does indeed follow the curved field line in first
approximation (Fig. 21). Notice that if vII =0 (90 0 pitch angle), there
is no curvature drift at all.
For curl-free fields, there is a useful relation between field line curvature and the perpendicular gradient Vl.B, deduced in Appendix 1:
(1.25)

ae
as

B
Rc
Vl.B = - - n= -B - 2 = B - .
Rc
Rc

For the definition of the normal vector n, and of R c ' see Fig. AU in
Appendix I. Using this expression, we can convert (1.24) into the following:
2

(1.26)

Vc

mV11

=

--2

qB

ex Vl.B.

The curvature drift (1.26) and the gradient drift (1.23) both point in
the same direction. Since both drifts always appear together, they can
be added to form the combined gradient-curvature drift VCG ' written
here in several equivalent ways:
m
2qB

VCG = - - 2

2

2

(Vl. +2vll)exVl.B

(1.27)
=

mv 2

- ---

2q BRc

(2-sin 2 a)e x n.

In the non-relativistic case the magnitude of VCG is:
VCG

T

= --

qBRc

2

(l+cos a).
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Notice how the particle's pitch angle controls the actual proportion of
pure gradient drift (1.23) and pure curvature drift (1.26) in the total drift
(1.27). Relation (1.22) becomes the general condition for the validity of
the guiding center approximation in this case. It should be noted that,
assuming v II and v~ to be of the same order of magnitude v, condition
(1.22) implies VCG/v ~ 1, further justifying the name "first order" drift for
(1.27) (there was no particular reason for the zeroth order drift (1.16) to
be small compared with v).

I.5 Second Order Drifts
These drifts are in general caused by time-dependent zeroth or first order
drifts (e. g. the effect of a time-dependent electric field, or a directionchanging drift along a curved equipotential). Indeed, whenever we have
a changing zero or first order drift velocity V, the frame of reference
which moves with such a velocity is accelerated and an inertial force
- m V appears to an observer in that frame. This means that the "true"
GCS must move with velocity V plus an additional drift (1.16):
(1.28)

V

m .
Vxe
qB

= - S

which is necessary to induce the electric field that will cancel the effect
of the inertial force in the GCS. For the guiding center approximation
to remain valid, the change of V during one cyclotron turn must be
very small:

Using (1.14), it is easy to verify that this condition implies Vs~ V, hence
justifying the name "second order drift" for Vs.
One example is given by a time-dependent electric field E~, which
we assume to be homogeneous and perpendicular to a constant B field.
In view of (1.19)

Therefore the associated second order drift (1.28) will be
Vp =

m
--2

qB

.

E~.

This is called the polarization drift and plays an important role in plasma
physics, being responsible for the dielectric properties of a plasma.
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Another type of second order drift appears when a 90° pitch angle
particle drifts along a curved path (as in Figs. 12 or 15). If Ru is the
radius of curvature of the equipotential line and V is the corresponding
drift velocity (Fig. 22), we have:
.
V2
V= - - n
Ru
the associated second order drift being
Vs

mV 2

= --

qBRu

nxe.

Notice that Vs ~ V (provided Ru?> p J and that in this example VsII V.
There are more higher order drifts [1], but they are of no practical
importance in radiation belt physics.
B
I

V

n~u=const

/~

Fig. 22

We can combine the drifts (1.16), (1.27) and (1.28) into a more general
expression for the drift velocity of a particle:
(1.29)

VD =

~
qB

x [-F

+ ~(Vi+2V~)V-LB+mVDJ.
2B

In this expression F represents all external forces, including all electric
field forces (electrostatic and induced). The second order drift term m VD
of course may bring up the need for iterations to determine YD. The
most complete expression for the drift velocity (including higher order
drifts) is given in reference [1].

1.6 The First Adiabatic Invariant
When either a zero order or a first order drift acts alone, independently
of the other and in the absence of external forces parallel to the magnetic
field, the kinetic energy of the drifting particle is conserved in the OFR
(as a cyclotron-average for the first case; at all times, for the second one).
2

Roederer, Dynamics
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When both drifts act together, the particle's kinetic energy no longer
remains constant. Likewise, higher order drifts in general do not conserve
kinetic energy, although they may do so in the GCS. Total energy (kinetic
plus potential) still is conserved in these cases. But even this breaks
down when the magnetic field or the external forces are time-dependent.
We shall prove that there is a quantity which is conserved at all
times-even for time-dependent fields-as long as the guiding center
approximation holds, that is, as long as spatial variations are very small
over a domain of size Pc and time variations are very small during intervals
of time of the order of iFc '
Any spatial variation of B in the OFR is reflected as a time variation
of B in the GCS of a drifting particle. Pure time variations in the OFR
obviously also appear as such in the GCS. Let us then discuss the effect
of a time-dependent field as experienced by the particle in the GCS. We
shall restrict our discussion to the case in which B changes in magnitude
only (B II B). We shall further comply with the condition:
(1.30)

8M

iF)3

= -- ~

B

l.

During one cyclotron turn (Fig. 23) the particle experiences an induced
electric field Ej~d for which, according to Faraday's Law,

The magnetic flux is to be taken through a fixed curve, coincident with
the initial cyclotron orbit. The sense of integration in the left side integral
is prescribed by the turning sense of a right handed screw advancing in

B,

as
at

Fig. 23

the direction of B. The work done on the particle by the electric field
during one cyclotron turn is (see sense of integration vs. sense of gyration
of positive and negative particles in Fig. 23):
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The change of total relativistic energy of the particle per unit time
will then be

2 dy*
,1W*
IqlnpZ·
moc - = - - = - - - B .
dt
7i!c
7i!c

(1.31)

Replacing 7i!c (1.14), Pc (1.13) and taking into account that

dy*

dt =

d [
dt 1

p*2l t

+ m~ciJ

1

=

2m~c2y*

d(PI2)

at

(p* = PI in the GCS), we have

1
d(PI 2 )
2m oY* dt

------

PI 2 dB
2m oY* B dt

which hows that:

PI 2
= const.
B

-

Dividing by 2 mo we come to the fundamental relation:
M

(1.32)

PI 2
2moB

= -- =

const.

PI = P* is the particle's momentum in the GCS. M is called the "relativistic" magnetic moment, or first adiabatic invariant. The reason for
calling it "magnetic moment" is the following. A charged particle in

&

t p.

Fig. 24

cyclotron motion in the GCS is equivalent to a current loop (Fig. 24) of
q2 B
intensity
. Iql
1=-=-7i!c
2nm*
and area A = n p; (i has the same direction for positive and negative
particles.) This current loop has a magnetic moment:
(1.33)
2*

Mn=iA

q2

q2

2nm*

2nmoy

= - - np; B =

*

fPc.
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tPc is the (external) magnetic flux through the cyclotron orbit. Using
(1.13) we can write:
1 mv*2
2 B

1 p!2
2 mB

M= _ _1-_

(1.34)

n

In vector form, we have (see Fig. 25 for the direction of the magnetic
moment associated with the current i):
1 p!2

(1.35)

M=---e.
n
2 mB

A gyrating particle creates its own little magnetic field that opposes the
external field, through its magnetic moment (1.35). Many charged particles injected into an external magnetic field thus behave like a diamagnetic gas. Comparing (1.32) with (1.34), we have:
(1.36)

M ='Y* Mn·

The "ordinary" magnetic moment M n is not a constant of motion in the
relativistic case. In the non-relativistic case:

T*

M=M =~

(1.37)

n

B

Tt = T* is the particle's kinetic energy in the GCS. It is important to
emphasize that both M and Mn are defined in the GCS. Taking into
account (lAb), we can write (1.34) as a function of OFR quantities
(non-relativistic case):

Notice that Mn#O, even ifat a given instant of time v1- =0 (IX=O), for
a drifting particle. In most practical cases through, V D ~ V 1- and expressions
(1.32) and (1.37) can be written in the OFR (un-starred) quantities:
(1.38 a)

(1.38 b)

Mn

T1-

= -

B

Tsin 2 1X

= ---

B

(non-relativistic case).

With the definition of M (1.38a) or Mn (1.38 b), we can rewrite the expression for the gradient drift (1.23) :
(1.39)

VG

M

= --

q'YB

Mn
exV1- B = - exV1- B .
qB
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Taking into account (1.33) and (1.36), we have

q2

M = - - cP c '
2nmo

Conservation of the relativistic moment is therefore equivalent to conservation of the magnetic flux through the particle's cyclotron orbit:

(1.40)

cPc=const.

It can be shown that it also is equivalent to the conservation of the particle's angular momentum with respect to its guiding center.

1.7 Application I: Drift of Particles in the Geomagnetic Equator

We are now in a position to analyze the motion of 90° pitch angle particles in the geomagnetic equator of the earth's magnetic field. The.study
of equatorial particles is useful for several reasons: (i) there is more
experimental information on the particle population near the geomagnetic equator than at intermediate latitudes, especially in the outer magnetosphere; (ii), as we shall see in Chapter II, the equatorial point of a
field line (where the magnetic field intensity is minimum) represents an
equilibrium position for "mirroring" particles-hence the study of
equatorial particles gives information on the "zero order" behavior of
the off-equatorial population; (iii) the theoretical treatment of equatorial
particles is quite simple, yet it contains many of the general physical
features of trapped particle dynamics.
In the first part of this section we shall give a qualitative discussion,
based on observational facts about the magnetospheric field. Fig. 25
shows the experimentally observed, average constant magnetic field
intensity contours in the geomagnetic equator [2]. Let us consider the
drift motion of charged particles in the equator and assume that no
other external forces are acting. This is nearly the case for radiation belt
electrons and protons, of energies greater than about 100 KeV. These
particles will experience in addition to cyclotron motion a pure gradient
drift (1.23). Electrons will drift eastwards, protons westwards. In this
drift motion, they will follow a constant B contour (see Fig. 19).
The contours shown in Fig. 25 thus represent drift paths of equatorial
particles.

Qualitative examination of Fig. 25 leads to the following conclusions:
(i) Within about 7-8 earth radii (1 Re = 6371 km) all drift paths are
closed. In that region an equatorial particle thus remains trapped in the
earth's field-forever, if there are no external perturbations.
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EQUATORIAL PLANE
CONSTANT 8 CONTOURS

Fig. 25. Experimentally determined average contours of constant magnetic field
intensity in the equatorial surface [2]. These contours represent drift paths for
energetic, 90° pitch angle particles. Radial distances are in earth radii (1 Re = 6371 km)

(ii) The contours' asymmetry increases as one moves away from the
earth. Within about 4 Re they are circles, as prescribed by a magnetic
dipole field. The asymmetry is such that a given drift path has its closest
approach to earth at magnetic midnight. (Magnetic field lines through
a given drift path thus intersect' the earth at a lower latitude at night than
on the day side, this difference being more pronounced as the drift path
is located further out.)
(iii) Constant-B contours going through the midnight meridian at
distances greater than about 7 Re do not close around the earth. Particles
drifting along them remain trapped in the magnetosphere for only a
limited time, running into the boundary at the flanks of the magnetosphere. These are pseudo-trapped or quasi-trapped particles. Particles on
closed contours, on the other hand, are stably trapped. We call the last
closed contour the "limit of stable trapping" for equatorial particles.
(Magnetic field lines through this contour intersect the earth near the
equatorward edge of what is called the "auroral oval".)
(iv) A satellite in circular orbit, for instance, a geostationary satellite
(at 6.6 Re from the center of the earth), cuts through different drift
contours as the local time of its position changes. In particular, at midnight it samples the outermost B-ring, at noon the innermost one, of
a certain B-range. Assuming that particles are distributed evenly along
a drift path (see Chapter IV), their flux (or the counting rate of a detector
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Fig. 26. (a) Diurnal variations of electron counting rates at 6.6Re (synchronous
orbit), caused by the asymmetry of the magnetospheric field [3]. Tick marks in the
upper curve indicate local noon; similar marks below the lower curve indicate
local midnight. (b) The ratio of counting rates R=CE>O.4/CE>1.5' an index of
electron energy spectrum. Note diurnal variations, and variations correlated with
the index of magnetic activity K p , curve (c)
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sensitive to them) can then be only a function of B. If this flux decreases
outwards (i. e. with decreasing B), a detector on a geostationary satellite
measuring equatorial particles would reveal a diurnal variation of its
counting rate with maxima occurring at local noon. This is indeed seen on
the satellite ATS-1, Fig. 26 [3]. Higher energy particles have a steeper
spatial gradient, hence a greater diurnal amplitude of counting rate
(day to day variations seen in Fig. 26 are probably due to both longterm changes in the magnetospheric configuration and particle diffusion
and loss).
(v) Drift paths are closer to each other at midnight. This means that
the transverse gradient of the field is larger there. Thus, according to
(1.23), a particle's drift velocity will be larger at night than at noon.
Each particle spends more time on the day side than on the night side
during its drift. This difference becomes more pronounced as we approach
the limit of stable trapping.
A numerical description of the magnetic field intensity at the equator,
reasonably good in the region 1.5 Re:'5 r:'5 7 R e, is given by
(1.41)
with

R;

gamma
k o =31,100
=8.02 X 10 15 Weber'm,
(1.42)

(1 gamma = 10 - 5 Gauss)

10)3
( Rs
gamma*,
10)4 gamma R; 1*.
( Rs

where cp is longitude east of midnight and Rs is the distance from the
center of the earth to the subsolar point of the magnetopause, in Re
(see Section 11.7). During quiet conditions Rs ~ 10 Re; during a severe
compression of the magnetosphere Rs may be as low as 6 Re' The first
term of (1041) represents the dipole field contribution, the other two
being the symmetric and asymmetric perturbations from external sources
(magnetopause, tail, etc.) respectively. For r:'54Re' the external contributions may be neglected. Close to the earth (r :'51.5 Re) higher order
multipoles from the internal geomagnetic field (see Section IVA) become
important, and must be taken into account for a more realistic description

*

Values based on ATS-l magnetometer surveys [4].
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of the field. For 4;Sr;S7, the kl and k2 terms are small in front of the
dipole term and may be treated as a perturbation, provided Rs~9Re'
A B=Bo=const ring is given in polar coordinates, to first order
in kl and k2' by the following equation, which is deduced from (1.41):
(1.43 a)
with
_
(ko)t (
r = Bo
1

(1.43b)

k z (ko)~
11=3 ko Bo

kl )

+ 3B o
az

'

~-R

- 3 ko

-4 5
s

r

.

Notice that the r=rBo(cp) drift contours come closest to the earth at
midnight (cp = 0)*. Their asymmetry 11 increases sharply as one moves
away from the earth. It also increases considerably if the compression
of the magnetosphere increases (Rs decreases). The absolute value of
the drift velocity (1.23) of a particle along a drift path B = Bo = const is
(1.44 a)
with

v=

(1.44 b)

3mv
2q

2

~ (Bo)t
Bo

ko

(1 _~3 ~)

Bo '

5mv z k2

ljJ

= 2q

B6'

This drift velocity is indeed greater at midnight than at noon. The relative
asymmetry (2ljJ)jV is independent of the particle parameters and increases
as one moves outward. The drift period lid around the earth along a
Bo = const path is given by
(1.45)
o

to first order in kl' kz. This function decreases with decreasing Bo
(increasing r) in the domain of validity of (1.41).

* The curves shown in Fig.25 cannot be fitted with equation (1.43) using
the numerical values listed in (1.42). The reasons are: (i) the curves lie in general
outside the domain of validity of relation (1.41); (ii) the numerical values (1.42)
were obtained from the diurnal variation of B at synchronous orbit (6.6 Re) when
the sub solar point of the magnetopause was known to be Rs= 10±O.5Re -a more
restricted piece of information than the long-term average field values used to
determine the curves in Fig. 25.
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For kl =kz=O we obtain the pure-dipole relations for rBo(cp) (1.43),
VBo(cp) (1.44) and 0d (1.45). They will be discussed in more detail in
Section II.5. Since kl and k z depend on the parameter Rs (1.42), VB
and 0d will be functions of magnetospheric compression, too.
1.8 Application II: Effect of an Electric Field on the Drift of
Equatorial Particles
Our next example is the study of the drift motion of equatorial particles subject to an electric field. There is little quantitative experimental
information on the steady state electric field in the magnetosphere.
A possible model of the electrostatic potential in the equatorial plane
of the magnetosphere [5J is given by
(1.46)

U(r,cp)=q¢(r, cp)=

J

Cl + C 2 rsmcp
.
± [ - --;:

(+ protons, - electrons)
with
C 1 = 91.5KV R"
C ~ {O.5-1.0KeV R; 1 during quiet time,
z = 1.5-2. KeV R; 1 during geomagnetic substorms.
The first term in (1.46) is responsible for a "corotational" radial
electric field, i. e. one which in combination with a magnetic dipole
field produces angular drift velocities equal to that of the earth's rotation.
This term, in the real case, very likely is cut off beyond a certain distance
from the earth. The second term leads to a uniform dawn-dusk electric
field. Equipotentials of the field (1.46) appear grouped in two distinct
regions, one with closed equipotentials (corotation region), the other
with open ones (convection region, see broken lines in Figs. 27 or 28).
The size of the corotation region is controlled by the value VCdCz
(1.46) (distance to a stagnation point on the dusk meridian).
In presence of an electric field, an equatorial particle is simultaneously exposed to the gradient drift (1.23) and to the electric field drift
(1.19). The latter depends neither on energy nor on the electric charge,
whereas the former depends on both. If the particle is of very low energy
(say, a fraction of a KeV), the electric drift will dominate and both
electrons and protons will drift nearly along equipotentials in the same
direction. Their instantaneous kinetic energy is best obtained by using
conservation of M (1.38). Non-relativistically, T( = T 1-) will be pro-

portional to the local B-value along the given equipotential.
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If, instead, the particle's energy is high (;G 100 Ke V), the electric
field drift (1.19) can be neglected in front of (1.23), and electrons and
protons drift in opposite senses along constant B lines, as discussed in
Section 1.7 (Fig. 25).
In the intermediate range of energies the drift motion is more complicated. Electrons in general behave rather "normally" because the electric
drift and the gradient drift both point in roughly the same direction.
For protons, however, these drifts may point in more or less opposite
directions, especially on the dusk side, and depending on which is the
greater, the proton drift will be eastward or westward.
The general recipes for computing equatorial particle drift paths in
the intermediate case are as follows:
Method 1: (i) Give initial point P; and initial T i, Bi and electrostatic potential ¢i. Compute the two constants (non-relativistic example):
M = TJB i and total energy W = Ti + q ¢i. (ii) Go to any other longitude and instruct the computer to find a point P' such that the quantity
M B' + q ¢' is equal to· W ± prefixed error (use iterative method).
Sometimes no such point can be found; this means that the particle has
turned round before reaching this longitude. Sometimes two (or more)
solutions are found (see protons on dusk side in Fig. 28). From this
example it is clearly seen that drift paths of equatorial particles are
M B + q ¢ = const curves.
Method II (can be used with a time dependent electric field): (i) Give
initial point, initial T i , and compute M and initial total drift velocity
[(1.19)+(1.23)]. (ii) Integrate the drift velocity vector. For each step
compute the particle's kinetic energy from T = M B (conservation of
total energy W is not used here-this is why this method can be used
for time-dependent electric fields). With Method II one cannot find the
position of the particle at any given longitude at once. It is necessary
to proceed in small steps from the initial position to the final longitude.
Method I can be solved analytically for the case of a pure dipole
field (Bo(r)=k o/r3, (1.41)), and an electric field of the type (1.46). The
equation of a drift path of an equatorial particle of initial energy T i ,
starting at point r i, <Pi' is (non-relativistically):

M

Ti

= -

Bi

=

W-q¢(r,<p)
B(r, <p)

which leads to
(1.47)

Ti

(~y ± [- ~1 + C

2

1

rsin<p

=

=

const

Td [-

(+ protons, - electrons)

~il + c

2

ri sin<p] .
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The kinetic energy of the particle is given by

T(r,cp)=Ti

(r.)3
-;

The actual sense of motion of a particle along the drift path has to be
determined by evaluating the drift velocity vector at one point.

DAWN

12 Re

--- ---

-- --- --- --- -10

--

EQUATORI AL
PLANE

DUSK

12

Fig. 27. Broken lines: equipotentials for an electric field of potential (1.46), for
Cz = 1.8 KeV R;: 1. These curves represent the drift paths for "zero" energy particles
in the convection region. Drift sense is shown by arrows. Solid lines: drift paths of
electrons injected with 1 KeV along the dusk meridian (dots) according to (1.47)
and for the dipole approximation of the magnetic field. Notice corotation vs.
convection. Equipotentials in the corotation region (not shown) are close, but not
equal to the drift paths
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Fig. 27 shows solutions of equation (1.47) for electrons (heavy curves),
injected with an energy of 1 KeY at several distances (dots) along the
dusk meridian, for C1=91.5KeYRe and for C2 =1.8KeYR;1. Close to
the earth, these electrons are stably trapped; beyond the stagnation point
P, 1 KeY electrons are quasi-trapped, being convected into the boundary.
Notice the reversal of drift sense beyond the stagnation point. In the
corotational region the first term of (1.46) dominates; outside, the crosstail field takes over, causing general convection. Notice how electron
drift paths approach the earth at dawn; their energy there can be up
to ten times greater than at dusk. Fig. 28 shows drift paths of protons,
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Fig. 28. Solid lines: drift paths of protons injected with 1 KeV along the dusk
meridian (dots) according to (1.47). Notice three types of paths: corotation aI,
"vortices" not enclosing the earth, and convectional. Broken lines: see caption
Fig. 27
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again injected with 1 KeV at several positions along the dusk meridian.
Their behavior is more complex. Starting at 3, 4 or 5 Re at dusk, the
corotational field takes them eastwards around the earth in orbits similar
to those of electrons; the energy-dependent gradient drift (1.23), directed
opposite to the electric field drift (1.19), is negligible at all times. Between 5 and 7 Re on the dusk meridian we have a zone in which protons
get sufficiently accelerated in their eastward drift so that, eventually, the
gradient drift takes over and turns them around westwards, on the
same evening side of the earth. After crossing the dusk meridian, the
proton is decelerated and the electric field drift again takes over. We
thus have closed drift paths which do not encircle the earth. Beyond 7 Re
on the dusk meridian, 1 KeV protons are quasi-trapped, following a
convection pattern.
Equation (1.47) can be written in dimensionless form by introducing
T' = T /(C1 C2 )t,
r'=r (

cC: )12

The equation of a drift path (1.47) is then

T;(~y ± ( - ~ + r' sin qJ )

=

T; ± ( - ~ + r;sinqJ;).

Cases corresponding to different C1 , C2 values are thus represented by a
simple change of the scales of energy and radial distance. It can be
shown that for protons (upper sign) the above equation has three stagnation points, two on the dusk meridian and one on the dawn meridian.
In general, the effect of an electric field of type (1.46) on stably trapped
particles of higher energy, dominated at all times by the gradient drift
(1.23), is to displace the whole drift path in the dawn-dusk direction.
It should be further noted that electrons on closed drift paths are always
accelerated and decelerated in such a way as to have maximum energy
near the dawn meridian, and minimum energy in the dusk side. Particles
of energies greater than a few hundred KeV are unaffected by an electric
field (1.46).
An important aspect of an electric field of type (1.46) with a time
dependent constant C2 is that it provides a simple mechanism by means
of which very low energy protons from the plasma sheet (Fig. 1) can be
convected to a region close to the earth in the dawn side, experiencing
a considerable acceleration

(TT; BiB ~ i)-and be left there in trapped
=

orbits, if the convective field (C 2 ) decays back to a lower value. This
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may be a possible mechanism for the formation of the asymmetric
proton ring current that appears during the early stage of the main
phase of a geomagnetic storm.
Theoretical computations of individual particle motion in magnetospheric electric fields should be interpreted with great caution: in the real
case, proton fluxes are rather high and the build-up of space charge due
to different behavior of protons and electrons in a given electric and
magnetic field cannot be neglected. It is not yet clear whether ambient
cold plasma electrons are capable of effectively neutralizing this space
charge, or whether in fact the actual electric field is the result of a consistent readjustment caused by that space charge.

Chapter II
Bounce Motion, the Second Adiabatic Invariant and
Drift Shells

11.1 Particle Trapping

In Chapter I we have dealt mainly with particle motion perpendicular
to the magnetic field (cyclotron motion and drift). In this Section we
shall deal with the particle motion parallel to the field lines. We shall again
concentrate on the case of a static magnetic field. We shall further assume
for the time being that there are no parallel components of external
forces, i. e. that field lines are equipotentials. This means that, as long
as a particle follows a given field line, its kinetic energy will remain
constant (remember that the Lorentz force performs no work on the
particle).
We can use the conservation of the magnetic moment (1.38) to study
the motion of a particle or its guiding center along a given field line.
From (1.38) we deduce
(2.1)
s is the field line arc length, a convenient coordinate to specify the
position of the guiding center on a given field line. ai' Bi are values at
an (arbitrary) initial point. To deduce relation (2.1) from (1.38) we have
taken into account that the velocity v remains constant along an equipotential field line.
If we inject a particle with a pitch angle ai at a point where the field
intensity is B i , it will spiral along the field line with a parallel velocity
given by
(2.2)

Ifit proceeds towards a region of higher field intensity, vII (s) will decrease.
When it reaches a point where the field has a value
(2.3)

B

B·

= --'m

sin 2 a i
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the parallel velocity is zero. The motion of the particle is then all in a
transverse mode and its pitch angle is 90°. We shall see in the next
Section that whenever B varies along a field line (V I B oF 0), there is a
Lorentz force component acting on the particle parallel to the field,
which happens to drive it away from the mirror point, back to where
it came from. If the field line geometry is such that the magnetic field
intensity increases again after having passed through a minimum value
Bo at the equatorial point of the field line, the same particle may hit
another mirror point and reverse its motion for a second time. Thus the
particle remains trapped between mirror points (Fig. 29). This "bounce
motion" represents the second periodicity ()f equation (1.1).

Fig. 29

With (2.1- 3) and (1.38), we have the following useful relations:
(2.4)

M

p2
= ---

2m o B m

(=Mn= TIBm non-relativistically),

(2.5)

[ B(S)]± ,

(2.6a)

vll(s)=v 1 - -

(2.6b)

V-L(s)=vsmcx i

Bm

.

[B(S)]± = v[B(S)J±
---.

B,

Bm

Notice that (2.5) is independent of the particle in question (except for
its initial position and pitch angle). Mirror points are purely fieldgeometric quantities when the field lines are equipotentials (no parallel
forces).
Notice that at the equatorial point (minimum B) the pitch angle is
minimum and the parallel velocity attains its maximum value.
3
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The following quantity is called the bounce period of a trapped
particle:
s'm

s'm

(2.7)

The integral is extended along the field line, between mirror points
located at Sm' s~, where the field intensity is B m , given by (2.5). The
bounce period is always much larger than the cyclotron period (1.14):
0 b 'P0 c •

The integral

J

Sm

(2.8)

Sb

1

="2 V0 b = [
Sm

ds

B(S)~±

1-Bm

is the half-bounce path length, e. g. the rectified path of the particle between
one mirror point and its conjugate*. Again, this is a field-geometric
quantity, independent of the particle when there are no parallel forces
acting. Notice that the integrand of (2.8)-which is proportional to the
fraction of bounce-time spent by the guiding center in the field line portion
between sand s+ds-has an integrable singularity at the mirror points.
Sb is usually expressed in Re.
Particles with equatorial pitch angles ()(o near 90° will mirror at a
B-value very close to that of the equatorial point, according to (2.5). If
we take this equatorial point as the origin of our arc length coordinate

o
+s
Fig. 30

s (positive in the direction of B, Fig. 30), we can expand B in the neighborhood of 0 in the form:
(2.9)

with

d BI
ao = ds 2 equator·
2

* Only if condition (1.22) holds and if the drift displacement during one bounce
is very small.
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In general, ao is expected to be proportional to Bo. Introducing the
variable
l1(s) = cos a(s)

(2.10)

[ B(sn+

= 1 - Bm J

and using relations (2.5), (2.6) and (2.9) we have, up to second order in
110 (or s):
(2.11 a)

(2.11 b)

(2.11 c)

vll(s)~v [ 1-

B:B J+ [ ( s )2J+
1- sm

[ ( )2J+

s
=vllo 1- sm

The subindex 0 always refers to the equatorial point. For instance, 110
is the pitch angle cosine at the equator (maximum possible value of
l1(s)). The parallel acceleration turns out to be

~=

(2.12)

dt

_

(~)2S.
Sm

This corresponds to a harmonic oscillator. Near-equatorial particles thus
experience a harmonic bounce motion. The period is obtained from (2.12),
or by expanding (2.7) or (2.8):
(2.13 a)

"21 v0'

b

= So ~ 1t

1 J
V2 (Ba:)+ ~ V2 (Ba:)+[1 + 2116
1t

to second order in 110' Notice that to the first order or for strictly equatorial particles (110 = 0, Bm = Bo) bounce period and bounce path are finite:
(2.13 b)

-1 v 0' bO =
2

SbO

= 1t

Vi (B)+
~ .
ao

The appearance of 110 in square form in (2.11) and (2.13 a) makes
them excellent approximations for equatorial pitch angles in the range
or
(2.14)
3*

75° ~ a o ~ 90°
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If we now switch on parallel forces along a field line, the particle's
kinetic energy and velocity will no longer remain constant during its
parallel motion. Calling U(s) the potential of all external forces along
the field line, we shall have for a non-relativistic case:

W= T(s)+ U(s)= Ti+ Ui=const.

Instead of equations (2.5) and (2.7) we have to write
M=

[W - U(s)]sin2!X(s)
B(s)

(2.15)

Ti sin 2 !X i

=---

Bi

W-

U(s~)

---- =
B(s~)

r

const,

s;"

(2.16)

ds

0 b =2 J 2
Sm

h~ [W -

l·

U(s)-M B(S)]} 2

For the derivation of (2.16) we have taken into account (1.38 b). Forces
and electric fields parallel to the magnetic field lines can therefore substantially modify the particles' "mirror geometry" and bounce periods.
Notice in (2.15) that, if the potential U is not the same at both mirror
points, their field intensities will be different: B~ =1= Bm' The actual positions
Sm, s~ of the mirror points on a given field line have to be determined by
solving the following equation:
(2.17)

Ti+ U i - U(sm)
B(sm)

There must be at least two solutions

Ti . 2
sm !Xi'
Bi

= -

Sm' s~

for a trapping geometry.

11.2 The Parallel Equation of Motion
Equation (1.1) represents the general equation of motion of a charged
particle in a magnetic field, its solution giving the actual position of the
particle as a function of time. The cyclotron-average of the actual particle
position leads to the position of the guiding center (Fig. 3). Hence, the
cyclotron-average of equation (1.1) leads to the equation of motion of the
guiding center. The component of this motion perpendicular to the field
line was discussed in Chapter 1. The drift velocity (1.29) is a first integral.
In this Section we shall derive the cyclotron-average equation of motion
parallel to the magnetic field for a non-relativistic case.
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Let us write down the magnetic field experienced by a gyrating particle
in the following way:
(2.18)

Be is the field intensity at the particle's guiding center, e its direction;
b is the (small) correction which we have to add to Be when we move
from the guiding center C to the actual position of the particle on its
cyclotron orbit. Fora homogeneous field b = O.
Equation (1.1) can be written (non-relativistically)
rna=q[v x (Be+b)+EJ +F.

Dotting this equation with e, we obtain
(2.19)

rna· e=rnall =h+qE II +FII

where

h=qvxb·e.

We now have to average this equation over a cyclotron turn. To do this
we first take into account that the cyclotron-average v of the actual
particle velocity is given by
(2.20)
VD is the particle drift velocity, i. e. the transverse GCS velocity which
by definition is the cyclotron-average of v1-. v I does not vary appreciably

during a cyclotron period and hence survives the averaging procedure
intact.
Next, we write
d
de
a·e=all =-(v·e)-v·-.
dt
dt
For the cyclotron-average of this relation we have, taking into account
(2.20) and (1.25) and assuming for simplicity that the direction of B is
constant in time
(2.21)

(~: = 0):
all

= dV11 _

dt

~ V . VB.
B

D

1-

Notice that in general all -t=dvil/dt. The correction term is very small; its
presence indicates that the guiding center does not exactly follow a given
field line. A pure gradient-curvature drift (1.27) does not contribute to
this term; only drifts lying in the osculating plane of the field line do so.
Finally, we have to evaluate the cyclotron average of h in (2.19).
Consider Fig. 31 (drawn for a 90° pitch angle particle). We divide b into
three components (cylindrical coordinate system):
b=br+b</>+b l ·
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Fig. 31

Notice that hr points towards the center C if the field lines approach each
other in the direction of Be' that is, if VII B is of the same direction as B.
It points away from C if VII B is antiparallel to Be. We then write:
fll

= qv x h . e =q(v.l + vII) X (h,. + hq, + h ll ) . e = qv.l X hr . e

hr is thus responsible for afield-aligned Lorentz force:
h=qv.lxhr

directed along Be (Fig. 31), always opposite to VII B (independently of the
sign of the charge!)
F or the radial component br we can set br ~ k r so that at the position
of the particle br~kPe. The constant of proportionality is obtained from
Maxwell's equation (cylindrical coordinates with the axis-variable s
in the direction of BJ:
1 a
1 a
aBc
V· B = - - (rb,) + - - b + = 0.
r ar
r acp q,
as
In a current-free region the cyclotron average 2hq,/2cp=O, and we drop
this term from our consideration. Thus

Ikl

1 aBc

=

2"

as =

1

2"V II B

and the parallel Lorentz force becomes (for the sign see Fig. 31):
(2.22 a)

III = -tqV.lPc VII B= -Mn VII B.

This is independent of the cyclotron phase and thus also represents a
cyclotron-average. We then have
(2.22 b)

h_ = h

aB (

= -Mnas = -

M aB)
--y
as .
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With (2.21) and (2.22b) the cyclotron-average of the parallel equation of
motion (2.19) leads to
(2.23)

dV11

mTt

= qE11

oB

+FII-M nas

vII

+ m B VD·V.L B .

The parallel force (2.22a) or (2.22 b) drives the particle away from regions
of increasing field intensity along a field line. The last term in (2.23) represents a second order correction which can be safely neglected in most of
the practical problems.
The condition for validity of (2.23) is that
(2.24)

Gp =

PcVll B

~~ ~

B

1.

Again, whether this condition is satisfied will. depend on both field geometry and particle energy. If the direction of B is time-dependent in the
OFR, an additional term appears in (2.23).
Taking into account conservation of M (1.38 b) (non-relativistic case),
we can write equation (2.23), neglecting the last term:
(2.25)

dV11

md(

= -

asa [U(s)+M B(s)].

U(s) is the potential of all forces (F + q E). The guiding center thus moves
as though it were subject to a potential

(2.26)

P(s)= U(s)+M B(s).
Energy

Scale

MB

S'm 5

Fig. 32

If, for instance U(s)=const (equipotential field line, FII +qE I =0)
and B(s) goes through a minimum (Fig. 32), we have a "potential well" and
particle trapping like that discussed in the first part of Section 11.1. A
potential well for (2.26) may also come about by a combined effect of
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U(s) and M B(s) (Fig. 33), as happens for instance with energized plasma
particles ejected from the sun. The solar magnetic field lines are approximately radial and B decreases like r- 2 • U would be the gravitational
potential'" -r- 1 .
Energy
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Fig. 33

Particles mirroring close to the equatorial point of an equipotential
field line (U = const) experience a magnetic field given by (2.9). Equation
(2.25) becomes:
(2.27)

dV11

mdt

=

ds 2

mdt 2

=

-MaDs.

This is the equation of a harmonic oscillator, with a period given by
(2.28)

(iib=2n(~)t
Mao

This relation, of course, is identical to (2.13 a) (non-relativistic case).
11.3 The Energy Equation
We shall now derive an equation which gives the rate of change of the
kinetic energy of a particle spiralling in a general time-dependent
magnetic field. We shall only consider the non-relativistic case. Furthermore, we are interested in cyclotron-averaged quantities only.
In the GCS the rate of change of the cyclotron-average kinetic energy
is determined by the action of the electric field induced by a time-depend-
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ent magnetic field B*, as experienced by t,he particle in the GCS, It is
given by the non-relativistic form of (1.31):
d T*

-- =

(2.29)

dt

qrcp?

.

--B*=MB*

0'e

The "local" change B* in the GCS is obviously equal to
.
oB
oB
B* = at + VD ' VJ.B+vll

as'

(2.30)

Remember that VD and v II are the perpendicular and parallel components
of the GCS velocity V ((1.2), (1.3)):
(2.31)

V= VD+vll '

The energy change in the OFR is then:
dT _ dT*
dt - dt

+ ~(~mv2) + ~(~mV2)
dt 2

II

dt 2

D'

Using (2.23) we can write the second term in the form
d
dt

(12

2)

mvil =vll(qE II +FII)-Mvil

oB
2 oe
as
+ mV11 VD' as'

With this relation and (2.29), (2.30), we have
dT
dt
=

oB
(2oe
dVD)
Mat + vll(qE II +F II )+ VD' MVJ.B+mvll as + mTt '

With some vector algebra and relation (1.29), this can be converted into
dT

dt =

oB
Mat

+

vll(qEII+FII)+VD'(qE+F)

and taking (2,31) into account:
(2.32)

dT

dt =

oB
Mat

+

V, (q E + F) ,

This result is simple to understand intuitively: the first term represents
particle acceleration due to the induction effect of a time-dependent
magnetic field on the particle's cyclotron motion (betatron acceleration);
the second term represents the work done per unit time by the forces
during the particle's drift. This second term also may represent a betatron acceleration because E includes the induced electric field when
oB/ot#O. Notice that the first term contains only the local time derivative (in the OFR) and not the time rate of change as seen by the guiding
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center. The second term will be different from zero only if the external
forces and the induced electric field have a component in the direction
of V. Although in our derivation of equation (2.32) we have assumed
for simplicity that ae/at=o at all times, it can be shown [1J that (2.32)
is of general validity, even if B also changes direction.
A particular case, of importance in astrophysics, arises when the
time variation of B and the associated induced electric field are exclusively due to the motion of a static magnetic field configuration with
respect to the OFR (e. g. interstellar magnetized gas clouds moving
with respect to each other). In that case, the rate of change of a particle's
kinetic energy in the OFR is called Fermi acceleration. For a detailed
discussion consult reference [1]. Physically, however, this is not a
process different from betatron acceleration.
11.4 Drift Shells
When a particle bounces along a field line it also drifts perpendicularly
to it (1.29). We shall assume this drift to be "slow": during one bounce a
particle drifts only of the order of one Larmor radius away from the
initial field line. In previous Sections, we have averaged out the particle's
cyclotron motion and followed the fate of its guiding center. This still
implied keeping track of the bounce motion up and down the field line in
a trapping geometry. There are many situations in which it is not necessary
to keep track of the "bounce phase" (conveniently represented by the
field line's arc length s) of the guiding center, either. This second periodicity can also be "averaged out", leaving us with the concept of a bare
drift motion along the surface generated by the field lines successively
"occupied" by the guiding center.

Guiding
Field
Line

m

Fig. 34
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We may call the field line along which a particle is bouncing at a given
time, the guiding field line. Each guiding field line is "limited" by the particle's mirror points. As the particle drifts, its guiding center generates a
surface called drift shell made up of all guiding field lines (Fig. 34).
The mirror points generate the two limiting curves m, m', called mirror
point paths or traces (or rings if the surface is closed).
In order to define a drift shell we have to: (1) identify the initial
guiding field line; (2) find the velocity with which the particle is changing
guiding field lines; and (3) integrate this velocity, identifying all subsequent guiding field lines.
(1) Guiding field line identification: There are many ways of geometrically or analytically defining a field line in a given magnetic field.
The most practical one for our purpose here is the following: Consider
a given, fixed reference surface Q (Fig. 35) orthogonal to all field lines

Fig. 35

(in usual trapping geometries such a surface always exists-the condition
is that no field-aligned currents flow). Each field line is completely
specified by the position of its intersection point 0 on the reference
surface Q. If a, f3 is a curvilinear coordinate system on Q, only two values
ai' f3i are necessary to specify a given field line Ii (Fig. 35).
A particularly convenient reference surface Q in the geomagnetic field
is the minimum-B equator (locus of the minimum-B points of all field
lines). In the case of a pure dipole (or any field with "north-;:south"
symmetry) this is a plane, and the two most convenient a, f3 parameters are
the polar coordinates of 0 :
a=r o ,

f3=CPo

(longitude).
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In the general case there may be more than one minimum-B point along
a given field line and the equatorial surface may have several branches.
For the time being, we shall not consider such a complication. A minimum-B surface is always perpendicular to the field lines (provided there
are no field-aligned currents).
(2) Bounce-average drift velocity. The velocity of the reference point

o is called the particle's bounce-average drift velocity.

One has to be very
careful with the correct interpretation of this concept. If Vs is the actual,
instantaneous drift velocity of the particle while its guiding center is
passing through point P s (Fig. 36), the displacement of point 0 associated
pi

5

Q--=-_~

I'

.n

Fig. 36

with the instantaneous displacement Vs bt will be given by ~O'. 0' is
obtained by tracing the field line l' that goes through P~ down to the
reference surface Q (Fig. 36). We call the associated displacement
~O' = Vosbt. The bounce-average drift velocity of 0 will then be given
by the bounce-average of all associated velocities VOs:
(2.33)
The associated velocity VOs is related to the actual drift velocity Vs by a
purely field-geometric transformation:
VOs= Ts Vs'
In the case of a dipole (see Section 11.6, Fig. 42), the diad Ts reduces to
the scalar cos - 3 A, where A is the latitude of the point Ps . In the most
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general case, the associated velocities Vos need not be parallel to each
other.
Let us consider the case of a static magnetic field in which a particle
is subject to a force drift V F (1.16) plus a gradient-curvature drift VCG
(1.27). When the guiding center is at a position P s (Fig. 36), we write
(2.34)
Based on purely field-geometric arguments we prove in Appendix II that
the bounce-average (2.33) of expression (2.34) is given by
(2.35)
in which
(2.36)
is an integral taken along a given fixed guiding field line for a complete
bounce cycle

(~= 27) . Notice carefully that J

is not to be computed

Sm

along the actual guiding center path, which differs slightly from the
guiding field line. All quantities in (2.35) are defined at the reference
point 0 of the guiding field line (equatorial point, if Q is the minimum-B
surface). Although everybody knows how a gradient is defined, we here

Fig. 37
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explicitly give the "recipe" for the numerical computation of the gradient
of J in (2.35) (Fig. 37):
(i) take the particle, of magnetic moment M on the guiding field
line I, for which V0 J is wanted.
(ii) Compute J (2.36) along I, between the actual mirror points
PrnQrn (which are related to M (or Mn) through (2.4) or (2.17)).
(iii) Take a neighboring field line l' and compute J' (2.36) between
those two mirror points P~, Q~, which would result for a particle of the
same magnetic moment (using (2.4) or (2.17)) placed on that field line 1'.

(iv) Form the ration 1JJj1J r= (J'-J)jOO' (Fig. 37).
(v) Repeat for other field lines l" ... , until the one for which I1JJj1Jrl
is maximum is found. The direction of V0 J will be that of the corresponding vector 00', always perpendicular to the original field line l.
Its magnitude is given by 1JJj1Jr in the limit 1Jr--+O.
In the case of equipotential field lines (no parallel forces) and for time
variations which are slow compared with a bounce period, p is constant
during one bounce, and taking into account (2.36):
(2.37)

J=2pI

where
(2.38)

1=

'f,m [

B(sn+

1 - BrnJ ds

Sm

is a purely field-geometric integral, independent of particle parameters.
I is usually expressed in R e .
In the next section we shall prove that the integral J is conserved
during the drift motion; hence it is also called second adiabatic invariant.
The integral I is simply called "Eye". Notice that the integrand in (2.38)
is the inverse of the integrand of the half-bounce path length (2.8). It is
easy to show that
(2.39)
The derivative in (2.39) is meant to be taken along the field line in question.
Notice that always Sb>I.
In Appendix II we also show that the following relation holds for the
case of equipotential field lines:
(2.40)
FJ.o is the total external (transverse) force on the particle at the reference
point O. The first term represents the gradient of J in absence of external
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forces. The gradient Vol is defined by a similar "recipe" as V0 J except
that now the integration (2.38) defining 1 in step (iii) (page 48) has to be
taken between mirror points of the same magnetic field intensity Bm as on
the original line. With (2.40) we can write (2.35) in the form:
(2.41 a)
In absence of external forces, this equation reduces to
(2.41 b)

2p
mv 2
<Vo)=<VCG ) = - - V o l x eo = --Vol xe o '
q7ibB O
qSbBO

It is important to note that although we have selected the equator as our
reference surface, this choice was completely arbitrary. The sub-index 0
in relations (2.35) and (2.41) could refer to any point of the field line, for
instance one of the mirror points Sm' They would then represent the
bounce-average velocity of the particle's mirror point.
N ow we can estimate how much a guiding field line is displaced
from the original position after one bounce (7ib)' The displacement of
the reference point 0 will be, in absolute value:

60 = <VO) 7i b =

-

Fo

qBo

2pVo I

7i b + - - .
qBo

The condition for "slow drift" (i. e. for the validity of all relations above)
is that 6 0 be of the order of, or less than a gyroradius. Thus
(2.42)
and

Fo
- 7 ib=o(pJ
qBo

Vo l=o(l)
since always p/(q Bo)= o(pJ In "normal" trapping geometries Vol is
indeed of the order of 1. Condition (2.42) imposes an upper limit to the
intensity of the external forces.
(3) Shell tracing: Given a particle injected along an initial field line,
one can find the intersection of all subsequent guiding field lines with the
reference surface Q by integration of (2.35) or (2.41). The full shell is then
determined by tracing the field lines that go through this intersection,
to the local mirror points defined by conservation of M and W (2.15). In
many cases this procedure may be quite cumbersome and lengthy. In
the next section we shall prove a second conservation theorem which
can be used more conveniently for shell tracing.
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II.S The Second Adiabatic Invariant
The quantity J (2.36) is an adiabatic invariant which is conserved during
the drift of a trapped particle, as long as the field changes only very
little during an interval of time of the order of a bounce period:

7ibB
~ l.
B
This conservation theorem follows at once from (2.35): since <Va> is
of the form "scalar times (Va J x eo)", the drift occurs perpendicularly to
the vector V0 J, i. e., parallel to what we may define as a J = const surface
(Fig. 38). In other words, J is constant for all guiding field lines occupied
by the particle's guiding center during its drift. Remember carefully that
J must be computed for constant M and W (and that the mirror point
traces m and m' are always determined through (2.4) or (2.17)).
(2.43)

8B

= -

Fig. 38

Let us consider the particular case in which no external forces are
acting and the magnetic field is static. Conservation of J implies conservation of the geometric integral (2.38)*. Furthermore, since U is
constant in (2.15), the conservation of the magnetic moment leads to
the conservation of the mirror point field intensity Bm. In summary,
we now have
(2.44 a)

I =const,

(2.44 b)

Bm=const.

* See a simple proof for the conservation of I given in footnote on page 144,
Appendix II.
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Relations (2.44) tell us that for the static case and in absence of external forces, drift shells are independent of particle energy, charge, mass.
etc. Notice carefully that the constancy of 1 and Bm for a drifting
particle does not imply a constancy of the bounce period or bounce
path (2.39): in that relation, (81j8B m )lj l is in general a longitude-dependent quantity.
If we do have external forces which at all times are perpendicular to
the magnetic field (equipotential field lines), 1, Bm and p are not conserved.
But we can combine (2.4) and (2.37) to conclude that the quantity
(2.45)
is conserved. This again is a purely field-geometric quantity, independent
of the particle in question, and thus more convenient for numerical
computations than J. (If the external forces do have parallel components,
K is not conserved.)
The set of equations to be used for the case of equipotential field lines
is then:
1
= const ,

VB:

(2.46)

Bm

-2-- =

y -1

const ,

U

Y + - - 2 = const
moc

or, non-relativistically:

VB.: =

const ,

VW-u
'---- =

const ,

1

(2.47)

Bm

T+ U = const.
U is the potential of the field line; y = mjm o . In presence of external
forces, drift shells do depend on particle energy. Particles of different
energy, mirroring at the same point in space, generate different shells.
If there are parallel forces, in particular, if we have a parallel electric
field, it can be shown that the conservation of J still holds (under the
condition of "slow" variations) but that (2.37) is not true anymore. In
such a case we have to use conservation of the general expression of
J (2.36) which we write as a function of magnetic moment M and total
energy W for the non-relativistic case:
4 Roederer, Dynamics
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(2.48)

J=2

The mirror points

S {2m[W-U(s)-MB(s)]}+ds=const.

Sm' s~

have to be determined as a solution of (2.17).

Parallel electric fields can thus have a profound effect on particle shell
geometry. The case of a time-dependent magnetic field will be discussed
in Chapter III.

II.6 Application I: Particle Drifts in the Dipole Field
It is important to study in detail the motion of a particle* injected into
a dipolar magnetic field, because this latter represents the zeroth approximation to the real geomagnetic field. We shall use the geomagnetic East
longitude !.p, the geomagnetic latitude A and the radial distance r as
coordinates. u"', U '" U r are the corresponding unit vectors (Fig. 39). The
z

&--t--~---r-Y

x

./

------

/

I

Fig. 39

magnetic dipole moment ko of the earth is assumed to be located at its
center, directed southward. Its value is ko = 8.02 X 10 15 Weber' m=0.311
GaussR: .
The magnetic field of a dipole is, in vector form:
1

B = 3" [3(k o ·u r )u y -k o]·

In polar coordinates:

r

2ko
B= --sinA-,
r3

(2.49)

B",=O.

* In most of what follows, when we say "particle" we really mean guiding center!
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The differential equations of a field line are given by:

rdJe

dr

- = - ; d<p=O
BJe
Br

which, integrated for (2.49), give (Fig. 40)
(2.50)

<p = <Po = const .

Fig. 40

The element of field line arc length ds follows from (2.50)
(2.51)

ds = (dr2 + r2 dJe 2)~: = rocosJe(4 - 3 cos 2 Je)t dJe.

Field lines lie in meridian planes and each one is completely specified
by the parameter ro (the distance to its equatorial point) and the longitude
<po In radiation belt physics a dimensionless parameter is introduced,
designated by the letter L:
ro
(2.52)
L = (Re= 6,371 Km).
Re
The intersection of a field line of parameter L with the earth's surface
occurs at a latitude Je e given by:
1
(2.53)
L
The B-value as a function of latitude along a given field line is:
(2.54)

B(Je) =

ko [4-3cos 2 JeJt
[4-3cos 2 JeJt
=
Bo --~r~
cos 6 Je
cos 6 Je

-

where
(2.55)

ko 0.311
Bo = - = - r~
L3

(Gauss)

is the field intensity at the equatorial point. The radius of curvature of a
given field line at a point of latitude Je turns out ot be
(2.56)
4*

ro
[4-3cos 2 JeJ~
Rc(Je)=3cosJe [2-cos 2 JeJ
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At the equator Reo = ro/3. The condition for validity of the guiding center
approximation (1.22) can be written in the following form, using (1.13),
(1.25) and taking into account that RAA) is always of the order ofro:
mv

roB~-.

q

The quantity (m v)/q is called the rigidity of a particle, and is expressed in
Weber/m (or, more commonly, Gauss·cm). Notice that, for a particle
of given rigidity, the above condition may be satisfied close to the earth
(large B), but that it may break down when the particle is near to the
equator (small B), as happens with energetic cosmic ray particles. The
Larmor radius (1.13) and cyclotron period (1.14) of a particle bouncing
along a dipole field line are given by
mvr6 [4-3cos 2 AJi mocR; 3 [4-3cos 2 AJi
P =-=-- L
f3y
e
q ko
cos 9 A
q ko
cos 9 A

and
2nmr6 [4-3coS 2 AJ± 2nmoR; 3 [4-3cos 2 AJ±
7i = - =
L
y
e
q ko
cos 6 A
q ko
cos 6 A
.

The constants have values:
mocR; (m)
qko

2nmoR;
(sec)
qko

For electrons

54.8

1.15 x 10- 6

For protons

1.01 x 10 5

2.11 x 10- 3

For more numerical data on particle motion in the dipole field see
reference [6J.
If we inject a particle with an equatorial pitch angle 1X0 into a dipole
field, it will bounce along the field line between mirror points given by
(2.5). Combining (2.5) with (2.54), we can determine the latitude ± Am of
the mirror points by solving (numerically) the equation:
(2.57)

cos 6 Am
. 2
1 = SIn 1X0.
[4- 3 cos 2 AmJ>

Notice that, for a given 1X0, Am is independent of the particular field line
(ro or L). In other words, all particles of a given equatorial pitch angle
1X0 mirror at the same latitude in a dipole field, irrespective of the radial
position of their guiding field lines.
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In the case of the earth's dipole field there is an upper limit for Am:
a particle's mirror point must always lie above the earth's surface (and, as
a matter of fact, above the dense atmosphere):
Am<Ae

where Ae IS given by (2.53). Hence, the equatorial pitch angle must
satisfy:
1
(2.58)
sin 2 CX o > sin 2 CX01 = --;O[~-3=J-'+ .
L3 4 - L
The limiting pitch angle CX 01 defines the half-aperture of the so-called
equatorial loss cone: particles whose equatorial pitch angles lie inside
the loss cone (Fig. 41) would be lost into the dense atmosphere before
they can reach their mirror points. Notice that as L (or ro) increases, the
equatorial loss cone decreases. For field lines close to the earth's surface
(L~ 1) the loss cone is almost 90°.

Fig. 41

As it spirals along a dipole field line, a particle has a local pitch angle
CX(A) related to the equatorial pitch angle CX o by (2.5)
(2.59)

sin 2 cx(A)=sin 2 cx o

[4-3coS 2 A]+
6

cos A
It increases toward n/2 as A~Am. Similarly, the loss cone widens as the
particle moves away from the equator:
.

SIll

2

.

2

CX1(A)=SIll CX 01

[4-3cos 2 AJ+
6
cos A

It becomes n/2 as A~Ae.
According to (2.51) and (2.54), the bounce period (2.7) is given by
(2.60)

7ib

2S b

= -

v

4ro

4Re

v

C

= -f(cx o) = -~- Lf(cxo)f3

_

1
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with
(2.61 a)

The integral (2.61 a), whose limit 2m(0(0) is the solution of (2.57), has to
be evaluated numerically. A good approximation for 40°;5 0(0:( 90° is:
(2.61 b)
The value of the constant in (2.60) is

4Re
2
= 8.50 x 10- (sec).
c
In addition to bouncing up and down a field line, a trapped particle in
a dipole field is subject to a combined gradient-curvature drift (1.27).
In the earth's dipole field this drift is westward for protons and eastward
for electrons. Using (2.59) and (2.54), we obtain the linear drift velocity
for a particle of equatorial pitch angle 0(0 at a latitude 2 on a field line
labeled ro:
_ 3mv 2 2[ _ . 2 [4-3COS 22}!-] (1+sin 22)cosS2
(2.62)
V(2) ro 3 2sm 0(0
6
[
2 ].1 .
2qko
cos 2
4-3cos 2 2
-

For equatorial particles (90 equatorial pitch angle) (2.62) reduces to:
0

R; Lyf3.

3mv 2 2
3m o c2
Vo=--ro=
2qko
2q k o

2

2

This is identical to (1.44 b) when k 1 = k2 = O. The angular drift velocity
of equatorial particles (in radians/sec) is given by
(2.63)

.

CPo

3mv 2
2q ko

= --ro =

3m o c2 Re
2
Lyf3 .
2q k o

The values for the constant in (2.63) are:

3moc2 Re
2q ko

= {

3.50 X 10- 2 deg/sec
64.2
deg/sec

for electrons,
for protons.

It is important to remember that "typical" radiation belt protons are
not relativistic (Yp:::: 1, f3p~ 1), whereas electrons may be.
Expression (2.62) is the instantaneous drift velocity of a particle when
its guiding center passes through a given point of the field line, specified
by the latitude 2. This is the velocity which we have called Vs in Section
11.4. A more important quantity is the bounce-average drift velocity
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(2.33). To derive its expression, we note (Fig. 42) that the drift displacement of the guiding field line's reference point 0 is related to the instantaneous velocity by:
00' = Vosbt

=

V(A)
--3-

cos A

bt.

Hence, for the angular bounce-average drift velocity:

Taking into account (2.60), (2.61) and (2.62), we have
(2.64)

.
<CPo)

=

2
3mv 2
3m o c2Re
2q k o rog(lY.o) =
2q k o Lg(lY.o)yj3

where g(lY. o) is a ratio of integrals which has to be computed numerically.
An approximate relation for g(lY. o) is
g(lY. o) ~ 0.70 + 0.30 sinlY. o

good for 40°;S 1Y. 0 ~ 90 0 • Notice that the angular drift velocity increases
with ro or L.
The drift shells generated by charged particles in a dipole field (in
absence of external forces) have cylindrical symmetry. The mirror point
traces are circles corresponding to Bm = const along a given shell (2.44 b).
Notice that a drift shell is totally specified by the pair of parameters
L, Bm' L defines the guiding field line at each longitude cp, Bm the mirror
points. Particles mirroring at different Bm values on a common field line
will mirror on common field lines at all other longitudes, i. e. they will
engender coincident shells (same L value). The drift period of a particle
in a dipole field is obtained directly from (2.64):
2n

<CPo)

4nqk o
1
3moc2Re Lg(a o)yj32'
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Notice that the farther out the shell of a particle of given energy is located,
the less time it takes to drift around the earth.
For particles mirroring close to the equator in a dipole field, and
taking into account relations (2.9-13) and (2.54-56), we can write:
(2.65a)
(2.65 b)
B()')

,u2().)

~ Bo (1
~

+

*).2) (). in radians),

9
,116 - _).2,
2

(2.65 c)
These relations are valid for particles mirroring in the latitude interval
(see (2.14) and (2.57)):

II.7 Application II: Shell Tracing in a Magnetospheric Field Model
We shall first give the "recipe" to find shell field lines by using relations
(2.44). We inject a particle along a given field line and determine Bm
and I through (2.3) and (2.38), respectively. Then we go to any other
longitude, on which we want to find the shell field line. On that longitude
we first determine the Bm = const trace (Fig. 43) on which the mirror
points must necessarily lie (field lines in general are not coplanar, and
only one "hemisphere" section of the Bm = const curve can be used).
Then we instruct the computer to find by an iterative method the field
line along which the value of (2.38), computed between Bm = const
points, is equal to the initial value I (± prefixed error). If no such field
line can be found, it means that the particle was quasi-trapped and
must have left the trapping region of the magnetic field before reaching
this longitude. Notice that in this way we can find shell field lines at
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arbitrary longitudes without having to proceed in small steps from the
initial one. A particle shell is completely specified by the pair of values
I, Bm (2.44), for a static field and in absence of external forces-independently of particle energy. Of course, if the drift time is wanted we
have to integrate (2.41 b) step by step.
8 m =Const

Equatorial
.... ~ Surface

r'¢r

I" ¢ I

r = I initial
Fig. 43

In order to compute drift shells in the outer magnetosphere, we have
to use a realistic magnetic field model. Two types of magnetospheric
models have been in use for the past years: the model of Mead and
Williams [7J, [8J, and the "image-dipole" model of Hones [9]. Both
models are available in the form of a "black-box" computer code.
Mead-Williams use a boundary surface (magnetopause) model with
currents placed on that surface such a way as to cancel the total field
(earth's dipole field plus the field of boundary currents) outside the
magnetosphere. The contribution from these currents is given in the
form of an expansion in Legendre polynomials. The earth's dipole is
taken as perpendicular to the earth-sun line. A current sheet, lying
in the geomagnetic equator, is added on the night side to simulate
the neutral sheet of the tail. There are four parameters in this model:
the stand-off distance Rs to the subsolar point of the magnetopause, the
near and far distances to the edges of the tail current sheet, Rn and R f'
respectively, and the tail field intensity BT (field intensity near the center
of the current sheet in absence of other sources). In order to simulate
the real magnetospheric field, these parameters have to be made timedependent. The stand-off distance Rs in general decreases with increasing
geomagnetic activity, the tail field intensity BT increases and the neutral
sheet moves inwards (Rn decreases). The more or less "unphysical"
parameter R f is usually held constant at 200 Re' Typical quiet time
values are:
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For a compressed state of the magnetosphere (e. g. after the onset of a
geomagnetic storm) one may set typically:
Rn~8Re'

BT~40gammas

((;:;
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Fig. 44. Field lines of the Mead-Williams model [8J, for Rs= lORe' Rn= lORe'
R f= 200R e and B T = 15 gammas. The sun is at the left. Each field line is designated
with the (magnetic) latitude of its earth intersection. Broken field lines represent
the field contribution from the neutral sheet current alone

Fig. 44 shows the general field configuration of this model in the
noon-midnight meridian. Relation (1.41) represents a first approximation
of the Mead-Williams model field intensity at the equator (for BT = 0).
A time dependence of Rs is reflected as a time dependence of kl and k2
(1.42).
The other model frequently used in the literature is the Hones imagedipole model. In this model the effect of the magnetopause currents is
simulated by a large image dipole placed between the earth and the sun.
Again, the earth's dipole is taken perpendicular to the ecliptic and so is
the image dipole (same direction as that of the earth's dipole). The
parameters governing this model are the ratio r of the image dipole
moment to that of the earth, and the distance s between the two. Typical
values for rand s are
r=40, s=38R e .
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To this field a tail current sheet has to be added. A virtue of the Hones
model is that it can be expressed in closed analytical form and thus is
very fast on a computer.
Recently, two magnetospheric models which take into account the
diurnal and seasonal tilt of the earth's dipole have been developed [10J,
[11]. An even more realistic magnetospheric model must include a
ring current, particularly when one is dealing with perturbed periods*.
The more one tries to perfect a model, the more parameters have to
be introduced and the more difficult becomes the unambiguous determination of their values.
All models and, as a matter of fact, the real magnetospheric field, have
two categories of field lines, according to the distribution of lengths of
flux tubes. If we compute the magnetic flux that leaves the earth's surface
contained in field line tubes of lengths between sand s+ds, we obtain
two distinct groups (Fig. 45). Category I represents flux tubes made

d<f>
dS

Flux leaving the earth per
unit field line length interval

---:---...,. n - 20

40

60

S

Field line length
in earth radii

Fig. 45

up of what one usually calls "closed field lines". Category II represents
flux tubes with field lines which stretch into the tail and either close
through the neutral sheet or link to interplanetary space (in the real
field). The transition between these two categories appears more drastically if, for a given local time on the earth's surface, one plots field line
length as a function of latitude. Fig. 46 [12J depicts how the earth
intersection latitude of the "last" closed field line depends on magnetospheric model parameters (for the Mead-Williams model). Notice that
this transition latitude is controlled more efficiently by the tail field
intensity BT than by the stand-off distance Rs.

* This toroidal ring current is nearly symmetric, centered around the geomagnetic equator at 6~7 Re during quiet times, and moves inwards, greatly
enhanced and asymmetric, during the early stage of the main phase of a geomagnetic
storm.
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Fig. 46. Latitude of the earth intersection of the noon and midnight limit of
"closed" field lines [12J as a function of the tail field intensity BT and for different
intervals of stand-off distance Rs ' for the Mead-Williams model

Take a particle that starts at a given longitude cp, circling around a
given field line and mirroring at a value Bm. The integral (2.38) computed
along the field line between the two mirror points has a value I. This
means that when drifting through any other longitude, for example 180 0
away, this particle will bounce along a field line that passes through the
intersection of the corresponding 1= const* and Bm = const surfaces
I

~

CONST

B~

SPLIT

B~

SPLIT SHELLS
AT¢+180°

INITIAL FIELD LINE
AT ¢

Fig. 47

* We define an 1= const surface as the locus of all mirror points of particles
whose integral (2.38) has a given value I.
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(Fig. 47). Now take a particle which starts on the same initial field
line but mirrors at a lower value B~ < Bm. Its integral l' will also be
smaller, l' < I. After a 180 longitudinal drift this second particle will be
travelling along a field line that passes through the intersection of the
surfaces l' = const and B~ = const. Only in case of perfect azimuthal
symmetry (as in the pure dipole) will these surfaces intersect exactly on
the same line as that of the first particle, and thus be coincident. This is
called shell degeneracy [13]. In the general case, particles starting on the
same field line at a given longitude will populate different shells, according to their initial mirror point fields or, which is equivalent, according
to their initial equatorial pitch angles. (Of course, all these different shells
would be tangent to each other at the initial field line.) This effect is
called shell splitting [13].
The quiet time Mead-Williams model has been used [14J to compute
magnetic shells (see Appendix III) of particles initially mirroring on a
common field line and having equatorial pitch angles with cosines 110
equal to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and nearly 1 (mirroring close to the earth's surface). Fig. 48 shows how particles, starting on a common line in the noon
0

30~------------~~------~------~--------------~30

0.2

3oL-------------~~----~~------~----~~~~--~30

Fig. 48. Computed shell splitting for particles starting on common field lines in
the noon meridian [14]. Dots represent particles' mirror points. Curves giving the
position of mirror points for constant equatorial pitch angle 1X0 are shown

meridian, do indeed drift on different shells which intersect the midnight
meridian along different field lines. The dots represent particles' mirror
points. Curves giving the position of mirror points for constant equatorial pitch angles are traced for comparison (in a dipole field they
would be constant latitude lines [c. f. Section 11.6J). Notice the change
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(decrease) in equatorial pitch angle for the same particle when it drifts
from noon to midnight. Fig. 49 depicts the same features for particles
starting on a common field line in the midnight meridian. In this case
again, the equatorial pitch angle changes considerably when the particle
drifts to the opposite meridian (increasing at noon). This tendency of
particles to align along field lines in the night side of the outer magnetosphere has been observed experimentally [15]'
~

______________6~0~____~9rO_______6TO~____________~30

0.2

3oL---N-O-O-N--------~~----~9~0------~6~0~----~M~ID~N~I~G~HT~~30
Fig. 49. Same as in Fig. 48, for particles starting on common field lines in the
midnight meridian

Notice from Figs. 48 and 49 that, as equatorial pitch angles increase,
shell splitting is directed radially inward for particles starting on the same
field line at noon, and radially outward for particles starting on a common
field line at midnight. Furthermore, shell splitting is maximum for particles mirroring close to the equator.
All these effects depend on the values of the magnetospheric parameters (Rs,BT,Rn). They are more pronounced for smaller Rs (compression) and larger BT values, since the field asymmetry is then enhanced. This has been verified experimentally [16].
Numerical calculations [14] also reveal a considerable local-time
(longitudinal) dependence of the equatorial drift velocity, as it has been
predicted for equatorial particles in Section 1.7. The geometrical factors
appearing in Equation (2.41 b) were computed and represented in Fig. 50
as a function of the equatorial distance of the corresponding field line,
for different pitch angles and for noon and midnight, respectively. For a
better understanding, angular drift factors are shown. For radial distan-
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ces ~ 3 Re we observe a dipolar dependence (2.64). Beyond 3 Re there
is a considerable departure. Drift velocities on the night side are indeed
appreciably higher than on the day side (see discussion for equatorial
particles, Section I.7). The peculiar inversion of the pitch-angle dependence occurring on the day side (Fig. 50) is due to the fact that particles
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Fig. 50. Value of the geometric factors intervening in the bounce-average angular
drift velocity as a function of the equatorial distance of the corresponding field line,
for different pitch angles and for midnight and noon, respectively [14]. To obtain
drift velocities in degrees/sec. multiply the above values by the factor 2.321 x 10- 2
(y2 -1 )/y times rest mass (in electron masses).

mirroring at low latitudes experience a greatly reduced field gradient,
whereas those mirroring at high latitudes spend a larger fraction of their
bounce time in a dipole-type field and hence drift faster. Calculations are
in agreement with drift period observations in the outer magnetosphere
[3]. Since drift velocities depend on magnetospheric parameters, in such
a comparison the correct set of values Rs, Rn, BT-corresponding to the
period of observation-must be used.
A close inspection of the local-time dependence of the drift velocity
(not shown here) leads to the important conclusion that a given particle
trapped in the outer magnetosphere (;C; 6 Re) spends from 1 to i of its
total lifetime on the day side. In other words, there is always a higher
probability of finding a given particle on the day side than on the night
side.
When a field line has its equatorial point beyond about 8 Re, a fraction
of the particles mirroring on it are pseudo-trapped or quasi-trapped, being
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unable to complete a drift around the earth. In particular, particles mirroring at low latitudes on the back side abandon the model magnetosphere through the boundary 30° to 40° before reaching the noon meridian (see discussion of Fig. 25 in Section 1.7). On the other hand, particles
mirroring at high latitudes on the day side run into the tail ("open" field
lines in Fig. 46) before reaching the midnight meridian. Fig. 51 shows
computed limits between stable trapping and quasi-trapping regions on
the noon-midnight meridian. At other local times, going from noon to
midnight, one quasi-trapping region disappears at the expense of the
growth of the other.

Fig. 51. Location of the quasi-trapping regions in the magnetosphere [14].
Particles mirroring inside those regions are unable to complete a 360 drift around
the earth. Those injected into the left side will be lost into the tail; those injected
into the right portion will abandon the magnetosphere through the boundary on
the dayside
0

The theoretical boundary of stable trapping is thus a surface that separates two regions in which lie the mirror points of particles whose shells
are either closed around the earth, or open, respectively. Whatever particles one finds mirroring inside the region of quasi-trapping must have been
injected only a short time before (minutes or hours, depending on their
energy and other factors in the real case such as electric fields and diffusion). This is why one should expect low and fluctuating fluxes in the
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regions of quasi-trapping, as against larger, more smoothly varying
fluxes in the region of stable trapping. The boundary of stable trapping
depends critically on the magnetospheric parameters. The regions of
quasi-trapping are limited on their "outer" side by the boundary of closed
.field lines.

An equivalent way of picturing the limit of stable trapping is obtained
by introducing the concept of drift loss cone. At the minimum-B equator,
this cone encompasses all pitch angles for which a particle mirrors
inside the region of quasi-trapping. On the night side, the drift loss
cone is oriented perpendicularly to the field line (Fig. 52); on the day
side, it is directed along the field. The drift loss cone exists in addition
to the usual, field aligned, bounce loss cone.
Bounce loss cone
Drift loss cone

Stable trapping

MIDNIGHT

Fig. 52

NOON

Experimental determination of the high latitude boundary of stable
trapping on the day side [17J is in good agreement with theoretical computations [12]. Furthermore, there is some evidence that solar flare
protons coming in through the tail of the magnetosphere move in quasitrapped mode on the day side [18]' Experimental evidence for the
existence of a quasi-trapping region for particles mirroring near the
equator on the night side has been found recently in the form of "butterfly" pitch angle distributions of trapped particles in the outer magnetosphere [19J, [20].
With respect to the night side region of quasi-trapping (Fig. 51), there
is some speCUlation that it might be affected by the existence of "offequatorial" minima of the magnetic field intensity along field lines close
to the dayside magnetopause [21lFig. 53 shows field lines and constant
B lines in the noon-midnight meridian for the image-dipole model. Notice
5 Roederer, Dynamics
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30'

10

?v=lBO'

Fig. 53, Field lines (heavy curves) and constant B contours (light curves) in the
noon-midnight meridian of the image dipole model of the magnetosphere, as
presented in reference [21]. Notice the "off-equatorial" field intensity minima on
noon meridian field lines (marked with crosses)

that, for field lines that come close to the magnetospheric boundary on
the day side, the B-value does not attain its minimum value at zero latitude but somewhere between about 15 ~40 degrees. There are two such
"minimum B pockets", at each side north and south of the A= 0 plane.
An equatorial (1 = 0) particle starting at midnight at, say, 8 Re would not
run into the boundary (as one might infer from Fig. 25) but rather would
branch off the A= 0 plane, up (or down, depending on the instantaneous
cyclotron phase at the branching point) into the minimum-B pocket
(along the corresponding const-B line), where it still can keep its second
invariant 1 = O. According to this picture, most of the right side quasitrapping region in Fig. 51 would not exist at all; rather, one should
expect to find stably trapped particles with pitch angles equal or close
to 90° at latitudes 15°;.S IA I;.S 40° on the noon side, beyond ;G 9 Re. As
of now, there is no conclusive experimental information about such an
effect. It is not known whether these minimum-B pockets exist at all
in the real field. Should this be the case, they still could be topologically
disconnected from the A=O plane (as they indeed are in the MeadWilliams model [J 2J) and no branching-off for nightside equatorial
particles would be possible.
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I1.S Some Other Cases: Near-equatorial Particles; Effects of
External Forces
for particles mirroring close to the equator, we can use the field expansion (2.9) and approximate the integral (2.38) in the following way:
(2.66a)
-Srn

Notice that, in view of (2.13 a), (2.13 b), (2.11 b) and (2.10):
(2.66b)

~ 1 ( 1 - Bo)
~1
2 ~
I =-Sb
- =-SboI10=nS
m[ 1 -BoJ±
2

~

2

~

to second order in 110' The last expression is particularly convenient for
numerical computations, since the field line arc length Sm (and B o, Bm) is
readily obtained from simple field line tracing.
For a given field model, the functions Bo=Bo(r,cp), ao=ao(r,cp) are
known. Therefore (2.66 a) leads to the equation of the equatorial trace of a
drift shell for particles mirroring close to the equator and having I, Bm as
parameters:
(2.67)

[~J±
ao(r,cp)

[1 - Bo(r,cp)]
Bm

V2 I.

=

n

F or 1=0, this equation leads to
Relation (2.67) holds good for Bo/Bm in the range defined by (2.14). For a
dipole field, according to (2.65 c) and (2.55):
(2.68)

I

~

n

(

- - L Re 1 -

3V2

ko)
3

3

Bm L Re

for near-equatorial particles. The equation of a shell is L = const,
independent of Bm (no shell splitting).
F or the M ead- Williams model, whose equatorial field intensity is
given by the approximation (1.41), one can show [22J that
(2.69)
The first term gives the dipole contribution [see (2.65 b)J, the second
term represents the "homogenizing effect" of a uniform perturbation kl
5*
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(uniform decrease of ao), the third term represents the effect of the asymmetric contribution (decrease of d 2 Bjds 2 on the day side, increase on the
night side). In the noon meridian, (2.69) goes through zero at a certain
value ro and becomes negative for r > roo According to (2.9), a negative
ao means B values decreasing as one moves away from the equatorial
plane. In other words, this corresponds to field lines with off-equatorial
"minimum B pockets" (Section 11.7). For Rs= lOR., and taking into
account (1.42), one obtains ro c;:::,7.2R e. This value lies outside the region
of validity of approximations (2.69) and (1.41), and thus is somewhat
unrealistic (in the image dipole model (cf. Fig. 52) roc;:::, 8 Re).
Relations (2.69) and (1.41) can be inserted in (2.67) to obtain the equation of the equatorial trace r = r( rp) of a shell for near-equatorial particles (with shell splitting):
(2.70a)
with
(2.70b)

11 c;:::,

~r5 [1 - 43~IJ
3k o

6nr
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~(~)~ [1 - 13 V2 (k o
3k o Bm

6n

Bm

)-t

IJ.

Products of kl I, k2 I, 12, etc., have been neglected in the expression for r;
11 has been computed to first order in k2 I for reasons that will become
apparent later (Sec. IV.5). For 1=0 these results reduce to (1.43). Notice
that for increasing I the asymmetry of the shell (11) decreases. This, however, is a second order effect. For kl = k2 =0, the expression for r (now
= L Re) leads to the dipole relation for near-equatorial particles (2.68).
So far we have discussed shell tracing in a static field in absence of
externalforces. When such forces are acting, drift shells depend on particle
parameters-in particular, kinetic energy-and the problem is more
complicated. Let us first discuss briefly the case F II = 0 (equipotential
field lines). Equations (2.46) or (2.47) have to be used. The "recipe" to
find shell field lines equivalent to the one given for the force-free case
on p. 58, is now: (i) inject a particle of energy Ti along a given field line
of potential Vi' determine B mi , T i, the adiabatic constants K = Ii
and M = TjBmi' and W = Ti + Vi. (ii) Go to any other longitude on
which the shell field line is to be determined. On that longitude, first
determine the K = I
= const curve. There are two such curves, one
on each side of the equatorial surface (Fig. 54), but since field lines in
general are not coplanar, only one has to be utilized. Mirror points must
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K= l...{Bm =Const

Equatorial
..,- - Surface

K= Const

Fig. 54

necessarily lie on this curve. Field lines intersecting this curve have
potentials U l' U 2' U 3'" and mirror point values B m1 , B m2 , B m3 .··
(iii) Instruct the computer to find by an iterative method that field line for
which the quantity (W - U)/Bm is equal to M (± prefixed error). In other
words, find the the field line that goes through the intersection of the
IJ!B:=const and (W- U)/Bm=const curves. Notice that the result
will depend on initial particle energy. If no such field line can be found,
it could mean either that the particle is quasi-trapped or that it turns
around before reaching this longitude (see dusk-side proton paths in
Fig. 28).
The only type of external force which is of importance to radiation
belt physics is that of an electric field. Since the conductivity in the magnetospheric plasma parallel to the field lines is very large, it is generally
assumed that it can effectively prevent the build-up of an appreciable
parallel component of the electric field. This does not apply to the perpendicular field E.L' Magnetospheric field lines should thus be equipotentials,
at least in first approximation and during geomagnetically quiet times,
and the previous procedure of shell tracing would then be in order.
Unfortunately, very little is known at present about the steady-state
electric field in the magnetosphere.
When FII #0, general conservation of J (2.48), M (2.15) and Whas
to be used. The numerical solution of this problem can become quite
tedious. For this case it is more appropriate to integrate step by step the
bounce-average drift velocity (2.35).
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Chapter III
Periodic Drift Motion and Conservation of the
Third Adiabatic Invariant

IIL1 Drift Shells in Time-dependent Magnetic Fields
Conservation of the adiabatic invariants M (1.38) and J (2.36) holds
under the condition that fields and external forces change only very little
during a cyclotron period (1.30) and a bounce period (2.43), respectively.
In Chapter II we have discussed the implications of the conservation of J
for static cases only. In this Chapter we shall examine explicitly the effect
of time variations of the magnetic field on particle drift shells.
Let us imagine a trapping magnetic field configuration whose time
variations can be turned on and off, at our own will. We first impose the
restriction to deal with particles which during static conditions are on
closed shells (i. e. stably trapped whenever time variations are turned off).
The drift motion on a closed shell represents the third periodicity of the
general equation of motion (1.1). In many situations one is not interested
in the actual drift phase of a particle. The drift motion may then be "averaged out"; in that case we just investigate the "bare" drift shell, without
worrying about where on that drift shell the particle is located at any given
time. This is physically analogous to averaging out the cyclotron phase
and working with the guiding center, or to averaging out the bounce
motion and working with the guiding field line without specifying the
bounce phase.
The quantity
(3.1)

Fig. 55
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is the drift period. It is computed along the closed drift shell (Fig. 55)
under static conditions (with all time variations turned off). In (3.1) the
variable x is the arc length of the intersection of the drift shell with the
reference surface Q (Fig. 55). x will be taken in the direction of the
drift of a positive particle. Under the conditions (1.30) and (2.43) for conservation of M and J, we have
7i c 4,7i b 4,7i d •

The other restrictive condition which we impose for our discussion in
this section is that no externally controlled forces act on the particle.
We now switch on a time variation of the magnetic field. A force
will appear, given by the induced electric field associated with the timedependent magnetic field. This induced electric field E ind causes an additional drift (1.19) which drives the particle out of its initial shell. During
the period of transient conditions the particle's drift shell is not closed
anymore. Consider such a transient drift shell L t (Fig. 56). At a given

time t the particle's guiding field line is t. If at that instant we turn off
the time variation and "freeze" the magnetic field configuration, we
again will have the particle following a "static" closed drift shell L. For
each time and position on the transient shell we can thus define an
associated closed shell, which is the one that would be generated by the
particle if we were to turn off all time variations at that instant. We call
this static shell by analogy the guiding drift shell. The drift period of
the particle on the guiding drift shell may be called the instantaneous
drift period of the particle.
During static conditions the guiding drift shell represents the actual
drift shell of a particle. In a time-dependent field however, a particle is
transferred from one guiding drift shell to another, driven by the drift
(1.19) caused by the induced electric field.
F or instance, if we have a dipole field (Fig. 57) and gradually increase
the dipole moment ko, we induce an azimuthal electric field of the direction shown in Fig. 57 (using Faraday's law, E ind = Ikol/r~). This electric
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Fig. 57

field produces an outward drift (for positive and negative charges) and
the guiding drift shell will be displaced outwards. Likewise, a decrease of
the dipole moment causes the guiding drift shell to be displaced inwards.
A change in drift shell is, of course, accompanied by a change in
particle energy. In order to compute this change, we envisage equation
(2.32) and average it over a bounce period (in absence of external forces):

<B) is the bounce-average field intensity
s;"

We have assumed the validity of (2.43) and thus <aBjat) = (ajat) <B).
Taking into account the definitions of Sb (2.8) and I (2.38), we have
<B)=Bm

(1 - ;).

As to the second term <yo E ind ), we first notice that it is equal to
CG • E ind ), in view of the fact that the drift component caused by E ind
is perpendicular to this electric field. Furthermore, in vacuum and in
absence of local currents, the induced electric field is always perpendicular to the magnetic field. In that case, it can be shown (on similar
lines as for relation (AI.3) in Appendix II) that

<V

<V

CG • E ind )

=

<V

CGo • E inda )

=

<V

CGo )·

E indO •
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The subindex 0 refers to the equatorial point of the guiding field line.
We thus have
d(T)
a(B)
(3.2)
- - = M - - + q(VCGO)·Eindo'
dt

at

The first term represents what has been called the gyro-betatron acceleration effect [23], because it gives the power delivered by the induced
electric field force to the particle in the cyclotron motion mode. The
second term represents the drift-betatron, i. e. the power delivered in
the drift mode.
In order to find the actual drift shell of a particle in a time-dependent
magnetic field, we have to integrate the bounce-average total drift
(2.41 a), in which Fo=qEind' and make use of the conservation
of M and J (or K=IVB,:). The main practical problem lies with the
determination of E ind • This may be numerically quite cumbersome [22].
There are two limiting cases though, in which the problem can be
solved more straightforwardly:
(i) If the time variation is fast with respect to the drift period (but still
slow compared to the bounce period), the induced electric field drift will
dominate over the gradient-curvature drift, and the particle will be driven
mainly by the former during the transient situation. The particle will
simply remain attached to a given magnetic field line an move with the
latter*. In many situations, this field line motion can be determined
numerically more readily than E ind . The acceleration (or deceleration) is
then of "gyro-betatron" type (first term of (3.2)}. If the time variation
persists long enough, the particle may acquire sufficient energy to let
the gradient-curvature drift take over and move it away from the initial

* As a matter of fact, a drifting particle of kinetic energy T ~O (vanishing
gradient-curvature drift) can be used as a "probe" to define phenomenologically
the concept of motion of field lines in a time-dependent magnetic field. Assuming
that neither external forces nor externally controlled electrostatic fields are acting,
the drift of a T ~O particle will be determined exclusively by the induced electric
field associated with aBjat. As seen from a reference frame attached to the probe
particle, the electric field is zero at all times. We then "declare" the field line
through the particle's guiding center to be always "the same", its motion thus
being determined by the drift motion of the particle's guiding center. It can be
shown that this definition is independent of the particular position of the guiding
center along the field line and that it is magnetic flux preserving. In presence of
plasma, in addition to the B-induced electric field, we will have a polarization
field which in turn will depend on the conductivity of the plasma. In that case,
field line motion is defined by the drift of a "zero energy" probe particle under the
simultaneous action of both of these electric fields. If the plasma has infinite
conductivity, the total electric field is zero in a frame that moves with the plasma
bulk velocity-hence the probe particle will drift with the plasma, and so will
the magnetic field lines according to this definition.
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(moving) field line. As a matter of fact, this may represent a fundamental
acceleration mechanism of radiation belt particles during geomagnetic
substorms [24]. Indeed, it is believed that during this type of perturbation
field lines are being pulled from the tail towards the earth in the midnight meridian region. Low energy particles are thus carried with these
field lines by the induced electric field drift. They are accelerated by the
gyro-betatron until the gradient-curvature drift takes over, ejecting them
from the acceleration region and placing them on closed shells (trapped
orbits). For the same reason, sudden asymmetric compressions of the
magnetosphere, probably caused by brusque variations of the dynamic
pressure of the solar wind, can cause particle acceleration and injection
into trapped orbits (see Section IlIA).
(ii) The other extreme case is given by time variations that are very
slow compared to a drift period:

(3.3)

7iJJ
E

CD = -

~

l.

In such a case a third conservation theorem applies, which can be conveniently used for numerical computations.
Time variations which fulfill (3.3) (and thus also (1.30) and (2043)) are
called adiabatic. Notice that even if(3.3) holds for a given class of particles,
this may not be true for particles of a different energy. For a given scale
of time variation, the lower the particle energy, the more likely it is that
condition (3.3) will be violated.
III.2 The Third Adiabatic Invariant

We show in Appendix IV that the magnetic flux (j) encompassed by the
guiding drift shell of a particle remains constant, provided condition (3.3)
is fulfilled:
(304)

(j) =

tAo· dx= const.

Ao is the magnetic vector potential; the integral is carried out along a
curve which lies in the guiding drift shell of the particle (see Fig. 55). It
is very important to emphasize that (j) is defined and computed for the
guiding drift shell (i. e. holding the field constant and finding out what
shell would be generated by the particle), and not for the actual drift shell
of the particle during transient conditions. However, in view of the condition of slow change (3.3), the actual drift shell will differ only very
little from the instantaneous guiding drift shell. Indeed, we may picture
this situation as having the particle on a closed shell which slowly
changes its shape.
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Fig. 58

For a dipole field (2.49), the magnetic flux encompassed by a particle
shell defined by the parameter L (2.52) (Fig. 58) is given by
(3.5)

r:p= -

2nko

~-(Weber)=

r

Notice that in this case r:p is equal to

-

1.953

~-(Gauss

L

2
RJ.

SSB· d S, integrated over the portion
Q'

of the equatorial surface outside the intersection () of the shell with Q.
All particles mirroring on the same dipole line have the same value of the
third invariant (3.5) (degenerate shells). This is true for all azimuthally
symmetric fields. The negative sign in (3.5) originates in the convention
for the sense of integration in (3.4).
N

Fig. 59

For a more complex field geometry the integral (3.4) has to be carried
out numerically. This requires knowledge of the vector potential A.
A more practical way in the case of the earth's field is to find the inter-
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section C of a series of shell field lines with the earth's surface (Fig. 59),
and to numerically compute

"

over the cap n, usind the earth's surface field Be. For most cases it will
be sufficient to use the dipole approximation for Be. Calling Ae(<P) the
dipole latitude of the intersection C at a given longitude <p, the shell
flux cP will be (using (2.49)):
(3.6)
(Minus sign according to the convention for the sense of integration
defining cP (3.4).)
A convenient "recipe" for third invariant computations in the outer
magnetosphere is therefore: (i) Trace the particle's guiding shell by the
method given in Section 11.7 or Appendix III. (ii) Find the intersection
dipole latitude Ae as a function of longitude by tracing a set of shell
field lines down to the earth's surface. (iii) Integrate numerically (3.6).
We shall now see how the third adiabatic invariant (3.4) can be used to
determine the fate of a particle trapped in a time-dependent field subject
to the adiabatic condition (3.3), in absence of external forces. Let us start
with a static field and a particle of energy T, having parameters I, Bm'
As long as the field remains static, the particle will drift on a closed shell
offlux cP given by (3.4). We now switch the time variations on. The particle
will drift away from the initial surface. If the time variation ceases after
an interval t, the particle will again be found on a closed, static shell.
According to (3.4), the flux through the shell in this final state must be
equal to the flux cP through the initial shell. The energy of the particle T'
and its ~rameters l' and B~ will have changed. Yet M = T'/B~ and
K = l' VB~ must be the same as in the initial state.
To determine the final shell, one then proceeds as follows: (i) pick a
pair of values 1', B~ that satisfies 1'VB:=IVB:; (ii) trace the shell in
the final field configuration for these two values 1', B~ (Appendix III);
(iii) find the flux CP' (3.6) through this shell; (iv) iterate steps (ii) and (iii),
changing 1', B~ as many times as necessary, until the final CP' value is
equal to the initial one (± prefixed error); (v) compute the particle's
final energy (non-relativistically) from T'=(T/Bm)B~.
Adiabatic time changes satisfying (3.3) are reversible: when the field
configuration comes back to the initial state, all particles come back to
their initial drift shells. This follows directly from the conservation of CP.
For non-adiabatic time variations this is no longer true, even if M and J
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are still conserved. It is important to note that in absence of external forces,
shell behavior in an adiabatic time-dependent field is independent of
particle energy, mass and charge (as happens in the static case). Theorem
(3.4) holds even if external forces are acting. Moreover, it holds in a
case in which B is static but in which the external forces are adiabatically
time-dependent.
It will be useful at this stage to summarize in table form the different
procedures for shell determinations in some typical adiabatic situations
[c. f. (2.15), (2.44), (2.46), (2.48) and (3.4)] :
Static B, no forces:

I, Brn --+ determine shell

Brn --+ determines mirror
points; kinetic energy
constant

Static B, static forces,
equipotential field lines:

M,K, W--+determine shell

M, W--+determinemirror
points and kinetic energy

Static B, static forces
with parallel components:

M,J, W--+determine shell

M, W--+determinemirror
points and kinetic energy

Time-dependent B,
no forces:

K, <P --+ determine shell

K, <P --+ determine mirror
points, M --+ determines
kinetic energy

In the case of equipotential field lines, one of course could use any of the
combinations (M,K, W,), (M,J, W) or (K,J, W), and in the time-dependent case, (M,K,cJ», (M,J,cJ» or (K,J,cJ». The use of the pair M,K is
more convenient from the computational point of view because: (i) M
does not involve a field line integration, (ii) K is a field-geometric quantity, independent of the particle in question. The case of a time-dependent B with external forces is more complicated to solve numerically,
because the total energy W will in general not be conserved.
One final remark on condition (3.3). If the time-dependent magnetic
field is azimuthally symmetric at all times (i. e. symmetric field with
symmetric perturbations), cJ> happens to be conserved even if condition
(3.3) is not fulfilled.
III.3 Application I: Influence of a Ring Current Field on
Equatorial Particle Drift Paths
A few hours after the start of a geomagnetic storm, during the socalled "main phase", a toroidal current builds up around the earth at a
distance of typically 4-5 Re. This current, produced by drifting protons
that have been injected and/or accelerated during the succession of
sub storms that occur during the initial phase of the storm, slowly decays
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away over a period of days. The effect of the symmetric component of this
current on the field at the earth's surface at low latitudes (always a
decrease in intensity) is measured by the so-called "Dst index". A very
crude model of the magnetic field in the equatorial plane during such a
disturbance is given by
(3.7)
kl '" Dst represents the effect of the ring current. In this model any
azimuthal asymmetry or radial dependence of the ring current field is
neglected.
The effect of this perturbation on energetic particles trapped within
4- 5Re often is adiabatic, in particular during recovery, because condition (3.3) is usually fulfilled. Assuming a dipole magnetic field, equatorial
drift paths are circular at all times (symmetric field). We take a particle
of energy Ti which prior to the disturbance is drifting at a radial distance
r i where the magnetic field is B i • The magnetic flux through the initial
drift path is given by (3.5):
2nko
lJ>= - - - .
ri

During the disturbance, at a time t, the flux through the instantaneous
guiding drift path must remain equal to the value lJ>. This flux is obviously given by
(3.8)

2nko
lJ>=lJ>diPole+lJ>dist =

-

- (-) -

r t

2
2nko
nk1(t)r (t)= - - - .

ri

Since in general kl ~(ko/r3), we can write
r(t) =ri +Llr,
B(t)=Bi+LlB

and obtain, expanding (3.8) and (3.7) in Ll rand Ll B, respectively,
1 kl (t)

4

2 ko

I'

Llr = -

--r·

This last expression, combined with the conservation of the magnetic
moment, leads to
(3.9)
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Guiding shells thus move outwards during the main phase of the storm
and particle energy decreases. After recovery, the whole particle configuration comes back to where it was initially, if during the whole process
condition (3.3) was fulfilled. All this is true only for particles trapped
within the ring current region (condition for the validity of (3.7)).
Relation (3.9) could have been obtained directly [23J from the
energy equation (2.32) in combination with (1.21), (3.7) and Faraday's
law for the determination of E ind :

,1T=M

f a;:

dt+ VG

o

T

= - -

B

f

Einddt

0

k (t)
1

T
( r k 1 (t))
+ -qB2
V B --1.
2

T

3 T

5 T

B

2 B

2 B

= - -kl(t) - - -kl(t)= - - -kl(t).
This way of deriving expression (3.9) shows that ~ of the energy change is
supplied by the gyro-betatron and ~ by the drift-betatron (Section 111.1).
111.4 Application II: Effect of Sudden Compressions and Adiabatic
Expansions of the Magnetosphere.

The purpose is to study the trapped particle behavior during a simulated
initial phase of a magnetic storm [14J (excluding ring current effects).
The Mead-Williams magnetosphere was used (Section 11.7), and the
following steps were adopted as a 'model' initial phase: (i) sudden, nonadiabatic compression, simulated by a decrease ,1 Rs (inward displacement of the magneto pause) and sudden increase ,1B T of the tail field;
(ii) gradual adiabatic recovery to the initial field configuration. For step
(i) it is assumed that particles stick to their original field lines, moving
with them, driven by the induced electric field drift (Case (i), Section III. 1).
Field lines are supposed to be rigidly rooted in the ionosphere and their
displacement is computed straightforwardly by tracing them outwards
from their fixed intersection with the earth's surface for the compressed
field configuration. This phase is non-adiabatic and irreversible. However we do assume that M and J still are conserved. The gradual recovery in step (ii) is assumed to be flux-conserving (Case (ii), Section
111.1). Some of the results are summarized in Fig. 60, where the percentage change of kinetic energy of a particle is represented as a function of
equatorial distance of the initial field line, for different pitch angles and
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Fig. 60. Percentage kinetic energy change after a prototype storm, for particles
caught by the sudden commencement in the noon meridian, and at midnight,
respectively, as a function of the radial distance to the equatorial point of the initial field line and for different initial pitch angles. The inward displacement of the
boundary was taken as LlRs=2Re [14J

for particles caught by the compression at noon (upper curves) and at
midnight (lower curves). This energy variation is roughly independent of
the initial energy and increases with the amount of compression A Rs
(ARs=2Re for the curves in Fig. 60. An inward motion of the boundary
of only 1 Re would yield energy changes roughly 0.45 times those shown
in the figure).
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One clearly sees in Fig. 60 that the final effect of a storm on a particle
depends on where in local time it was caught during the non-adiabatic
phase (irreversibility!): particles that happened to be on the day side of
the magnetosphere will end up with a higher energy when the field recovers
to the initial state; particles surprised on the night side will be decelerated.
Furthermore, the former group of particles will have moved radially
inward, whereas the latter group will be found on shells "inflated" outward
(Fig. 61). It should be pointed out that during the first phase of compression both groups of particles attain higher energies, but the amount of
the increase depends on the initial local time position. Remember that
a given particle always spends a longer fraction of its drift time in the
day side (Section 11.7). The fact that there is always a higher probability
of finding a given particle on the day side than on the night side, leads
to the conclusion that a non-adiabatic magnetospheric compression
should always have a net effect of inward displacement and acceleration
of trapped particles, after the field has recovered to the same initial
configuration.
The repeated action of magnetospheric compressions, even if small,
will lead to acceleration and radial diffusion toward lower altitudes of
particles trapped in the outer magnetosphere (see Section V.4). This is
believed to be one of the mechanisms responsible for the steady formation
of the radiation belts.
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Chapter IV
Trapped Particle Distributions and Flux Mapping

IV.1 Directional Flux
So far we have been concerned with individual particle motion and with
its properties, in arbitrary magnetic fields and in some special models of
the magnetosphere. In this chapter we shall show how to relate this theory
to actual observations on trapped particles, as might be performed by
a spacecraft orbiting through the radiation belts.
Consider first of all a trapped particle which at time to has a given
position and velocity in the geomagnetic field; we shall assume (for
simplicity) that the field is time-independent. Since the particle is assumed
to be trapped, its guiding center will describe a closed drift shell. In
practice there will exist a whole family of particles sharing this shell
with it- for instance, particles which at to have positions and velocities
identical to those the original particle possesses at some other times.
The theory developed in the preceding chapters imposes no requirement for such particles to be evenly distributed over any drift shell or
over field lines or Larmor orbits; if all of them originated in a compact

Cyclotron
bunching

Bounce
bunching

Drift
bunching

Fig. 62

"bunch" (Fig. 62), it could be shown that at later times they would still be
bunched together. Nevertheless, such bunching is rarely found during
quiet conditions: when the particle density (in space and in velocity) on
some drift shell is observed (in a manner to be described later on, c.f.
Section IV.4), the result in general is the same no matter what part of the
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shell is observed. The reason is easy to guess: in its lifetime a typical
trapped particle may circle its shell many times, so that, even if it started
in a compact bunch with other particles, there will generally be ample
time for small initial differences in characteristic parameters and for
small time-dependent agitations of the field to smooth out the distribution evenly throughout the entire shell.
Practically, this leads to the following conclusion. When we observe
radiation belt particles, rather than tabulate and classify them by their
position and velocity-involving six parameters for each particle (time
dependence is still ignored)-we need only identify the shell to which they
belong, which is characterized by just two quantities-M and J, or,
since we are discussing static fields, I and Bm -and introduce the concept of particle intensity or flux. The resulting "map" of the radiation
belt intensity (this term will be made precise later on, c. f. Section IV.4)
is thus only two-dimensional, depending on only two parameters (for
a given class of particles). The data from which such a "map" must be
derived generally consist of counting rates of some directional particle
detector. Ideally this represents the flow of a group of particles arriving
from a narrow bundle of directions whose energy lies in a given narrow
interval. If this is the case, and if we have a good idea of the field's configuration and of the position of the observing detector, we can readily
derive the appropriate parameters I and Bm' In practice this ideal is
rarely attained, and our observation is more likely to cover a wide range
of energies and arrival directions.
In order to develop the subject in more quantitative fashion, one has
to introduce the concept of directional flux. We define the directional
flux j of particles of a given class and energy, as the number of particles
coming from a given direction which impinge per unit time, unit solid
angle and unit energy, on a surface of unit area oriented perpendicularly
to their direction of incidence. We thus write (Fig. 63):
(4.1)

bN = jbAcos(}bQbTbt.

bN is the number of particles impinging during bt on the area bA with
normal n, whose kinetic energy is contained in the interval between T
and T + b T, and whose directions of incidence lie in the solid angle bQ

6*
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oriented along the unit vector u. In the most general case j will be a
function of energy T, position r, direction of incidence u and time t,
for a given class of particles:
(4.2)

j=j(r,u, T,t).

j contains full information about the particle's spatial (r), angular (u)

and energy distribution (T) at a given time t.* (4.2) is the quantity measured
by an ideal directional detector. In absence of interactions and particle
bunching there will be no explicit time dependence in j. Furthermore,
under such conditions the flux of particles from one given direction u is
equal to the flux from the opposite direction: j(r, u, T) = j(r, - u, T).
Real detectors never sample an infinitesimal solid angle (jQ, nor an
infinitesimal energy interval (j T, and (4.1) has to be integrated over the
detector's acceptance angle and energy range-weighted with an appropriate response factor-to obtain the correct relationship between
counting rate and j. Another useful quantity is the omnidirectional flux
J, defined by:
(4.3)
J=JjdQ.
4"

This represents the total number of particles of a given energy which
traverse from all directions a sphere of unit area per unit time. A detector
whose counting rate is proportional to J (4.3) is called an idealomnidirectional detector. The quantities
j>E=JjdT
E

and

J>E=JJdT
E

are called integral fluxes (directional and omnidirectional, respectively).
Let us analyze the directional and omnidirectional flux properties of a
"smooth" particle distribution, free of interactions. We shall use the
direction of the magnetic field as our natural reference axis (Fig. 64).
The direction of incidence u is given by the two angles rx (pitch angle)
and (. If particles are uniformly distributed in cyclotron phase (no
cyclotron phase bunching), the directional flux will be independent of (
at a given point P. This means that j will only be a function of particle
pitch angle. The number of particles whose pitch angle rx lies in the interval
between rx and rx + (j rx, flowing through P per second from all azimuthal
directions (, per unit perpendicular area and energy, will be given by
(4.4)

(jN

~~~- =

(jA1- (jT(jt

2nJ'sinrx(jrx= -2nJ·(j(cosrx).

* Notice that, in reality, j is a vector quantity having the direction of u. We
should write j=j(r, T,t) and express (4.1) in the form bN =j'oA bQ b Tbt.
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a,n

Fig. 64

An isotropic flux is one for which the number of incoming particles
depends only on the size of the solid angle of acceptance, and is independent of the direction of incidence:
j

or

= const (with respect to oc)
bN

- - - = const.

b(cosoc)

This last expression indicates that in an isotropic distribution there are
equal numbers of particles coming from equal intervals of pitch angle
cosines (not from equal intervals of pitch angles). This is why one usually
represents pitch angle distribution histograms as a function of the
variable j-l = cosoc (2.10):
j = j(r,j-l, T, t)
Taking into account (4.4), the omnidirectional flux (4.3) can be expressed in the form
(4.5)

F or an isotropic flux
The quantity
(4.6)

J =4nj.
jl. =j(r, 0, T,t)

is the flux of particles with 90 0 pitch angles, i. e. the flux of particles
mirroring at or near the point in question. It is usually called "jay-perp".
In regions like the low altitude edge of the radiation belt, where
there is a very steep spatial gradient in the particle distribution (strong
r dependence of j), an azimuthal, dependence of j appears even if the
particles are smoothly distributed along their cyclotron orbits. The
reason is that particles going through a small area at point P (Fig. 64)
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with the same pitch angle but with different ( values, really have their
guiding centers following different field lines. If the particle distribution
changes substantially over the distance of a Larmor radius, fluxes
associated with these field lines will differ appreciably and so will j
in the different azimuthal ( directions.
We now have to examine how the directional flux of a given group
of particles varies along a given field line and along the whole drift shell
generated by them. Consider particles whose guiding field lines traverse the
normal area JAR at R, and whose pitch angles lie between IXR and IXR+JIX R
(Fig. 65). Let IN be the number of particles whose guiding centers cross
u

JAR during the interval Jt. This number is not necessarily equal to the
number (4.1) of particles actually flowing through JAR, except: (i) that
the gyroradius of the particles is very small as compared to the linear
dimensions of JAR, or (ii) that the spatial gradient of the particle distribution is small enough so that the particle flux j does not change appreciably over the distance of a gyroradius. This latter condition is indeed
usually satisfied for radiation belt particles (for an exception see previous
paragraph). Hence, according to (4.4) we can set (in absolute value)
6N = 2nj R6A RCOSIXR J(COSIXR)(jTR6t·

In absence of interactions, these same particles (or, as a matter of fact,
guiding centers) will traverse the area JAQ (Fig. 65) a little later with
pitch angles lying within IXQ and IXQ + JIXQ (for the moment we neglect
particle drift):
J N = 2 njR(COS IX R) (jAR cos IXR 6 (cos IX R)6TR J t
= 2 njQ (cos IXQ) JAQ cos IXQ J (cos IXQ)JTQJt.
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Since both areas are normal sections of the same flux tube:
BRbAR = BQbA Q.

Since total energy (kinetic and potential) is conserved, the kinetic
energy intervals will be equal:
bTR = bTQ .
Finally, conservation of the magnetic moment (1.38 a) leads to

Changing to cos !X in this last relation and differentiating, we have
p~ cos!X Rb (cos !XR)

p~ cos!X Q b (cos !X Q)

BR

BQ

Combining all these relations, we obtain
(4.7 a)

jR(COSrt R)
---'2'---

PR

=

jQ(cos!X Q)
2

PQ

const.

=

This is Liouville's Theorem for trapped particles: the phase-space density
j/p2 is constant along the dynamical path of the particles. For nonrelativistic particles we can write
(4.7b)

jR (cos !XR)

jQ(cos!X Q)

TR

TQ

---- =

=

const.

If B is stationary and field lines are equipotentials, or if there are no

external forces at all,
(4.7 c)
We shall now prove that relations (4.7) holdfor any point of the entire
drift shell defined by the particles in question. In Appendix V we show

<l>T =<t>'T = Const.

Fig. 66
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that the magnetic flux CPT of a tube defined by the guiding field lines
following a bunch of drifting particles having all the same M and J
values (Fig. 66) remains constant throughout their drift:
(4.8)

CPT=const.

The only condition for (4.8) is that M and J remain constant. The third
invariant (3.4) does not have to be conserved. Relation (4.8) is an important result, which complements an equivalent one found in Section
1.6: one particle (with a given M value) maintains the magnetic flux
through its cyclotron orbit constant (1.40)-a distribution of particles
(with given M and J values) maintain constant the magnetic flux of the
tube defined by their guiding field lines (4.8).*
If point Q in relations (4.7) belongs to a different field line, but lies
on the drift shell generated by the particles in question, relation
B RbAR = BQ bA Q will still hold in view of (4.8) and the proof leading
to relations (4.7) remains valid.
If there is no particle bunching, relations (4.7) hold at all times t
for any given point of the particle shell. Notice carefully that they relate
fluxes of the same group of particles, taken in the direction of their
local pitch angle at each point.
In Section III.3 we have discussed the influence of a ring current on
individual equatorial particle drift paths. We can implement this discussion now by pointing to relation (4.7 a or b) which, combined with
predictions on the adiabatic changes of particle shells and energy, can
be used to find the change of the equatorial particle flux. This method
has been used [25,26, 27J to correct actual flux measurements for
adiabatic effects caused by a ring current.

IV.2 Flux Relations
To each pitch angle direction ex p at a given point P on a field line, there
corresponds a pitch angle ex o at the equatorial point of this field line. For
equipotential field lines we use (2.5) to relate ex p and ex o :
.

2

sm ex o

Bo. 2
sm ex p

= -

Bp

•

* (4.8) is true only for a collection of particles with the same M and J (or K)
values. If we have a collection of particles with the same Bm and T values (i.e.
different J (or K), depending on each particle's guiding field line), (4.8) does not
hold. In that case, it can be shown that for an infinitesimal flux tube b<P T filled with
particles of given Bm and T
0 b b <PT = const
during their drift. 0 b is the bounce period (2.7).
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Knowledge of the pitch angle distribution jo(cos lio) at the equator
enables determination of the pitch angle distribution and of the integral
flux at any other point of the field line. The reason for this is that all
particles mirroring along a field line must necessarily pass through the
equatorial point. The directional flux at a point P is related to jo
through (4.7 c). Using the above relation we then write (for equipotential
field lines):
(4.9)

jp(COSliP)=jo(COSlio)=jo([l -

~: {1-COS2liP}r~).

An isotropic distribution at the equatorial point thus leads to isotropic
distributions everywhere along the field line.
The flux (4.9) is cut off at a lower limit li / , the half-aperture of the
loss cone. Particles with pitch angles li < li l would mirror below the
earth's surface or below the absorbing region of the atmosphere and
thus could not survive one full bounce. If BE is the field intensity at the
field line intersection with the absorbing atmosphere (usually taken at
100 Km above the earth's surface), we have for the loss cone half-aperture li lP at a given point P of a field line:
(4.1 0)

.

2

sm li lP

This means that
lip:'(lilP

=

Bp
BE

B
or COSli p ): [ 1 - B:

J±

The omnidirectional flux (4.5) at a point P of the field line expressed as
a function of the local B-value, is thus given by
J(Bp)=4n

J

jp(cos lip)d(cos lip).

o

We can transform this expression into an integral over the equatorial
flux, taking into account (4.9) and carefully watching (Fig.67) the
corresponding limits of the integral:
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_Mirror Before
Reaching P

Fig. 67

J(Bp) is a decreasing function of Bp: as we move away from the equa-

torial point, we leave behind all those particles which mirror between
the equator and the point in question.
Finally, the perpendicular flux j 1. at a given point P of the field line
is related to jo through
(4.12)

j1.(Bp)=jp(O)=jo

([1 - Z:T).

Relations (4.9), (4.11) and (4.12) show how the directional flux at the
equatorial point controls what is going on at any other point of the line
particle-flux-wise. (4.11) can be transformed, using (4.12), into an integral
taken along the field line from the point P down to the earth's surface

where the field is BE:

BE

Bp

This relation has an inverse given by
.
. ([
BoJ±)
Bt BfE d [J(B)j
dB
(4.13) h(Bp)=Jo
1- = - -2
-- [
]'
Bp
2n
dB
B
B-Bp 2

.

Bp

If we measure the omnidirectional flux along the whole field line (or
particle shell) portion from the equator (P == 0) down to its earth intersect, we can determine numerically the directional flux jo (i. e. the pitch

angle distribution) at the equator (and at any other intermediate point P)
by means of (4.13).
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IV.3 Particle Distribution Functions
Although the directional flux is the physical quantity directly accessible
to measurement, it is not the only one that can be used to describe a
distribution of particles. Moreover, there are other distribution functions
which are more appropriate for theoretical analysis, in particular, of
trapped particle diffusion. No matter which distribution function is
being used, each one has to be related to j when it comes to comparison
with experiment.
According to (4.4), the number of particles bN whose guiding centers
cross the equatorial element of area bAo (Fig. 68) in the direction et o,
from within the solid angle bQ=2nsinet o bet o during a bounce period
rib' is given by

All these particles mirror in a well-defined portion of the flux tube
(Fig. 68) limited by Bm and Bm + dB m, where

Bo
sin 2 et o

B =--,
m

and (differentiating and taking into account (2.10))
(4.14)

I

Bocos eto
2Bml10
bBml=2. 3
Ibetol = - - 2 Ibl1ol.
sm et o
(1- 110)

It is easy to realize that bN is also equal to the total number of particles
of equatorial pitch angles between et o and et o + bet o whose guiding centers
at any time t are contained in and spread along the flux tube of Fig. 68.
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We define:
(4.15)
as our "distribution function number one", representing the number of
particles* in a flux tube, per unit equatorial area, per unit pitch angle
cosine, per unit kinetic energy. This is perhaps the most "popular"
distribution function, although it has some shortcomings when used for
azimuthally asymmetric fields (see Sect. Y.2).
Another distribution function used in the literature, which we shall
call "number two", represents the number of particles in a flux tube,
per unit magnetic flux (54) (of that tube), per unit mirror-B interval and
per unit energy. Taking into account (4.14) and considering that
(54) = Bo(5Ao, we have
(4.16)

.

12

=

bNy
b4>(5Brn (5T

11
2 B;, J1.o

njo 0 b
B;,'

Distribution function "number three" 13 is defined as the number of
particles in a flux tube, per unit magnetic flux, per unit interval of the
adiabatic constant K (2.45) associated to bBrn , and per unit interval of
magnetic moment M (1.38) associated to bT. To obtain 13 in terms of
jo we must relate bB rn to (5K along a given field line. Differentiating
(2.45), we have:

But (5J=(aI/aBrn)II/bBrn' The partial derivative represents the rate of
change of I along the field line in question. Therefore
bK= bB rn [I+2B

2]!B:

~I

rn aBrn II

]=bB

m

~
2]!B:

according to relation (2.39). On the other hand, from (1.38) we obtain
for particles mirroring at a given Bm (non-relativistically):
bM

bT

=-.

B rn

So, finally, taking into account (4.16)
(4.17)

3

mM
()1 Brnjo = 4n (-2) 1joT'

bNcJ
2B;"
m
13 = b4>bK ()M = 12 S; = 4n 2M

2:

2:

* Whenever we say "particles" in what follows, we really mean guiding centers.
But under usual radiation belt conditions both numbers are practically equal.
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This is perhaps the most "physical" ofthe three distribution functions,
because it is proportional to the Liouville-invariant quantity jolT (4.7 b).
In other words, f3 is constant on a given particle shell even with external
forces acting and adiabatic time variations turned on (provided there is
no scattering, nor injections and losses). Notice that in the relationship
between f1,f2 andjo ((4.15), (4.16)), the non-invariant (longitude-dependent) quantities '0 band 110 appear.
If we had kept J instead K as our independent parameter, we would
have obtained (using (2.37) and (2.45)) an even simpler relation for the
corresponding distribution function:
(4.18)

fo =

b1Vy
bcjJbJ bM

jo
M Bm

jo

= n -- = n -

T

(non-relativistically).

Finally, there is another distribution function which has been used
in earlier literature. It is called the "mirror point density". Unfortunately

SAo

Fig. 69

the name is not very appropriate and leads to confusion. It is defined
(Fig. 69) as

oBmios is the rate of change of B along the field line at the mirror point.
The above relation tempts one to believe that all b1Vy particles are
actually inside the volume element bV=bAmbs m. This is not true.
It can be shown from the definition of b1V in (4.16) that the actual
number of particles which at any time are inside b V is given by
Lln=(f2ISb)B!(oBmlos)-1VJS:. This number is not a true differential,
since lim (Ll nlbs m )-+ 00. In other words, the "real" mirror point density
()S

~o

always diverges. We shall encounter more distribution functions in
Chapter V.
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IV.4 Application I: Trapped Particle Flux Mapping in the Inner
Magnetosphere; B-L coordinates
Radiation belts are three-dimensional. Measurements of particle fluxes
are usually made at different positions and different instants of time.
Hence it is necessary to distinguish between spatial and temporal effects.
The first thing to do is to single out "equivalent" measurements. This
can be done on the basis of Liouville's relations (4.7): if we place a
directional detector on different points P, Q, R ... of a particle shell
(Fig. 70) looking in the directions of the respective local pitch angles

Fig. 70
(Xp, (XQ' (XR'"
of the particles in question, we would be measuring "the
same thing", i.e. the same particle population. In other words, measurements performed on a drift shell with an ideal directional detector
pointing in the direction of the local shell-particle pitch angle, are
equivalent. In absence of external forces, a given direction n at a given
point r defines a pair of I, Bm values, corresponding to a particle that
moves through that point in that given direction. This means that the
directional flux (4.2) can be converted into a function of the shell parameters I and Bm only:

(4.19)

j=j(I,Bm, T,t).

Mathematically, of course, instead of I,B m one could equally well
choose any pair of independent functions of I and Bm'
Particle detectors, especially in the earlier days of space exploration,
never were "ideally directional". It was thus imperative to look for a
method of mapping omnidirectional fluxes. Let us take a point in space P,
lying on the equatorial surface, and consider two directions (Xp, (X~ there
(Fig. 71). In a general magnetic field the drift shells generated by particles
with these two pitch angles will be different (shell splitting). All particles
which make up the omnidirectional flux J p at P will disassemble as they
drift around, i. e. spread onto different guiding field lines. The omnidirectional flux at the equatorial point Q (Fig. 71) will thus be different,
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Fig. 71

made up of entirely different particles than at P. In azimuthally asymmetric fields the omnidirectional flux is a physically more or less meaningless quantity, made up of a longitudinally changing blend of particles
(only along one given field line does it still make sense).
In symmetric or nearly symmetric fields (as in the magnetosphere up
to distances of about 5 Re) the situation is quite different. In such cases
we have shell degeneracy (Section 11.7) and all particles that pass through
the equatorial point Q (Fig. 72) will stay on common field lines at other

Q'

Degenerate Shell Su rface

Fig. 72

longitudes and pass together through points Q', Q", ... of the shell's
equator. Likewise, all particles making up the omnidirectional flux at R
will pass through R', R", on the BR = const ring of this shell. Therefore, in a symmetric field the omnidirectional flux will be a function of
the local magnetic field intensity and of a parameter characterizing the
degenerate shell surface. In the case of a pure dipole this parameter
is given by the distance ro to the equatorial point, or by the dimensionless
quantity L (2.52). We then write
J =J(L,Bm, T,t}.

This representation in "L, Bm space" is much more convenient than using
the pair I,Bm, since in the latter case both parameters vary from point
to point over the same degenerate shell surface.
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We need the relation between L (2.52) and the general shell parameters 1,Bm. Obviously, L is a unique function of 1 and Bm:
L=L(1,Bm)·

The solution of L(1, Bm) = const tells us how one of the 1, Bm variables
varies at the expense of the other along a dipole field line and, as a
matter of fact, along the whole degenerate shell surface. Take a particle
which mirrors at P, where the field intensity is Bm. Its 1 value (2.38)
is given by (see relations (2.51) and (2.54)):
ko
arccos [ 1 - BrnL3 R~

J±
J~

- arc cos [ 1 - -ko- BmL3 R~

(4.20)

This relation is of the form
1= LReh

(Bm~30R;)

where h is a function which has to be determined by numerical integration. Cubing, and multiplying by Bm/ko, we obtain:
L3 R;Bm
ko

(4.21)

=

F

(13 Bm) .
ko

This relation defines the parameter L as a function of the pair 1, B m •
F has been tabulated or given in form of an expansion (Appendix VI).
It is an increasing function of the dimensionless variable x = 13 Bm/ko.
F and L have the following properties (taking into account approxima-

tions (2.68), (2.65 a)):
limF= 1,

x~o

k
limL = ( ~
Bm

I~O

)*

and
oL
01

LRe F' 13 Bm
-1- F

To'

. oL
]/2
hm-=--,
OJ
nRe

hO

R;l

(Bm-+Bo),
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Notice that (4.21) also represents the relation between I and Bm along
a dipole field line (or dipole drift shell) of parameter L. Non-dipole
field geometries will yield a different functional relationship between I
and Bm along a given field line. Furthermore, in an asymmetric field
the relation between I and Bm along a field line will be longitude-dependent for a given shell.
B

Physicol
Region

.1

L

Fig. 73

The "B - L space" for particle flux mapping in a dipole field has a
"physical" region (Fig. 73) bounded by the equatorial field Bo(L) and
the surface field BE(L), given by (2.55) and by (2.54) with (2.58), respectively:
Bo(L)

=

0.311
-u

BE(L)

=

0.311(4-3/Lyt

(Gauss),
(Gauss).

All points of a given dipole drift shell map into a vertical line in B - L
space. A given B - L (or B - 1) ring maps into a point.
Unfortunately, the earth's magnetic field is not exactly that of a
pure dipole. Within r;:S 4R e , where contributions from external sources
can be neglected, higher order multipole terms, related to the uneven
geological structure of the earth's crust and to asymmetries of the
magnetization of the earth's deep interior, play an appreciable role.
These multi pole terms give field contributions which decrease faster
with distance than the dipole field. The field distortion caused by them
is thus greater near the surface than further out in space. Let us imagine
that we can switch these higher order multipoles on and off at will. If
7 Roederer, Dynamics
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we start with a pure dipole field, the field line going through the equatorial point 0 is I (Fig. 74). Now we turn on all higher multipoles. Say
that the field line through the same point 0 (which might not be a minimum-B point anymore) looks like the broken curve 1'. It will differ
only very little from I near the equator, but may depart considerably
from it near the earth. The field intensity at 0 may have changed, but
only by a very small amount.
0'

~

,

_.0---1..

--~~--~

Fig. 74

A particle injected with a given pitch angle ()(o at 0 along the dipole field line I will mirror at points P, P' where the field intensity is
Bm=Bo/sin 2 ()(o (2.5). Its I value will be given by (4.20). The same particle,
injected with the same pitch angle along the field line l' with all multipoles turned on, will mirror at the pair Q, Q', quite different from P, P' but where the field intensity is practically the same (different only to the
extent that the equatorial field intensity Bo differs from the original
dipole value):
(4.22 a)
Will its I value be very different? Since the mirror points QQ' are at
positions quite different from P P', one might expect the I-value to be
quite different, too. Yet numerical computations [28] show that this
is not the case:

I [1
Q'

(4.22b)

I[
p'

-B(S)]td
s

Bm

~

B(S)]t
1- ds.
Bm

Q

p

real field line

dipole field line
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The reason for this near-equality is that the integrand [1- B(s)/ Bm}!
mainly contributes in the equatorial region, where the multipole effect
is considerably attenuated. Toward the mirror points, where the field
distortion becomes more and more noticeable, the integrand decreases
toward zero.
The situation is quite different with the bounce period (2.7) or the
half-bounce path length (2.8) whose integrand contains the same function, but in the denominator. Its main role now is played in the region
near the mirror points, causing bounce period and bounce path to
differ appreciably from the dipole case. Looking at relation (2.39), we
realize that, although I and Bm are not appreciably different at P pi
and QQ' (Fig. 74), the derivative along the field line (oI/oBm)lfl' evaluated at the mirror points, is.
Relations (4.22) have the following mutually equivalent consequences:
(i) The functional relationship between I and Bm along a field line in
the real geomagnetic field (excluding external sources) is nearly the
same as in the dipole case (4.21).
(ii) The L-value defined through dipole relation (4.21) (but computed
using real field value calculations of I and Bm) will be nearly the same
along a given field line in the real field and on the whole shell defined by
particles mirroring on that field line. This is called "McIlwain's L value"
[28]. Drift shells are frequently called L-shells in the literature.

(iii) All particles initially mirroring on a common field line will mirror
on nearly coincident field lines at all other longitudes, generating a common
drift shell (negligible shell splitting).
The fact that L (4.21) is a "good" parameter to label a particle shell
in the inner magnetosphere makes Land Bm a good pair of variables for
particle flux mapping. Furthermore, in view of negligible shell splitting
within about 4 Re, the omnidirectional flux does make sense as a physical
quantity describing particle distributions, and can thus be mapped in
B - L space (Fig. 73). The recipe for omnidirectional flux mapping in the
inner magnetosphere goes as follows: (i) place an omnidirectional detector
at a given position rp' (ii) Determine the I, Bm values at that point
(i.e., the I, Bm values of a particle mirroring there). (iii) Find L through
relation (4.21). (iv) Repeat for other points r (for instance, the trajectory
of a satellite). (v) Plot (by means of interpolation) isointensity contours
J = const curves) in Bm - L coordinates (Fig. 73), for all measurements
taken during a given interval of time (during which it is assumed that
conditions have remained constant). In this way, the three-dimensional
radiation belts can be mapped in a two-dimensional B - L space.
Note that to do so it is necessary to use a model for the geomagnetic
field, in addition to the experimental measurements.
7*
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Another popular pair of invariant coordinates is defined by R and A,
solutions of
R = Lcos 2 A,
(4.23)
B

k

3RJt

[

= R3~; 4 - L

This system gives a dipole-like representation. Flux mapping in R - A
space is equivalent to a polar coordinate mapping in one meridian.
A is called the invariant latitude. For R = 1
cos 2 A

1

=-

L

This value of A is widely used as a coordinate to describe processes
involving particles mirroring at very low latitudes (auroral processes,
polar ionosphere, conjugate photoelectron precipitation, etc.). Notice
carefully, however, that R = 1 does not correspond exactly to the earth's
surface, due to the effect of higher order terms in the internal field expansion. The correct computation of A (and of R) at a given point on the
surface or in space requires the knowledge of both Band L at that point,
and the subsequent numerical solution of (4.23).
Fig. 75 shows an example of trapped particle flux mapping: isointensity contours of electrons of energy;:, 5 Mev are plotted in B - L
(upper graph) and in R - A coordinates (lower graph) [29]. Most of
the electrons shown in Fig. 75 have been artificially injected by U.S. and
U.S.S.R. high altitude nuclear bomb tests (see flux peaks around L~ 1.4
and 1.8, respectively).
A good way to show the distorting effect of the high multipole terms
on particle drift shells, is to determine mirror point trajectories, i. e. curves
of constant 1 - Bm or L- Bm values. Fig. 76 displays a plot of mirror
point altitude versus longitude, for a series of L - Bm pairs [30]. Notice how these traces (and corresponding particle shells) approach the
earth in the Southern Hemisphere in a longitude region located over the
Atlantic Ocean. This represents the so-called "South Atlantic Anomaly",
where radiation belt particles have their greatest chance to interact with
the earth's atmosphere (see Section V. 5). Fig. 77 gives an example of
how the drift velocity and bounce path of a particle vary along an L-shell
[31]. This variation is of the order of up to 20%, i. e. much greater than
the variation of the L parameter along a field line and a particle shell.
Incidentally, as a final remark, another important consequence of
relations (4.22) is that low energy cosmic ray particles, which behave
almost adiabatically when they approach the earth's atmosphere, turn
out to follow quite accurately the Stormer theory of particle motion in
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ELECTRO S ,. 5 MEV
OV 10, 1962

02

01

L I EARTH RADII

Fig. 75. Contours of constant intensity of electrons of;;, 5 Mev (for Nov. 10, 1962),
plotted in B-L coordinates (upper graph) and R-A coordinates (lower graph) [29].
The electrons in the region around L= 1.4 were injected by the July 9, 1962 high
altitude nuclear explosion (Starfish). The peak in the L= 1.75 to 2.0 region was
presumably injected by Soviet high altitude tests in October-November 1962.
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Fig. 76. Mirror point altitudes in the southern and northern hemispheres, for the
L= 1.20 shell, and for different Bm values (shown on each curve, in Gauss) [30].
Notice their closest approach to earth in the Southern Hemisphere around 320
East longitude (corresponding to the South Atlantic)
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ANGULAR DRIFT VELOCITY
(ARBITRARY UNITS)
1.0
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B =0.22 GAUSS
L
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o
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Fig.77 Angular drift velocity (in arbitrary units) and bounce path Sb for particles
at L= 1.25 and mirroring at Bm=0.18 and 0.22 Gauss, respectively [31]. (To
obtain drift velocity in degrees/sec, multiply by factor given for Fig. 50.)
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a dipole field, if described in R - A coordinates. For instance, the cosmic
ray proton cut-off rigidity P A at sea level is a unique function of the
invariant latitude A, or of the local L value:
4

PA = 14.9cos A =

14.9

U

(G V)

(valid for 1 G V;S PA;S 10 G V).

IV.S Application II: Particle Flux Mapping in the Outer
Magnetosphere
In this region, where external currents substantially perturb the "internal"
geomagnetic field, relations (4.22) are not valid anymore, shell splitting
becomes appreciable (Section 11.7) and McIlwain's L value is not even
nearly an invariant parameter on a field line and on a given trapped
particle shell. The reason simply is that the asymmetric perturbation is
felt much more at the equator of a field line than near the earth's surface,

for external currents. This substantially affects the integrals (4.22 b) and
the relation between I and Bm will vary from field line to field line along
a given drift shell. The omnidirectional flux thus becomes a meaningless
quantity (Fig. 71).
Systematic particle flux mapping in the outer magnetosphere is still
in an early stage. Most scientists still use McIlwain's internal field B - L
representation, although it is clear that this is unrealistic in a region
where external asymmetries are important. The difficulty with outer
belt particle flux mapping is twofold: (i) we do not yet have a trustworthy,
internationally accepted model of the magnetospheric field; (ii) whatever
model is to be used must include time variations in such a way as to
realistically reproduce the real field configuration at all times during
which the flux data were obtained. This requires a continuous patrol
of the magnetospheric field on a scale not yet practicable.
In any case, let us describe a possible method for directional flux
mapping, assuming that we do have an appropriate, time-dependent
representation of the magnetospheric field. As far as fast non-adiabatic
variations are concerned, little can be done to take them into account
in a simple way. We must restrict ourselves to geomagnetic ally quiet
intervals in which time variations of the field are likely to be adiabatic,
at least for the more energetic particles (see relation (3.3)). The first thing
to do would be to transform all measured directional particle fluxes adiabatically into a standard reference corifiguration of the magnetosphere.
If, for instance, we were to use the Mead-Williams model of the magnetosphere (Section 11.7) with a set of known time-dependent values of the
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parameters R" Rn> B T , we would have to proceed as follows: (i) take
the flux measurement j made at a given place, in a given direction and
at a given time t. (ii) Find the invariant parameters M, K and cP of the
particles in question, using the model with values of the parameters
Rs(t), Rn(t), BT(t) which correspond to the magnetospheric configuration
at the time of measurement. (iii) Following the recipe given in Section
111.2, find out on what shell and with what energy those particles would
end up, if the magnetosphere were adiabatically transformed into the
reference configuration R;, R~, B:j'.. (iv) Calling 1*, B! the parameters
of this shell in the reference configuration, map the transformed flux
j*=j(p*/pf (4.7a) in the two-dimensional 1*, B! space (4.19).
Of course it would be simpler to get used to a "K - cP space" and
directly map the measured particle flux, expressed as a function of magnetic moment rather than energy, in K - cP coordinates (at step (ii) above).
A typical standard-size configuration of the magnetosphere would be
R; = lOR., R~ = lORe and B:j'.= 15 gammas (Section 11.7). But even more
attractive is the case
Ri =

R: =

00

00

(B:j'.=O)

which represents a pure dipole field, with all external contributions turned
off. Transforming a real magnetospheric situation adiabatically into a
dipole configuration would allow us to work with the familiar B - L
or R - A coordinates. Bearing in mind relation (3.5), we introduce the
following invariant quantity, which we hereby call the "generalized
L-value" (defined here as a dimensionless parameter):
(4.24)

L*

=

2nko

--CPR e

in which cP is the third invariant (3.4) of the particles in question. Physically, L* is the radial distance (in earth radii) to the equatorial points of

the (symmetric) shell on which the particles would be found, if we adiabatically (i. e. slowly) turned off all nondipolar perturbations of the trapping field.

This definition works even for the internal field (Section IVA):
slowly turning of all higher multipole terms will rearrange particles,
keeping their values of M, K, cP constant. Each particle would finally
be found (with a slightly different energy and mirroring at a slightly
different B-value) on a dipole shell with L-parameter given by (4.24).
It has been found computationally [32J that, for the internal field
expansion, McIlwain's L-value defined in (4.21) is indeed almost equal
to the generalized L* defined in (4.24). This result gives an additional
meaning to McIlwain's L value: it represents with great accuracy the
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dipole shell parameter on which inner belt particles would be found if all
higher multipole terms of the internal field expansion were turned olI
adiabatically.

Notice that McIlwain's L-parameter is "cheap" to compute because
it only involves one field line tracing (plus integration (2.38)), whereas
the generalized L* value is "expensive", involving a full shell tracing to
determine rfJ. In the outer magnetosphere, unfortunately, Land L* differ
more and more as we move radially outward and only the "expensive"
L* retains its invariant character and physical meaning.
Once L* is found for a given particle flux measurement, we can also
determine the field intensity B; at which the corresponding particles would
mirror if we adiabatically turned off all non-dipolar perturbations. We
just have to remember that since our reference field configuration is that
of a dipole, the relation between B; and the corresponding 1* value
along the field line is given by (4.21). Taking into account that 1*
= K
(=IVE: in the initial real field configuration) we have

VB!

(4.25)

L*3 R:

B; = F (KB;5/Z).

ko

ko

B; is then determined as the solution of equation (4.25). The momentum
of the particles in the reference dipole field will be (2.4):

(4.26)

p*=p(~:r

and their directional flux (4.7 a):
(4.27)

B*
j* = j -"'-.

Bm

Equations (4.25- 27) are the key relations that could be used for a "B - E'
directional flux mapping in the outer magnetosphere. From the practical
point of view it would be prohibitive to compute generalized L* values
(4.24) along a satellite's trajectory on a continuous basis, as is currently
done with McIlwain's L-parameter. Instead one could construct grids
of L* values in the outer magnetosphere, one for each set of typical
model parameters (Rs' R n, BT in the Mead-Williams model). These grids,
stored on magnetic tape or disc, could then be used for quick interpolation of L* values along satellite orbits. In absence of time variations
of the magnetic field (which is a very unrealistic assumption for the outer
magnetosphere) I and Bm are separately conserved (2.44), and we could
very well use McIlwain's parameter L for directional flux mapping in an
asymmetric field, provided we insert "real" field values I, Bm in relation
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(4.21). In that case, of course, L loses its meaning as the radial distance
to the equatorial point of a field line. However, if adiabatic time variations
do occur, and directional flux values measured at different positions
during different time intervals are to be compared, the invariant parameters L* (4.24) and B! (4.25) would have to be used.
As stated earlier, we do not have as yet a trustworthy outer magnetosphere field model, nor do we have continuous information about longterm (i.e. adiabatic) time variations of the field configuration. The
systematic use of L* and B! for outer radiation belt flux mapping still is
a task of the future. A major criticism of this whole procedure may be
given by the fact that trapped electron lifetimes in the outer magnetosphere are short-of the order of their drift period or less. One might
then argue that electrons do not behave adiabatically at all in the strict
sense with respect to the third invariant.
One final word on the generalized parameter L* (4.24). In the outer
magnetosphere, a surface of constant L* represents neither a particle
shell nor a collection of field lines. It simply gives the locus of all mirror
points P P' ... QQ' ... of particles whose drift shells have the same

([J

value

(Fig. 78). Transforming adiabatically into a dipole field, all particles on

L

* =Const. Surface
(ell =Const.)

Field Lines

Fig. 78

the field lines shown in Fig. 78 will assemble on one single dipole shell
surface. Viceversa, all particles from a common shell in a dipole field
will split in the way shown, when asymmetric perturbations are turned
on. The L* value (or ([J value) will vary along a given field line in the real
field, because particles mirroring at different points of that field line
generate different shells with different ([J values (see Fig. 71). Only in
case of shell degeneracy, i. e. for symmetric fields, is L* (and ([J) constant
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Mappin~

along a field line. The derivative
(4.28)
(J

aL* I
aBm II

=

taken along a field line can be considered as a quantitative measure of
shell splitting. We call it the shell splitting function. In symmetric fields,
(J=O everywhere. For the internal field
(J~O everywhere. For nearequatorial particles, whose shells are given in approximate form by
(2.70a), it is easily seen that
c[J =

2nko
-2
---=+ nkr

-

r

and
(4.29)
For an asymmetric field we can write to first order in kl' kl taking
into account (2.70b):
L* ~

1+

-

Re

(r

(1
+- -

11 cos cp) 1

kl r3)
2 ko

and
aL* I
aBm II

~

1 al1 I
Re aBm II coscp

since rand cp are fixed for a given field line (coordinates of its equatorial
point).
Using the expression for 11 given in (2.70b) and taking into account
that (aI/aBm)!II ~ (n/3V2) (J/Bm)* (c.f. (2.39), (2.13 b) and (2.69)), we have

Notice that (J> 0 on the day side and (J < 0 on the night side. In other
words, particles mirroring at higher Bm (with smaller equatorial pitch
angle) on the noon/midnight field line, have larger/smaller L* values
(smaller/larger third invariant). This is directly related to the inwardoutward reversal of shell splitting for noon and midnight field line
particles (see Figs. 48 and 49). The drift average of (J2 is

* The fact that this derivative is finite when 1..... 0 is the reason for having
written Yf (2.70b) to first order in k 2 I.
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Application II

(4.30a)

<(J

2

)

Rs-

_

-

-

1

2

(43k2R:)2 L
54ko

.*10

- 1 -_ -1
B~
2

(43a2)2(Rs)-S
-54ko -Re L

*10

-1
B;,

since k2 = a2
4 (1.42).
We also could have defined (J1l =(oLjoI10)ljl=(oLjoBm)ljI2BmI10
where 110 is the equatorial pitch angle cosine (2.10). In that case:
(4.30 b)
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Chapter V
Violation of the Adiabatic Invariants and Trapped
Particle Diffusion

V.1 Diffusion Mechanisms
The radiation belts are kept in existence by the simultaneous action of
four processes: (i) injection of charged particles into the trapping region
of the magnetosphere; (ii) acceleration; (iii) diffusion, and (iv) loss. This
chain operates at a rate in which on a long term average injection and
loss are roughly in equilibrium. Part of the acceleration process is
intimately coupled to diffusion.
In this chapter we shall deal with diffusion processes. Diffusion
theory of radiation belt particles is still evolving. We shall present here
only main guidelines, giving some general tools for the study of this
subject. A detailed analysis of theory and experiment would require
several chapters, enough to fill a separate volume.
Diffusion processes of radiation belt particles can be grouped in
two main categories: radial diffusion, which displaces particles across
drift shells, and pitch angle diffusion, which moves particle mirror
points along field lines.
The first type of diffusion is now believed to be the main process by
means of which charged particles-probably from the solar wind-are
transported inwards from the boundary of stable trapping (Section II.7).
This process of radial diffusion is accompanied by acceleration if the
first two adiabatic invariants are preserved throughout the process: as
the particles come to mirror at increasingly higher B-va1ues in their
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inward radial displacement, their kinetic energies will increase accordingly [c. f. (1.38)]. Energy spectra of trapped protons indeed reveal
gradual hardening as one moves towards lower L shells, in rough
agreement with predictions from M and J conservation. For electrons,
this effect exists too, although subject to larger fluctuations during
geomagnetically perturbed periods.
Pitch angle diffusion spreads and mixes the particle mirror point
distribution along field lines (Fig. 79), and represents the principal
mechanism by means of which trapped particles are driven into the loss
region in the dense layers of the atmosphere (loss cone, Section IV.2).
In other words, this mechanism controls the lifetime of trapped particles.
During highly perturbed intervals, pitch angle diffusion can be greatly
enhanced, with increased particle precipitation which in its most intense
form may cause aurorae*. Pitch angle diffusion mechanisms roughly
conserve energy spectra.
The principal difficulty with diffusion theory stems from the fact
that there are several different mechanisms coupled together, so as to
make a comprehensive mathematical description multidimensional and
extremely complicated to solve numerically.
Generally speaking, diffusion is caused by violation of one or more
of the adiabatic invariants. As long as all invariants are conserved, each
trapped particle remains on a permanent drift shell in the magnetosphere (adiabatic time variations of the field configuration would displace these drift surfaces, but always in a reversible way (Section 111.2)).
Violation of the invariants can be caused by non-adiabatic time variations of the magnetic field or of the external forces (electric field), by
interactions with electromagnetic or hydro magnetic waves or by collisions with the ambient medium (atmosphere, ionosphere).
If the time scale LI t of the perturbation satisfies ~ d ~ LI t ~ ~b ~ ~c'
only the third invariant will be violated for a given class of particles
[c. f. (1.30), (2.43) and (3.3)1. Typically this occurs for LI t of the order of
minutes. If ~b ~ LI t ~ ~c (LI t ~ seconds), both ([> and J will in general be
violated. Finally, if LI t;5 ~c (milliseconds), all three invariants will be
violated.
In the case of collisions, both J and M will change because of the
change of mirror point, but the guiding field line will remain the same
(within one gyroradius). We call this "field line conservation". This also
happens in most cases of non-collisional pitch angle diffusion. In an

* It is believed that at least part of the auroral precipitation, especially during
the so-called break-up period, is produced by direct injection and acceleration of
tail plasma, flowing towards the earth along field lines on, or close to, the night
side boundary of closed field lines.
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asymmetric field, any change of particle mirror point, even if field lines
are conserved, will be accompanied by a change of drift shell, i. e. by a
change in I/J (shell splitting, Section II.7). Pitch angle diffusion thus always
is accompanied by radial diffusion in asymmetric fields.

Finally, an externally caused continuous (non-stochastic) change of
particle energy (e.g. ionization loss, Bremsstrahlung, synchrotron radiation) can lead to a radial transport if external forces are at work (thus
making particle shells energy-dependent, Section II.8). This really is
not a genuine diffusion process, however. In absence of external forces,
energy loss does not alter the particles' shells.
The nature of diffusive perturbations can be periodic or quasi-periodic
(interactions with electromagnetic (VLF) and plasma (ULF) waves,
recurrent magnetic field variations), leading to quasi-resonance effects
with the natural frequencies of the trapped particles. Or they can be
stochastic (random compressions of the magnetosphere, random electric
field variations, collisions). The following table summarizes the general
picture:
Diffusion M eehanisms

Interaction

Violates

Conserves

Causes

cyclotron motion,
with VLF, ULF
waves

M,J,t/J*

field line,
kinetic energy
(approximately)

pitch angle diffusion
(in asymmetric field
also radial diffusion)

bounce motion,
with Pe2,3 micro
pulsations

J,t/J

M

pitch angle diffusion
radial diffusion

drift motion,
with recurrent
variations of the
geomagnetic field

t/J

M,J

radial diffusion

compressions of
t/J
the magnetosphere,
electric field
variations, sudden
Stochastic changes of the ring
current, etc.

M,J

radial diffusion

field line,
kinetic energy

pitch angle diffusion
(in asymmetric field
also radial diffusion)

QuasiResonant

Coulomb
interactions with
the atmosphere

*

M,J,t/J*

Conserved in symmetric fields

The following steps may be taken in the study of trapped particle
diffusion: (i) choose a distribution function and adequate coordinates in
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which the whole process is to be described. (ii) Set up a diffusion equation.
(iii) Single out the individual diffusion mechanisms that will be taken
into account, and find the corresponding diffusion coefficients. (iv) Define the source and loss mechanisms. (v) Integrate the diffusion equation.
The only diffusion process for which this has been carried out successfully to the end is multiple Coulomb scattering of trapped electrons
on atmospheric constituents. To a lesser degree, radial diffusion of
protons (under several simplifying assumptions) has also been treated
successfully. The general diffusion problem (in particular radial diffusion
at low L values, pitch angle diffusion at high L values, and combined
radial and pitch angle diffusion) has not yet been solved to full satisfaction. Sometimes steps (v), (iv) and (iii) are carried out in reverse
order: the experimentally inferred distribution function is plugged into
a diffusion equation to obtain quantitative information on the diffusion
coefficients.
V.2 Coordinates and Distribution Functions
We have different sets of independent coordinates and associated
distribution functions at our disposal to describe a population of trapped
particles. The most convenient choice will depend on the particular
problem under analysis. Some ofthe functions were introduced in Section
IV.3. Now we shall reformulate the problem in more detail.
Undoubtedly the "natural" set of coordinates is given by rp, J, M,
the values of the three adiabatic invariants. Any description in these
coordinates will be independent of adiabatic (slow) time variations of
the trapping field. However, the triplet rp, J, M is not very practical for
computational purposes. For instance, both J and M contain the
particle's momentum, and in order to specify a particle shell in a general
time-dependent field it is necessary to give the values of all three coordinates. Furthermore, rp is not very "anschaulich", i. e. not very
familiar to our intuition.
We may instead introduce the triplet L* (4.24), K (2.45) and M, in
which only M depends on the particle momentum and in which L* is
a more "intuitive" radial coordinate. However, there is a limitation to
the use of this set of coordinates: K is invariant only if field lines are
equipotentials (Section 11.5). Particle shells will now be totally specified
by only two field-geometric quantities, L* and K. It is convenient to
recall the physical meaning of L* in asymmetric fields (Section 1y'5): it
represents the radial parameter of that shell on which a particle would
end up if the real field were adiabatically transformed into the dipole
reference field. The fact that, in the real field, particles with the same L*
X Roederer, Dynamics
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value are on different field lines at a given longitude (Fig. 78), while
particles on the same field line have different L* values, should not
confuse the image of L* as a parameter ordering particles radially. The
reader should always mentally make the transformation to the reference
dipole field when dealing with L*. From now on we shall drop the asterisk
in L*.
H we assume a time-independent trapping field (reasonable approximation for L;:S 4, except during the main phase of severe magnetic
storms), we can work with the even simpler coordinate Bm (2.44 b)
instead of K, and with the particle's kinetic energy T instead of M. In
other words, we can use the triplet L, B m , T. One may also introduce
the experimentall)l accessible pitch angle cosine Jlo (2.10) and work with
the triplet L, Jlo, T. This, however, precludes its use in an azimuthally
asymmetric field, for Jlo does not remain constant during the longitudinal drift of a particle in such a field (Section 11.7).
Although we can drop the cyclotron and bounce phases out of consideration by assuming that at all times they are thoroughly mixed (no
bunching), we shall for the time being keep the longitudinal drift phase
as an "active" variable, since some of the diffusion mechanisms are
longitude or local-time dependent. This drift phase coordinate-which
we shall denote with X and specify below-may eventually be averaged
out; the only requirement is that its integral around a particle shell be
an invariant too (i. e., a function of the shell parameters). Finally, the
time t, of course, also enters as a variable in all cases.

L+8L,<I>+8<I>

Fig. 80
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Let us work with the triplet L, K, M. Fig. SO illustrates the geometry
of the flux tube, filled with (jN particles with magnetic moments in the
interval M, M + (jM and mirroring in the hatched regions (distribution
function f 3 (4.17 a)). The variables to be used in our description are
explicitly shown. The magnetic flux (j¢ of the tube is given by
(j¢ =Bo(jx(jr
(j x and (j r are the linear longitudinal and radial dimensions, respectively,
of the equatorial cross section (jAo. Obviously, the flux (j¢ must be
proportional to the product (jL(jX (Fig. SO):
(j¢

(5.1)

=

g (jX (jL.

We can determine our longitudinal variable X by choosing the form of
the so-far arbitrary function g. From (5.1) we have
(jX

(5.2)

Bo (j x (j r

Bo (j x

g(jL

gVoLK

=---

K

Fig. 81

VOLK is the equatorial gradient of (4.24), VOLK=(jL/(jr, in which (jL
and (j r are defined for two particles of the same K value mirroring on
the field lines shown in Fig. S1. Thus, in view of (4.24),
IVoLKI

with VO<PK

=

2nko

IVO<PKI

(j<p/(jr (Fig. S1). Equation (5.2) becomes
(jX

8*

L2R

= _ _e

2nko Bo(jx

=-- --.

gL2 Re VO<PK
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We show in Appendix VII that the following relation holds for the
bounce-average gradient-curvature drift velocity (2.41 b) (drift velocity
in absence of external forces):
(5.3)

Using this result and choosing
(5.4)

2nko
9 = L2R
e

we finally obtain
(5.5 a)

Reference
fi eld Ii ne

Fig. 82

Given a particle shell (i.e. a pair of K, L values), the longitudinal coordinate X of a guiding field line on that shell with respect to a reference
line (Fig. 82) will be:
(5.5b)

is the drift time from 0 to P of the particles in question; the integral
is computed along the equatorial trace. Physically, X represents the
fraction of total drift time it takes a particle to go from the reference
field line to the given longitude. It is independent of particle energy.
F or a complete drift around the shell
tp

(5.5 c)
Finally
(5.5 d)

.
dX
1
X=-=-.
dt
0d
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If we inject particles with different K, L values along a common initial
field line in an asymmetric field, we shall generate a collection of different shells, tangent to each other at the initial field line, whose equatorial traces are sketched in Fig. 83. The property (5.5c) guarantees that

x =Const

x =0.5 --f--f--+__

Fig. 83

we can trace constant-X surfaces in a consistent way-but only for the
group of particles starting on a common reference field line (Fig. 83).
In an asymmetric field it is not possible to define X as a unique function
of space. Notice carefully that the X variable is indeed "invariant" to
adiabatic changes of the field configuration, in the sense that it represents
fractional drift time (5.5b) and hence is normalized (5.5c). Notice that,
like L, X is dimensionless.
Taking into account (5.1) and (5.4) we can write the distribution
function (4.17) in the form

f

R L2 i5N
(Mm):r j
f3 = 2nkoi5~ i5Li5Ki5M = 4n -2and introduce

(5.6)

f =

i5N
4n 2 ko
1- jo
= f(X,L,K,M,t) = - 2 - (2Mm)z -.
i5X i5Li5Ki5M
L Re
T

In this relation, the kinetic energy T has to be regarded as a function
of the independent variables:

T= T(L,K,M)=M Bm(L,K)
f has the same invariant properties as f3. It represents the particle
density in X,L,K,M space.
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Going back to the "natural" variables (jJ,J,M, we must work with
the distribution function (4.18):
(5.7)

r (X (jJ J M t)

JO

,

'"

=

fJN
fJX fJ(jJfJ] fJM

L2 Re
4nko

1

jo
T

= -(2Mm)-zf=n-.

To derive (5.7) we have taken into account (4.24) and (2.45) to relate fJ(jJ
to fJL and fJJ to fJK, respectively. Notice that the natural distribution
function fo is related directly to the Liouville-invariant jolT (4.7 b).
Both jo and To, and hence fo' are directly accessible to measurement.
Turning to the triplet L, B m, T, to be used for static fields only,
we introduce the distribution function u, proportional to f2 (4.16):
(5.8)

u(X , L , B m" T t)

fJN

= fJX fJLfJB fJT = gf2·
m

The longitudinal variable X has to be re-defined, however. Indeed,
with the distribution u, we are obliged to keep track of particles with a
8 m=Const
~-~,.

,. ,. K =Const

Fig. 84

given Bm value rather than with a given K. Fig. 81 has to be redrawn in
the way shown in Fig. 84, and relation (5.2) is converted into
fJX

BofJx

=--

gVOLB

where VoLB=fJLlfJr is now defined for particles mirroring at the same
Bm. Obviously, from (4.24):
IVoLBI

eR

= _ _e

2nko

IVO(jJBI.
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Following similar arguments as in Appendix VII -only taking into
account that we are now dealing with gradients computed for constant
Bm-one can show that

in which
dx
Nb=f 0 b<Vd )

is the total number of bounces per drift cycle, a longitude-independent
quantity.
With these results, and again setting g = (2 n k o)/(L2 RJ (5.4), we
obtain
(5.9 a)

and (see Fig. 82):
(5.9b)

nb is the number of bounces a particle makes during its drift from 0 to X p"
X p thus represents the fraction of total bounces. Furthermore,

(5.9c)

fdX=l,

(5.9 d)

.
1
X---

- 0 b N b·

Compare these relations with (5.5a-d).
With (5.4) and (4.16), the distribution function u (5.8) is related to
the directional fiuxjo through
(5.10)

u(X,L,B m , T) =

2n 2 k o j o 0 b

-2- -2 .

L Re

Bm

Notice that 0 b=0b(X,L,B m ). The X-dependence of 0 b (in an asymmetric field) tells us that equal intervals of the new longitudinal variable
6X (5.12a) do not contain equal numbers of particles of a given class
(see footnote on p. 90).
If we are not interested in the drift phase X, we can work with driftintegrated distributions:

(5.11)

lo=ffodX

l=ffdX

Li=fudX.
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They represent the numbers of particles per unit invariant coordinate
intervals that are found at all longitudes.
In absence of interactions and drift bunching, we have the following
relations for (S.11):
jo...,.
4n 2 k o
~jo
(S.12a)
fo=fo=n j=f= - - (2mM)2 L2 Re

T'

T

(because jolT is constant along a shell even in asymmetric or timedependent fields (4.7 b)), and

2
j0 "
2 n 2 ko j 0 "2" j 7ibdX = - 2 - "2" 7ib
L Re Bm
L Re Bm
(because when using u, field conditions must be static, and j 0 is constant
along a shell (4.7 c)). lfb is the drift-average bounce period. It is related
to t7ibdX through relation (S.9d):
(S.12b)

(S.13)

_
u(L,Bm' T,t)

=

n 2 ko
-2-

1
t 7ibdX = Nb

dX
tid
t -.
= - =
X

Nb

-

7i b·

Notice that in asymmetric fields Ii =1= u.
Finally, changing the variable Bm into flo (2.10) and taking into
account (4.14), we introduce (only in longitude-average form) the distribution
_,
_ 2B mflo
4n 2 k o tib
.
(S.14)
u (L,flo, T,t)=u - - 2 - = - 2 - - flolo·
(1- flo)
L Re Bo
Here tib = 7i b(L, flo, T) and Bo = Bo(L) = Bm(l- fl6) are drift-average
quantities in the case of an asymmetric field.
It is useful to write down the relations of the drift-integrated distribution functions la, J, Ii and Ii' with the experimentally accessible quantity jo, for the case of particles mirroring close to the equator, in a MeadWilliams field approximation (hence valid also for a pure dipole field).
Taking into account approximations (2.9), (2.13 b), (2.69) and (4.29), we
obtain (non-relativistic expressions, to first order in flo):
(S.lS a)
(S.1Sb)
(S.1S c)
(S.lS d)

-,
~ 8n3 3 t 2
-t .
u (L,flo, T,t) = ~ Re m L flo T 10'
3
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For near-equatorial particles, conservation of the first two invariants
always implies oBm = oBo (to show this, just differentiate to first order
the expression K ~ n:/(~) (Bm - B o), which is derived from (2.4S)
and (2.67)}. Therefore, taking into account (2.10) we have
(S.16a)

flo=const.

Hence, the following quantity is conserved too:
(S.16b)

,=

koM
3

= =const.
ko T

2

Re (1- flo)

-3-

Re Bo

But notice that S is also conserved for field-line-conserving pitch angle
scattering, since in that case the equatorial point field Bo does not change
(and T is practically constant for all important pitch angle scattering
mechanisms). The triplet L, flo, S is thus most useful for the study of
combined radial and pitch angle diffusion [33J (see Section Y.7). This
of course is strictly true only for symmetric fields, and for particles
mirroring close to the equator. In a slightly asymmetric field, relations
(S.16) are still true, provided flo and Bo are considered drift-average
quantities. For a drift shell given by equation (2.70), the relation between
drift-average Bo and L (4.29) is

and (S.16b) can be written
(S.16c)

, =

kl R; L3 ) = const.
T L3 ( 1 - -S ~
2 ko

Notice that for a dipole field ,= T L3. Physically, ( represents the
energy that a near equatorial particle would have when it reaches the
earth's surface (i. e. atmosphere) via diffusion, conserving the first two
invariants. Taking into account that according to (S.16c) aT/a, = C 3
to zeroth order in kl' we introduce the distribution function 05, corresponding to the variables L, flo, ,:
(S.17)
All distribution functions 1, Ii, Ii' and OJ can be generated from the
"natural" distribution function fo (S.7) by multiplication with the correspon ding Jacobian determinant:
New distribution function =

10

a(cJ>,J,M)

a(new variables)

Static field, no external
forces

Same

Same and flo ~ 1

U

U'

W

L,Bm,T

L,flo, T

o(cJ>,J,M)

L,flo, (

Note: wb,Bo and flo are drift-average values, in case of an asymmetric trapping field.

~--------------

4nkoR; 1 L -2 flo T [B o(L)]-l Wb (L,flo, T)

2nkoR;1 L -2 B;;,2T wb(L,Bw T)

1m!L -2M!
4V2nk o Re

Adiabatic time variations,
equipotential field lines

)0

J

-

L,K,M

cJ>,J,M

fo=n T(J,M)

General case
(no pitch angle restrictions)
1

Restrictions

·

1

Near-equatorial
particles (flo ~ 1)

8n 2
1
5
1
~R3m2L-2fl (2
3 e
0

8n 2 3 1
1
~R m2Ufl T"
3 e
0

~ n 2 ko m! L - 1 B;;' 2 T!

4V2nk o R-1m!
L -2 M!
e
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The general expressions for the Jacobians can be obtained by direct
computation, or indirectly from (5.7), (5.12a), (5.12b), (5.14), (5.15) and
(5.17). They are given in the table on page 124 (non-relativistic expressions only). This table will be particularly useful for setting up the
appropriate diffusion equation for each distribution function (next
Sections).
V.3 The Diffusion Equation
The following table lists the coordinates that are affected by the various
types of interactions:
Coordinates that are affected by interaction processes
Set of
Variables

Distribution
Function

(jJ,J,M
L,K,M
L,Bm,T
L,/1o, T
L,/10'(

70
7

U
U'
CD

Radial
Diffusion

Pitch Angle
Diffusion in
Asymmetric
Fields

(jJ
L
L,T
L,T
L

(jJ,J,M*
L,K,M*
L,B m
L,/1o**
L,/1t,**

Pitch Angle
Diffusion in
Symmetric
Fields
J,M*
K,M*
Bm
/10
/10***

Energy
Loss
(ionization,
etc.)
J,M
M
T
T
(

*
**

Conserved in bounce-resonant interactions
Longitude-average
*** Near-equatorial particles only (/10 ~ 1)

For each distribution function there will be a diffusion equation governing its behavior under the effects of the interaction mechanisms. We
shall show below that it is sufficient to establish the diffusion equation
for only one of the distribution functions, say for f 0; the diffusion equations for the other functions follow from the original one through a
transformation controlled by the corresponding Jacobian (Table on
p. 124).
It is obvious from the preceding table that the general problem, with
all diffusion mechanisms acting together in an asymmetric field is multidimensional, with some of the diffusion mechanisms controlling more
than one variable at the same time. It turns out to be impossible to find
for this general case an appropriate set of variables each one of which is
controlled independently by just one of the interaction mechanisms.
Simplifications have to be introduced. For instance, if we envisage
a population of particles mirroring close to the equator in a symmetric
field, then we do have an appropriate triplet of variables, namely L, /10'"
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each one of which is independently controlled by only one interaction

mechanism [33]. On the other hand, some cases have been studied in
which one or more of the mechanisms have been deliberately neglected
a priori. For instance, radial diffusion was first studied theoretically
assuming absence of both pitch angle diffusion and energy loss. For
such a case, distribution function 1 (S.12a) is the most convenient, and
the resulting diffusion equation is unidimensional since K and M remain
constant (see Table p. 12S). Pitch angle scattering of electrons due to
Coulomb interactions with the atmosphere is important only at low
L-values, where external field asymmetries can be neglected and radial
diffusion effects are relatively small. Distribution functions Ii (S.12 b) or
Ii' (S.14) are the most appropriate ones for this case. The diffusion equation will be uni- or bi-dimensional depending on whether or not energy
loss is neglected (L = const in either case). Finally, if the effect of pitch
angle scattering on radial transport of particles due to shell splitting in
an asymmetric field is to be analyzed, we may "turn off' any other
independent radial diffusion effects as well as energy loss, and again
work with distribution function Ii (or Ii', if we consider a region where
the field asymmetry is small). The diffusion equation in this case will
be bi-dimensional (only T = const).
Before we set out to establish the differential equation for 10, let us
say a few words about source and loss mechanisms for radiation belt
particles, whose action of course will have to be taken into account.
Very little is known about natural source mechanisms. Probably there
are several acting together more or less simultaneously. Low energy
particles may be continuously injected through the boundary of stable
trapping from the tail plasma sheet, or directly from the solar wind
through the dayside neutral points. During geomagnetic substorms
large additional fluxes of low energy particles seem to be impulsively
injected into the outer zone around the midnight meridian, and ambient
thermal particles seem to be locally accelerated at lower L-values, thus
becoming part of the higher-energy trapped population. Finally, the
high energy tail of the trapped particle spectrum (e. g. protons of
;G 300 MeV) has probably been injected as decay products from energetic
cosmic ray albedo neutrons. In any case, it is believed that a major
source of radiation belt particles is acting somewhere along the boundary of stable trapping. During substorms, additional impulsive injections
into specific regions of the magnetosphere occur and must be taken
into account. Particle injection may be neglected during magnetically
quiet intervals.
As to the loss mechanisms, the most effective one for electrons is
precipitation into the atmosphere at low altitudes. As soon as an electron
scatters into the loss cone (4.10), its mirror point is lowered into the
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denser atmosphere and the particle will eventually be removed from
the trapped population via ionization energy loss. Protons can be
removed catastrophically by charge exchange with neutral hydrogen.
This seems to be a most effective loss mechanism for protons. Finally,
a fraction of trapped particles may scatter into the drift loss cone or
diffuse radially into the regions of quasi-trapping and be lost into the
tailor into the boundary (Section 11.7). The atmospheric loss mechanism
c~n be taken into account in the form of a boundary condition by imposing
that the distribution function should vanish for all particles mirroring
at or below a certain altitude above sea level (usually taken at 100 km).
In Appendix VIII we derive the Fokker-Planck equation (A VIII.7)
which governs the drift-integrated distribution function 10 [(S.7), (S.12a)]:

010

0 - -

0 - -

0

-

-

7it=- oqJ(D",fo)- oJ(DJfo)- oM (DMfo)
(S.18)

1 OZ _ _
oqJz (D",,,,fo)

+"2

1 OZ _ _
oJz (DJJfo)

+"2

1

+"2

OZ _
_
oMz (DMMfo)

OZ _ _
OZ
_ _
+- ( D f) + - - ( D f )+······+Q-S.
oqJoJ ",J 0
oqJoM ",M 0
In this equation Q and S are the drift-integrated source and sink functions
of the particles, respectively (injection and loss rate density in qJ, J, M
space). The jj' s are the drift-average Fokker-Planck coefficients representing average changes of the variables per unit time. They are explicitly
defined in Appendix VIII (A VIII.9). Since in all that follows we shall
be dealing only with longitude-integrated quantities, we shall drop the
bars on the distribution functions for simplicity.
The solution fo of (S.18) is subject to the initial condition
(S.19 a)

fo(qJ, J, M, 0) = given

and to the boundary condition at the equatorial (minimum-B) surface
(S.19b)

ofol
oB equator

=

ofo oqJ
oqJ oB

+

ofo oj
oj oB

+

ofo oM
oM oB

=

O.

In (S.19b) the derivatives of qJ, J and M are taken along the field line,
at the equatorial point. (S.19b) represents the condition that fo must
have no kink along the field line when passing through the equatorial
point. As anticipated above, we can replace the atmospheric sink function S by a boundary condition
(S.19c)

fhmin=O
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in which hmin stands for "values fP, J and M for which a particle mirrors
at a minimum altitude h min". One typically sets h min = 100 km above
the earth's surface. Another way of representing a sink function is to
introduce a lifetime 7i and to set
(5.19 d)
We now shall show that the first and second order coefficients
15</>,15</></> are not independent of each other. If we turn off J and M diffusion as well as all sources and losses, equation '(5.18) reduces to:

Since we are now assuming that J and M are conserved at all times,
relation (4.8) will apply even during the fP-difJusion process (in absence
of sources and losses). In other words, if we keep track of the field line
tube defined by a given bunch of i5N drifting and difJusing particles, we
shall find its magnetic flux i5<jJ to remain constant during the whole
process. This means that the distribution 10 [(4.18), (5.7)] will remain
constant in that tube. A distribution 10' which at a given instant is
independent of fP, must then keep this property at all times, even with
third-invariant violations going on. Therefore, according to the above
equation we must have for such a state of diffusive equilibrium:

_
D</>

a _

1

-"2

afP (D</></»=const.

The value of this constant must be zero; otherwise 15</> and 15</></> would
be subject to an arbitrariness. In summary
(5.20a)
_ _
This relationship saves us the computation of D</>.
,If we call x~ (n=1,2,3) the triplet of variables fP,J,M and DmDnm
the corresponding Fokker-Planck coefficients, it can be shown [34]
that a more general relation exists for all first order coefficients:
(5.20b)

15

=
n

±

~ a15 nm .
2

m ax~

In this relation and in all that follows, use is made of the symmetry
15nm =15 mn . (5.20b) reduces to (5.20a) if 15 nm =o for n, m# 1. With
(5.20b), the Fokker-Planck equation (5.18) is converted into the diffusion
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equation
ofo =

ot

±-;
[±
oXn

(Dnm
2

m

n

of~)ll + Q-s.
rXm J

Dnm/2 thus become regular diffusion coefficients. From now on we shall
work with
Dnm
(5.21)
Dnm=T
We can now very easily derive the diffusion equations for the other
distribution functions f (5.12a), u (5.12b), u' (5.14) and ill (5.17), in the
following way. Call fk the new distribution function, x~ the corresponding triplet of variables and J Ok the Jacobian
o(x~,

J Ok = :'l(

xg, X~)
X3k)

k
k
U Xl' X 2 ,

given in the Table page 124. Then the diffusion equation for fk is simply

[34]

Dnm are now the diffusion coefficients in x~-space

_

_~

Dnm-Dmn -

2

«(L1X~L1X~»)
lib

(see Appendix VIII (A VIII.9)-the factor 1/2 comes from (5.21)), where
the inner brackets denote bounce average and the outer ones drift average. Q and S of course have to be expressed as injection and loss densities in x~-space.
We may assume that for all processes relevant to trapped particle
diffusion, the cross-coefficients Dnm (n "" m) are either zero or negligible
(which physically means that the corresponding variables x~, x~ are
being scattered independently-see discussion on p. 125). We then
rewrite the general diffusion equation excluding cross-coefficients:
(5.22)
The coefficients Dnn are now the mean square changes per unit time
of the nth variable, averaged over a drift cycle. Notice that always
fk
jo
= fo=n
k
k
k'
J Ok
T(X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 )

-
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We may introduce the quantities
(5.23)

ok = -D nn - ak [ In (fk)]
= - Dnn - ak [In (jo)~
OXn
J Ok
OXn
T

Xl

and write (5.22) in the form
Ofk
-

at

a

Ln -k(x~fk)+Q-S.
OXn
3

= -

x~ represents the net diffusion velocity
x~-coordinate, and x~ fk represents

of particles of a given class in the
the corresponding particle flow.
According to (5.23), the diffusion velocity is controlled by the corresponding diffusion coefficient Dnn (always positive) and by the gradient
of
in that coordinate. Notice that the sign of the diffusion velocity
is determined by the opposite sign of this gradient. Two different distributions of a given class of particles thus may have different net diffusion velocities, even if the diffusion mechanisms are the same.

jolT

V.4 Application I: Pure Radial Diffusion
We treat the hypothetical case in which there is no other diffusion
except one caused by violations of the third invariant. We choose distribution function f (5.12a) and the corresponding variables L, K and M.
K and M are constant, and equation (5.22), with the Jacobian taken
from the table on p. 124, now reads:
(5.24)

of = - a
at oL

-

J + Q- S .

[DLL
'
- - - a (L21)
L2 oL

Taking into account (2.4), the diffusion velocity (5.23) in L-space, determining the radial flow of particles, is
(5.25)

o
L=
-D

(jo)]

- a [ In LL oL
T

= -

jo

)~
D - a [In (
LL oL
Bm(L, K)
.

Since Bm is roughly ~ L - 3, the net radial flow of particles of a given
class and energy is controlled by the gradient of the quantity
Fig.
85 shows a plot of
for electrons of different energies obtained
from experimental data averaged over a long period of time [33].
Below L ~ 2.5 remnants of artificially injected particles interfere and no
conclusions regarding diffusion of natural electrons is possible there.
Above L ~ 2.5 the curves have a positive slope, indicating that the net
radial transport is always inwards, hence pointing to a permanent source
of trapped particles most effective in the outer edge of the radiation belt.

jo L3

joL3.
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Fig. 85. Variation of L3 jo with L, where jo is the differential, directional flux
evaluated at constant K and M [33]. Eo denotes the electron energy at L=6.

Actual computation of the radial diffusion coefficient and integration
of equation (5.24) has been accomplished by several authors (e.g. [35J,
[36J, [37J). For instance, a Mead model magnetosphere subject to
stochastic compressions leads to a radial diffusion coefficient for equatorial protons [35J:
(5.26 a)

D LL

=0.25(::Y

R;8L 10

[(1 + !J;''Y'

IT

[sec-1J.

For the constants a 2 , ko see relation (1.42). !J Rs is the average nonadiabatic fluctuation of the stand-off distance Rs, representing the
magnetospheric compressions responsible for this diffusion process*.
In (S.26 a) Rs is expressed in units of Re. The R s- 8 LlO dependence originates in the proportionality of DLL to the square of the asymmetry
coefficient 11 (1.43 b). Notice that for a symmetric field with symmetric
perturbations, DLL = 0, and no such radial diffusion process would be
possible (see also Section IlIA). Integration of equation (5.24) with the
coefficient (5.26a) yields correct proton energy spectra over a considerable range of L values [35J, but the diffusion rate seems an order of
magnitude too low when compared with observations [38]. For offequatorial particles the coefficient DLL turns out to be a sharply decreasing function of 110

[36].

* It would be beyond the scope of this monograph to show in detail how this
(and all other) diffusion coefficients are actually derived.
9
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Random variations of potential electric fields can also cause violation
of the third invariant and thus lead to radial diffusion [36]. The diffusion
coefficient for this process results
(5.26 b)
The constant of proportionality contains the power spectrum of the
electric potential field variations in the equatorial plane. DLL results
nearly independent of the particle's pitch angle 110.

v.s

Application II: Pure Pitch Angle Diffusion in a symmetric
Field

The most convenient distribution functions for this case are u (5.12 b)
or u' (5.14). Since Land T remain constant, we have [(5.22) and table
on page 124]:
(5.27 a)
or
(5.27 b)

au'
at

-

a [ D 11 7i - a ( - u' )] + Q-S
a110 /l/l 0 b a110 110 7i b
•

= -

The mirror-point and pitch-angle diffusion velocities (5.23) are given
respectively by

and

(Remember that T is constant in this process.) Since the particle flux
along a field line always decreases towards the atmosphere, we have a
permanent net flow of mirror points down the field lines (or, in equivalent
terms, a net flow of pitch angles into the loss cone).
Equations (5.27) have been integrated for the case of Coulomb
scattering of electrons on atmospheric constituents [39,40,31]' In these
studies ionization energy loss of electrons has been included. This
requires an additional first order term in the right hand side of equations (5.27) given by

a
aT

- -(DTu)
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Fig. 86. Comparison of theoretical [40J and experimental [41J values for the
decay of trapped electron fluxes resulting from the Startfish high-altitude nuclear
explosion. Arrows represent correction of experimental results for enhanced proton
background
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with
DT =

«~~»

representing the longitude-average of the energy loss per unit time.
Since straggling is neglected, energy loss enters as a continuous process
and no second order term is necessary. Fig. 86 shows a comparison of
the experimentally observed decay of fission-product electrons [41]
injected by the Starfish high altitude nuclear test, with theoretical
computations based on Coulomb scattering effects [40].
For very low L-values the atmospheric density is a strong function
of longitude along a given Bm-L ring (mirror point trajectory), due to
the varying altitude of these rings (see Fig. 76). The flux of electrons in a
given Bm range is thus expected to be longitude dependent for low L shells,
whose Bm-L rings dip down into the dense atmosphere over the South
Atlantic. Electrons mirroring at large Bm values, drifting into the
Anomaly from the West, are entirely wiped out. On the east side of the
Anomaly, the high Bm region is again replenished via Coulomb and
other pitch angle scattering of electrons originally mirroring closer to
the equator. This has been called the "windshield wiper effect". The
longitude-dependent equation (Appendix VIII (A VIII. 5)) for the distriPERCENT VARIATION
OF DIRECTIONAL FLUX

100
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0.240
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-40

-30 EQUATORIAL
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Fig. 87 Longitudinal variation of the perpendicular flux Il(B m ) of 300KeV
electrons at L= 1.25, for several Bm values, as computed for Coulomb multiple
scattering [31]. Curves are normalized to 100 %far away from the South Atlantic
Anomaly. Experimental observations [42] indicate a more effective replenishment
east of the Anomaly than predicted by Coulomb scattering alone
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bution function u (5.10) has been integrated numerically for the multiple
Coulomb scattering case [31]. Fig. 87 depicts the precentage variation
of the perpendicular flux of electrons h(Bm) (4.12) in the region of the
Anomaly. Experimental results, however, show that the replenishment
east of the Anomaly is much more pronounced than predicted by
Coulomb scattering alone [42J, indicating that an additional pitch
angle scattering mechanism must be at work, even at these low L-values.
Equation (5.27 b) has been used to study pitch angle diffusion of
electrons via resonant interactions with waves [43, 44]. Notice that in
view of (5.14), equation (5.27 b) is equivalent to
1 - 0 [ D 11 0, -OjoJ
110 (ib 0110
Illl 0 b 0110

+ Q-S

This equation is conveniently solved by setting

:J

(5.27c)

-ojo
ot

= -

jo(110' t)=js(l1o)+

~ an jn(110)eXP( -

.

js is a steady state solution of (5.27 c); jn are the eigenfunctions and an'
(in are constants to be determined through the boundary conditions
(equivalent to (5.19 c) and (5.19 b), respectively):

-ojo I
-0
0110 equator - •
(in represents the decay time of the nth eigen-mode of the pitch angle
distribution. The coefficient DIlIl turns out to be an increasing function
of 110' for VLF-type resonant interactions.
In the outer magnetosphere resonant pitch angle scattering becomes
very intense. Particles and waves interact strongly and a non-linear
situation arises in which the particle population "levels off" near a limit
of stability [45]' This is an extremely important mechanism for low
energy particles, but it would be completely outside the scope of this
monograph to enter into details of this process.
Let us finally remark that there is a natural limit to the "intensity" of
a pitch angle scattering mechanism. It arises when during one halfbounce of a particle its pitch angle cosine 110 is scattered with equal
probability into any value between 0 and 1. The probability of losing the
particle in one half-bounce would then be given by the fractional solid
angle occupied by the loss cone

QLoss

p = -- =

2n

1

-COSIX L ·
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and its lifetime would be
(i = '" _ (i
b

_In_(_si_n_rt._L)
In (4/3) .

In the outer magnetosphere the loss cone is very small (rt. L ~ 1- 2 degrees)
and
This represents the "shortest" lifetime an average particle can have
against precipitation into the atmosphere.

V.6 Application III: Pure Pitch Angle Diffusion in an
Asymmetric Field
In this example we analyze the effect of shell splitting on pitch angle
diffusion [46,47,48]. We shall restrict the discussion to near-equatorial
particles in a field of the type (IA1) and (2.9). We shall assume all interactions turned off, except for an energy-conserving pitch angle diffusion
mechanism.
According to the discussion in Section IV.5, any change of pitch
angle in an asymmetric field will be accompanied by a change in the
radial coordinate L, governed by shell splitting function (JI' (4.30 b).
Pitch angle diffusion thus leads to radial diffusion, and the associated
coefficient will be
(5.28)

D~L=(J;DI'I'=0'6(::)2 R;8 eo 116 DI'I'[sec-

1]

where DI'I' is the pitch angle diffusion coefficient. For a 2 and ko see
(1.42). Rs is in units of Re' We call this process "coupled radial diffusion".
Notice that D~L has the same Rs and L dependence as the "regular"
radial diffusion coefficient DLL (5.26a). This is not at all surprising since
both mechanisms are controlled by the same kind of field asymmetry
(1.43). Inserting experimental estimates for DI'I' in (5.28), one obtains an
associated radial diffusion coefficient D~L much smaller than DLL
(5.26 a). Coupled radial diffusion thus should play only a secondary
role for the overall radial diffusion process.
There are, however, some significant differences that must be pointed
out. First of all, coupled radial diffusion leads to radial transport at constant energy. This means that it mixes particles radially, preserving their
energy spectra. Second, it gives a net outward flow, i. e. opposite to the
inward flow produced by the main radial diffusion process (Section VA).
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To prove this we just write down the net radial diffusion velocity for
this case, which according to (S.23) reads:
o

L=

a
oL

-D~L-(lnjo).

The kinetic energy T has dropped out because it is conserved in this
mechanism. Therefore, L is controlled by the gradient of jo, rather than
that of joL3, as was the case with (S.2S). The curves of Fig. 8S can be
easily converted into plots of jo vs. L, which turn out to have a negative
slope for L;(; 4.S. Therefore, this mechanism, although weak in absolute
value, offers a possibility for high energy particles trapped in the inner
magnetosphere to be transported outwards. A particle might thus have
a chance of undergoing repeated acceleration in a cycle alternately
involving energizing inward diffusion (Section VA) and energy-conserving
outward diffusion. Finally, during periods of enhanced magnetic perturbations, pitch angle diffusion (DI'I') may increase considerably, thus
raising the value of D~L' However, this increase in DI'I' is "self-defeating":
scattering into the loss cone will also increase, and so will the general
loss rate of particles.
Coupled radial diffusion may play some role at very low L shells, too.
Multipole contributions from the internal field expansion introduce
asymmetries at low L values that in turn may lead to weak radial diffusion in presence of pitch angle scattering.
V.7 Application IV: Simultaneous Radial and Pitch Angle
Diffusion

A realistic treatment of radiation belt particle dynamics must involve
simultaneous consideration of both radial and pitch angle diffusion

mechanisms (Fig. 79). Using the triplet of variables L, flo,' (see Table
p. 12S), it is possible to assign to each diffusion process a variable controlled by it in an independent way. This, however, is true only for particles
mirroring close to the equator. The following diffusion equation for the
corresponding distribution function w (S.17) is obtained [33J (see (S.22)
and Jacobian in Table p.124):
(S.29)

owat a La [DLL
a
L aL

-=-

--5

2:

J+aa-

2
-(Uw)

flo

[floD
1'1'

a (w)~
~
aflo flo

-

.

We have excluded a continuous source term; the sink term will be replaced by a boundary condition. Notice that this equation is valid even
for a slightly asymmetric field, provided the generalized L-value (4.24)
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and a drift-average 110 are used. Equation (5.29) is conveniently solved
by first expanding w in eigenfunctions gn of the pitch angle diffusion
term:
n

The eigenfunctions gn are related to the corresponding eigenvalues
12;; through

1

o[

0

0110 110 D flfl 0110

(gn)]
110

gn

12n(L)

= -

with boundary conditions

(gn/Ilo is the associated particle fluxjn).
are orthonormal with the weighting function
The eigenfunctions

gn

1.
,-0 .
11-

J.l.Loss

Assuming that both the loss cone IlLoss and Dflfl are independent of L,
(which turns out to be roughly the case in the interval 3;:S L;:S 5), the
gn IS will be independent of L, too, and the equation for the coefficients
am results
(5.30)
with the matrix

J.l.Loss

Relation (5.30) gives the diffusiol1 equation for the amplitude am of the
m-th pitch angle mode. If in the whole L-domain one neglects all modes
but m= 1, equation (5.30) reduces to the following
oa 1

at =

[_2 DLL11 oL0 (Val)

0
oL L

2.

2

]

a1

- 12 1

.

This is of the type of a pure radial diffusion equation with a loss term.
12 1 represents the decay time of the first mode of the pitch angle distribution.
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Notice in equation (5.30) that when the matrix
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D~l

is diagonal

(DLL independent of Jlo), the different pitch angle distribution modes
will behave independently of each other. But if DLL is a function of Jlo

(as happens for non-adiabatic magnetic perturbations, Section V.4),
radial diffusion leads to a mixing of pitch angle distribution eigenfunctions. Even if the initial distribution is in the lowest pitch angle
mode at all L values, the preferential radial transport of equatorial
particles (DLL(Jlo) indeed has a peak at Jlo =0 for magnetic perturbations} will cause a gradual population of higher modes.
·To apply this procedure fruitfully requires rather complete experimental data of energy spectra, angular distribution and radial distribution of trapped particles, preferably as a function of time following a
magnetic disturbance [33]. Such data are not available at present.
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Relation between Field Line Curvature and V-L B
Consider a curved field line (Fig. ALl) and a local coordinate system
x, y, z centered at point P. We take the z axis parallel to e, and (y, z)
lying in the field line's osculating plane through P. We shall assume that
there are no currents in the neighborhood of P. At P we have Bx=O,
By=O, Bz=B and
VxB=O

c

x/

Rc

p

...n

y

Fig. A I. 1

This latter equality is a direct consequence of (y, z) being the osculating
plane. From the above relations:
oB z

ax

=

°

For the components of VB we thus obtain

oB

oB z

oy

oy

oB

oz

oB

=

as = VIIB.
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These relations with (1.20) show that the transverse gradient is directed
along the y axis and that

We also have
oBy
OZ -

blY.
B
bs - Re'

-~B-~-

where Re = bs/blY. is the field line's radius of curvature. Thus
VJ.B

oB

=-

oy

~

oBz

-

oy

oBy
OZ

=-

B
Re

~-.

This can be written in vector form (Fig. A I. 1)
B
Re
oe
VJ.B = - -n= -B 2 = BRe
Re
as

q.e.d.
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General Expression for the Bounce-average Drift Velocity
To demonstrate relation (2.35) we shall proceed backwards and first
prove equations (2.41). This means that our proof will be valid only for
the case of equipotential field lines (FII = 0). We first turn off the external
force, and consider the gradient-curvature drift (1.27). The instantaneous displacement bx s (Fig. AII.1)* is directed along the binormal bs •
IQ is a field line traced through a neighboring point P situated along
the normal ns; l~ is a field line through Sf. It can be shown that IQ and l~
cut through all other normals and binormals, respectively, ** in particular

Fig. A II. 1

*
**

The figures in this Appendix are drawn for negative particles!
The two surfaces engendered by all normals and all binormals are respectively tangent to two orthogonal constant-Euler-potential surfaces [49J which intersect along 10 ; hence, they must fully contain the field lines IQ and I~, respectively.
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through no and bo on the reference surface Q. From Fig. A I1.l we
conclude that
BJ) x sl5 rs = Bo 15 xo 15 ro
lI,

os

= I5x o = V Bsl5rs

I5t

sB o l5ro

Notice that the direction of the VOs vector is that of b o , independently
of the position S. Therefore, the magnitude of the bounce-average drift
velocity (2.33) is:

Combining (1.27) and (2.6 a) for the expression of v" we finally obtain

(A ILl)

On the other hand, let us compute the ratio (j]/l5r o=(/Q-I o)/l5r o and
the quantities (2.38) taken along the field lines lQ and 10 , respectively,
and computed for particles which have the same Bm value. Obviously,

I ~'r) [I - B~~)y
0

So (B nl

d,o

)

But (see Fig. AII.l)

B(sQ) = B(so) -IV .L Bsl 15rs

and, since B(sQ)dsQ-B(so)dso=O (which follows from V'B=O),

IV.LBsl)

dsQ=ds o ( 1 +l5rs~ .

Expanding I Q , we obtain (dropping the subindex of so):
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Fig. A 11.2

Comparing with (A II.1) we finally write in vector form (taking into
account that Vol has the same direction as no *) :
(A 11.2)

<V

CG )

2p

= --Vol x eo
q 7ibBO

q.e.d. (1)

Now we envisage the force drift VF , acting alone. When the guiding
center is at S on the field line 10 (Fig. A 11.2) it will drift an amount
(j Xs = S S' = Vs (j t in the time (j t. The associated drift of point 0 will be
,
(jxo=OO =

(jx o

Vos(jt= v,(jt-.
(jx s

But taking into account that in the flux tube defined in Fig. A 11.2
((jr. -L(jx s' Bs; (jro -L(jxo, Bo) Bo(jxo(jro=Bs(jxs(jrs, we have, considering (1.16):

(j Xs lies on an equipotential
(j Xo (by construction). The

*

surface (Section I.3) of value U and so does
potential of field line lQ is U + (j U, and

For the I-value of the particle bouncing along field line
1'=

f[l- B~:)1

l~

(Fig. A 11.1):

ds'=I o

since B(s')=B(s) (because VjB .lOxs by construction), and hence bs'=bs. Incidentally, this is a very simple proof of the conservation of I in absence of external
forces (see (2.44a))!
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bys ' (jyo are directed along the force vectors Fs' Fo by construction.
Hence b U =Fsbrs=Fobro and
Fo
or
qBo
independently of the actual position S of the guiding center. The bounce
average (2.33) is thus the same quantity as above:
Vos

= --

<V

(A 11.3)

Fo x eo
qBo

= --

OF )

q.e.d. (2)

The last thing to prove is relation (2040). We shall do it for the nonrelativistic case (and, of course, for equipotential field lines). We write,
according to (2.37) and (2.6a)
s~

J=2pI=2[2mM]+ S [Bm-B(s)]+ds

(AlIA)

We now compute V0 J, taking into account M = const :
VoJ=VOJIM=const

BJ'YI = const
p= const

8J I
+ -·VoBmIM=const·
aEm M = const

In view of (AlIA) the first term, by definition, is equal to 2pVoI. According to (2.15), Bm=(W - U)/M. Therefore
V B
o

m

I
M

= _ Vo U = F 0
M

M

Notice that in absence external forces VOBm=O (Bm=const). VOBm
is not the gradient of the local field which appears in (1.23).
On the other hand, from (A 1104) and (2.8) we have:

8J I
8B m M

=

[2mM]+ st

J

ds
l
[Bm- B(s)]2

=

[2mMJ+ Sb.
Bm

Sm

(The term arising from derivation of the limits of the integral is zero.)
Combining these results, and taking into account (204) and (2.7), we
obtain
(AIL5)

VoJ=2pVoI+7ibFo

q.e.d.

(A II.l), (A 11.3) and (A 11.5) lead to relation (2.35). It is important to
note here that (2.35) holds in the most general case, even if field lines are
not equipotentials and fields and forces are time dependent (provided
they vary slowly with respect to the bounce period). The general proof is
given in reference [1].
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Shell Tracing in Absence of External Forces
A shell tracing code for the static, force-free case includes several key
operations: (i) magnetic field determination; (ii) field line tracing;
(iii) determination of the integrals I (2.38) and Sb (2.8), and (iv) iteration
to find a given I, Bm point on a given meridian (mirror point of a particle
with parameters I, Bm). To this list we may add: (v) determination of
the bounce-average drift velocity (2.41 b) (this is only needed if we want
to compute drift times or periods).
(i) The field code is prescribed by the model to be used. Input is the
coordinates of a given point in space, output is the components of the
magnetic field vector at that point.
(ii) Field line tracing is a code which numerically integrates the
differential equations of a field line in steps of prescribed size. Several
options regarding direction of tracing and end point must be available:
(a) tracing from the initial point to a point where the field attains a
prefixed B-value (for instance, equal to the initial one); (b) tracing from
the initial point to the equator (where B is minimum along the field line);
(c) tracing from the initial point to one situated at a given distance from
the earth. The output of field line tracing is the values of B and elements
of arc length LI s at all intermediate steps (and, although in general not
needed for adiabatic computations, the coordinates of the field line
points).
(iii) The integrals I and Sb can be computed with conventional
methods using the output of field line tracing, option (a). Care must be
taken with the singularity of the integrand of Sb at the mirror points.
Sb can also be obtained directly from I through relation (2.39) (which
requires two I calculations along the same field line, to neighboring
mirror points). For mirror points close to the equator (condition (2.14)),
it is convenient and quicker to use the approximations (2.66 b) and
(2.13 a), respectively.
(iv) The iteration method is the most complicated part ofthe program,
being the determining factor for computer time and accuracy. The two
most obviously relevant rules are: to start as close as possible to the
"real" point, and to minimize the number of field line tracing and I
computation calls. One suggested procedure is, in brief: determine a
piece of the Bm = const trace in the meridian on which the prefixed
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1 - Bm point is wanted, and in the neighborhood of its expected position
(this procedure only requires magnetic field subroutine calls). For two
(or three) points of this Bm=const curve trace the field line (option (a))
and determine 1. By interpolation, "zero in" until finding the point
with wanted 1, Bm values (± prefixed errors).
(v) The drift velocity (2.41 b)
mv 2 Vo l

<J!d>

= ---

qSbBO

requires at least three 1 computations to find the value of the gradient
Vol. If the direction of <~> is knowll (e.g., if the shell was traced in
closely spaced longitude steps using (iv)), only two 1 computations are
necessary. Read carefully the exact definition of Vol and Vol on pages 48
and 49, respectively.
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Appendix IV.

Conservation of the Third Adiabatic Invariant
We shall prove the conservation theorem of the third adiabatic invariant
(3.4) for equatorial particles only. Consider an initial guiding drift shell
L, which for equatorial particles reduces to a closed curve (Fig. A IV.1)
on which B = const (time variations turned off!). Let us assume that
B is out of the paper everywhere and that its intensity is decreasing
(B'" - B). The induced electric field is related to B by Faraday's law:

fEind· d1

=-

counterclockwise

~~ = -

II ~~.dS

(area dSout of paper).

r

Q

.....B

out of paper
into paper

Fig. AIV.1

Therefore fEind·d1>O, i.e. E ind points counterclockwise, causing an
outward drift*. After a drift period 7i d (defined for the static shell L!)
the particle's guiding drift trace is Lt. We now compute the change
L1 tP of magnetic flux through the guiding drift contour. This change is
made up of two parts: the change (5 tPr of the flux through the initial
contour L, plus the magnetic flux (5 tP A through the strip A between
Land 1:':

* E ind is not necessarily tangent to 1:, but we are only interested in its tangent
component (and the perpendicular component of the associated drift).
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We obviously have (Fig. AIV.1):
15tP r = -0AE ind ·dl,

(AIV.l)

15 tP A = fB 15r 15 1.

On the other hand, from Fig. A IV.1 and relation (1.38 a) (non-relativistic
case), the change of B experienced by the particle is
aB

B

at

T

15B=B~ -Br =BQ-Bp = -rid-15rVl.B=15T-

or

15r = - 1 (aB
ri - - 15T -B) .
Vl.B
d at
T

(AIV.2)

Replacing (AIV.2) in (AIV.1), we obtain, taking into account that B is
constant along 1: :
aB
B2
dl
15 tPA=Brid - - -dl
-15T- --.

f

at Vl.B

T

f

Vl.B

From (1.23) we have

where

Vd is the particle's

(AIV.3)

15tP A

=

gradient drift velocity. Thus,

rid T l aB dl _ 15T l dl
qB
at Vd
q
Vd

J

J

=

rid [!:.l aB dl - 15TJ .
q B
at Vd

J

From the energy equation (2.32) integrated over 1: during one drift
period,
td
td
(AlVA)

15T = T

B

J

J

o

0

aB dt-q
at

E ind Vddt.

The first term represents the energy change caused by the gyrobetatron
effect; the second term represents the drift betatron. The latter is negative, because E ind and ~ are opposite vectors for positively charged
particles (Fig. A IV.l).
Taking into account that in (A IVA) dt=dl/Vd, and replacing 15T
in (AIV.3), we finally have
LltP=-ridlE.ddl+ rid[T laB dl_ T laB dl +qlE.ddl] =0
10
q B
at Vd
B
at Vd
10

J

J

J

J

q.e.d.
This proof can be carried out for off-equatorial particles on physically
similar lines, but with much more algebraic effort.
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Conservation of the Magnetic Flux of a Tube of Field
Lines Moving with Drifting Particles

Consider a distribution of particles with the same M and J values,
whose guiding field lines define a flux tube which at a time t intersects
the reference surface Q as shown in Fig. A V.l. A is the area of this intersection. Since all particles have the same M and J, they must mirror on
a constant K surface (2.45) (we assume equipotential field lines). Their
kinetic energy will be given by T=MBm=M(K2)j(I2), thus varying
from particle to particle, depending on the particular guiding field line.
We now compute the rate of change of the magnetic flux tfJ T of
the tube defined by the particles' guiding field lines, as they drift away
from the initial position; we shall assume a static magnetic field. We
have (Fig. A V.2) :
dtfJ T
d
Tt=dt

If
A

=

i

BodS=jBo·(Vo)Xdl)
c

II

f(B o x (Vo»)·dl= Vx (Bo x (Vo»)·dS
A

K=Const

Fig. AV.1
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Fig. A V.2

since Bo .l<Vo), d I. The drift velocity <Vo) is given by (2A1a), where
we replace F 0 by - V0 U. Inserting in the above relation:
d<P-T -dt

fJv [
x

Bo x (vouxeo)J
. dS
qBo

A

(A Y.1)

The first term represents the drift contribution from external forces
alone. Using vector algebra it can be converted into:

-~

II vx[eoX(VoUXeo)]·dS=-~ II

VxVU·dS=O.

A

Bm=Const

\.....6,----::.

K=

Bm= Const

Fig. A V.3
10 Roederer, Dynamics

r.JB = Const
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In the second term of (A V.1), which represents the drift contribution in
absence of external forces, it is convenient to introduce a new expression
for the bounce-average drift velocity (2.41 b), which does not contain lib.
For this purpose, we introduce the gradient Vo lK defined (Fig. A V.3) by:
l' -1
V o lK = - - .
br

The gradient Vol used in (2.41 b) was instead defined by
1"-1

Vol = - - .
br

Evidently,

1"=1'

+ -81 I
8B m

JI

bB

m

where the derivative is taken along the field line. According to the
definition of K (2.45):
I

bBm=Bm-Bm

2Bm

= -1- (I -1).
I

Combining these relations and using (2.39), we obtain
(A V.2)

Replacing Vol in (2.41 b) and taking into account (2.8), we finally have

<VGc ) =

(A V.3)

2p Volxe o
qlibBO

mv 2

= - - V o l K xe o ·
q B ol

Inserting (A V.3) in the second term of (A Y.1), we obtain, with some vector
algebra:

A

=~ II VX (m;2 Vol) .dS=-~ JJ VolKXV(m;2)-dS=O.
A

A

This expression is zero because both Vo lK and V(mv 2jI) are perpendicular to the particle shell, and thus parallel to each other. (Remember
that, as stated above, the second term of (A V.1) represents the drift
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contribution in absence of forces, thus conserving m, v, and I separately
for each particle. (m v2 )/(I) is then constant along the particle shell, and
the gradient Vo(m v2 /I) is perpendicular to it.)
In summary, the magnetic flux of a tube filled with drifting particles
remains constant:
dePT
- = 0 q.e.d.
dt
It can be shown that this proof holds even if the magnetic field is adiabatically time dependent.
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Relation Between L, I and Bm
We write relation (4.21) in form of the following expansion [50]
9

L

Y=

anX n

where
3
3
Y=ln ( L Re Bm
ko

and

X=ln

e::

m

_

1)

).

Sometimes it is necessary to express I as a function of L, Bm. For this,
we write
n=O

The coefficients an and bn are given in the following Table [50].

-9.0176314 x 10- 1
2.999966
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.0 X 10- 4

E=Maximum error in X.

E

bo
b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
b7
bs
b9

Y<-7.

11.7<X<23.

2.0007187
-1.8461796 X 10- 1
1.2038224 X 10- 1
- 6.7310339 x 10- 3
2.170224 x 10- 4
- 3.8049276 x 10- 6
2.8212095 X lO- s
0
0
0
1.2 x 10- 5

3.<X <11.7

6.222355 x 10- 1
4.3510529 X 10- 1
1.2817956 x 10- 2
2.1680398 X 10- 3
-3.2077032 x 10- 4
7.9451313 x 10- 5
-1.2531932 x 10- 5
9.9766148 X 10- 7
-3.958306 X 1O- s
6.3271665 x 10 - 10
6.0 x 10- 7

-1.5035469
2.516886
-1.5473094 X 10- 1
-1.482533 xlO- 2
5.7665822 X 10- 3
2.5165553 X 10- 3
4.6975588 X 10- 4
4.9336212 X 10- 5
2.8332675 X 10- 6
6.9447496 X lO- s
5.4 X 10- 6

-7.<Y<-.7

-1.5035665
2.5166432
-1.5579012 x 10- 1
-1.6991733 x 10- 2
3.3726437 x 10- 3
9.4374468 X 10- 4
-1.6048742 X 10- 4
- 5.7606054 x 10- 5
1.6653982 X 10- 5
-1.1144463 X 10- 6
5.2 x 10- 7

-.7<Y <2.

8.5<Y<20.

-1.3415203
2.5733781
-2.747596 X 10- 1
2.9961512 X 10- 2
- 2.1911161 x 10- 3
1.0870528 X 10- 4
-3.5717807 X 10- 6
7.2957464 x lO- s
- 8.0754426 X 10- 10
3.3797513 X 10- 12
1.1 X 10- 5

2.<Y<8.5

-1.4921674
2.4799708
-1.0499454 X 10- 1
-5.6314931 X 10- 2
2.16412 X 10- 2
- 3.9980282 x 10- 3
4.5340102 X 10- 4
-3.2040569 x 10- 5
1.3002586 X 10- 6
-2.3206968 X lO- s
1.5 X 10- 6

Coefficients bJor Different Ranges of Y

6.228644 X 10- 1
4.3352788 x 10- 1
1.4492441 X 10- 2
1.1784234 x 10- 3
3.8379917 x 10- 5
- 3.3408822 x 10- 6
- 5.3977642 X 10- 7
-2.1997983 X 10- s
2.3028767 X 10- 9
2.6047023 x 10- 10
7.0xlO- S

6.2337691 x 10- 1
4.3432642 x 10- 1
1.5017245 x 10- 2
1.3714667 x 10- 3
8.2711096 x 10- 5
3.2916354 X 10- 6
8.1048663 x lO- s
1.0066362 x 10- 9
8.3232531 x 10- 13
-8.1537735 x 10- 14
1.0 X 10- 6

3.0062102 x 10- 1
3.33338 x 10- 1
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
2.0 X 10- 4

E = Maximum error in Y.

E

ao
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7
as
a9

-3.<X<3.

-22.<X < -3.

X< -22.

Coefficients anfor Different Ranges of X

3.0460681
1.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.0 X 10- 4

Y>20.

-3.0460681
1.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.0 X 10- 4

X>23.

a.

v.

....v.

~

I:l:l
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Appendix VII.

A Different Expression for the Drift Velocity

To prove expression (5.3) we first introduce the gradient V0 ([>K. This
quantity is defined as a vector perpendicular to a particle shell at the
equatorial point, of magnitude fJ([>/fJr (see Fig. 80). Remember that
fJ ([> is the difference between shell fluxes of particles with the same K
value.
The flux increment fJ([> is equal to the sum around the shell of all
elementary fluxes fJ([>=BofJAo (Fig. 80):
fJ([>= fBofJrdx.

Remembering that I, fJI are constant along the shell (there are no
external forces, and time variations are adiabatic, i. e. there is very little
change during one drift cycle) we write, taking into account that in our
case fJI/fJr=VoI K (A V.2):

i

i

fJ([>
fJr
Bo
VoIK =TJ=jBofJIdx=jVoIK dx.

VO([>K

Using expression (A y'3) for the drift velocity, given in Appendix V,
we have
(A VII.l)

VO([>K=

VoIK

t

mv2 dx
-- --

qI

<fd)

=

mv 2

VoIK --lid

qI

(v is practically constant too, during one drift cycle). Using (A V.3) once

more, we finally obtain
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Derivation of the Fokker-Planck Equation
Let us relate the number of particles j~(X,ifJ,J,M,t)bXbifJbJbM
(5.7) at a time t, with the distribution of the same group of particles at
an earlier time t - LI t. We assume LI t ~ 19 b' but still very small as
compared to the drift period 1'9d • Furthermore, we assume that during
LI t there are very many individual acts of scattering or random changes
of the variables, yet with a very small total effect.
We write

!o(X, ifJ, J, M, t)bX bifJbJ bM
=

JJJJfo(X-~,ifJ-cp,J-1],M-j1, t-Llt)bX'bifJ'bJ'bM'.

(A VIII. I)
. [J(X -~,ifJ-cp,J -1],M -j1;~,CP,1], j1,Llt)d~dcpd1]dj1

+ [Q(X, ifJ, J, M, t) -

S(X, ifJ, J, M, t)] LI t

is the probability for a particle, which at t-Llt has
parameters X -~, ifJ - cp, J -1], M - j1, to become part of the X, ifJ, J, M
family at time t. Q and S are injection and loss rates, respectively. The
integrals are extended over the whole possible domain of variation of
each variable. [J must be normalized
[Jd~dcpd1]dj1

HH [J d~dcpd1]dj1= 1
for any set of X, ifJ, J, M values.
Some of the variables may not at all change stochastically. This, for
instance, is the case with X, whose variation is in general predictable
with certitude: ~ = - X LI t. Hence, the ~ dependence in the probability
function [J must be a delta function:

[J(X, ifJ, J, M; ~,cp, 1], j1, LI t) = [J o(X, ifJ, J, M; cp, 1], j1, LI t) b(~ - X LI t)
[J 0 also is normalized:
(A VIII.2)
Likewise, both intervals bX and bX' in (A VIIU) will be causally related:
(A VII 1.3)

.

(axax )

bX'=bX -b(X Llt)=bX 1 -

LIt .
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For stochastic variables there is no connection between the intervals
6 tfJ and 6 tfJ', etc., and we can set
6tfJ'=6tfJ
6J'=6J
6M'=6M.

Relation (A VIII.1) becomes
(A VIII A)
fo(X,tfJ,J,M,t)=

Sf Sf fo(X-~,tfJ-CP,J-'1,M-fl,t-LJt)(I- ~~LJt) .

. II o(X -~, tfJ - cp, J -'1, M - fl; cp, '1, fl, LJ t)6(~ - X LJ t)d~ dcpd'1 dfl
+(Q-S)LJt
= SSS fo(X-XLJt,tfJ-cp,J-'1,M-fl,t-LJt)

(1 - ~~LJt)

. Ilo(X -X LJt, tfJ-cp, J -'1, M -fl; cp, '1, fl, LJt)dcpd'1dfl+ (Q-S)LJt.

We can expand Taylor:
fo(X -X LJt, tfJ-cp, J -'1, M -fl, t-LJt)
.
af 0
a fo .
a fo
=j (X tfJ J M t) - -LJt - -XLJt o , '"
at
ax
atfJ't'

-(fl-'"

Ilo(X -X LJt, tfJ-cp, J -'1, M - fl; cp, '1, fl, LJt)
allo .
allo
=Il o(X,tfJ,J,M;cp,'1,fl,LJt) - ax XLJt - atfJ cp-'"

Introducing the expansions in (A VIII.4) and recalling (A VIII.2), we
obtain

1 a2
atfJ2(D<J>4>fo)

+2

(A VIII.5)

a2

+ atfJa/D</>Jfo)

1 a2
aJ2 (D JJ fo)

+2

a2
+ atfJaM(D</>Mfo)+"'+Q-S

with
D</>

=

D</></>

=

(A VIII.6)

:t Iff cpIlodcpd'1dfl

:rJff

1 a2

+ 2 aM 2 (DMM fo)

cp 2Ilodcpd'1dfl

=

=

:J

cpIlodcp

:tI cp 2Ilodcp
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(A VIII.6)

The second equalities in (A VIII.6) arise from the fact that II 0 usually
is a product of three individually normalized probabilities, one for each
variable change. Expressions (A VIII.6) represent average changes per
unit time. Obviously, II must be proportional to L1 t. It is customary to
set L1 t = 0 b (the most convenient "quantum" of time for our case).
Taking into account (5.5d), we have
a.
1 afo
ax(Xfo)=0 d ax·

We can integrate (A VIII.5) over a full cycle of the drift phase X.
Taking into account the definition of a drift-integrated distribution (5.11),
we obtain

(A VIII.7)

a2

1

_

a

2

_

_

+ acpaJ(D",Jio)

a2

1

_

+"2 acp2 (D<J>",fo)

+"2

_

_

aJ2 (DJJfo)

a

2

_

_

1

+"2

fP

_

_

aM2 (DMMfo)
--

+ acpaM(D<J>Mfo)+···+Q-S

in which
(A VIII.8)

1
D",,,,
= =fo

f

D<J><J>fodX

etc.

Q=fQdX
S=fSdX

In the derivation of (A VIII.7) we have taken into account that
fdX(a/acp) = (a/aCP)fdX, etc. This is indeed correct for our variable
X (5.5b).
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N otic~ carefully that the coefficients 15 in (A VIII. 8) are not simple averages like fo. Rather, in the drift-averaging process, the original coefficients
D have been weighted with the distribution functionfo. Therefore, they are
functionals of the unknown fo. The use of the longitude-average equation
(A VII 1.7) is licit only if the longitude variation of fo can be expected to
be very small-i.e. if there is no drift bunching, and if the coefficients D
do not depend strongly on longitude X. If this condition is met, 10 = fo
at all times (5.12 a), ana in view of (5.5 a), the coefficients (A VIII. 8)
become ordinary drift averages, weighted with the inverse of the local
drift velocity <Vd>:
1
dx
D
=- D
-4>.J...
7id
4>.1...
d

f

<V >.

We can thus write symbolically for all longitude-average coefficients:
D4> =

(A VIII.9)
D4>4>

«~~»

_ «(,1cP)2»
7ib

-

• •.

etc.

where the inner bracket denotes bounce average and the outer one
drift average (this latter weighted with the inverse of the local bounceaverage drift velocity).
If for some reason the longitudinal variable has a stochastic fluctuation, (A VIII. 3) is not true anymore, and a second order term
(1/2)(0 2 /oX 2 )(Dxx fo) will appear in (A VIII.5). In that case longitude
averaging is not possible.
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